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2021 in Short Takes—

Football Contest

L

Your Review

— SEE PAGE 8

ast year this space was filled by longtime
Free Press columnist Tom Sadowski. He
had recently retired his column, “Just
Saying ...,” yet graciously agreed to give us his
take on 2020, a year that felt unique — until
2021, when it became obvious it wasn’t quite
over. Things not being quite over is probably
as good a description of the human condition
as any, even now when it feels like it’s really
about to be over. And so here we are again, carrying on, even though we lost Tom in June,
even though the pandemic continues.
To take stock of 2021, we asked a small
group of contributors and community members for a short reflection: no more than 350
words; prose, poems, lists, charts or drawings
would be accepted. In the replies, the pandemic proved unavoidable. If you were to scan the
following pages for the word COVID, you
might fold up the paper and be done with it.
But as with the pandemic itself, much of the
interest lies in what happened in the spaces
between.
Thank you to all the contributors. And to
2021, we’ll probably see you next year.
—Ethan Andrews, Managing Editor
_____
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My Favorite Show

I

n March of 2020 the Camden Opera House,
like every other theater in Maine, went dark.
I spent weeks trying to reschedule, ultimately
canceling every event on our calendar. We
2021 continues page 4

Mid-Coast Optical

The Holiday Season is in the air & we are ready with our
Gift
largest
collection of Sunglasses EVER! Not sure which pair
Certificate to get for your loved one? How about a Gift Certificate?

96 Maverick Street, Rockland 594-7121

VOTED

Painting & General Contracting Services

Best
of the
Best

~ SENIORS ~

Adhesive & Bonding Dentistry can repair several
broken, chipped or worn teeth at one appointment.
Often for less than the cost of a single crown.

– Free Consultation –
WARREN DENTAL
• 273-2835

free estimates online

NorthAtl anticPainting.com

WOOD BRICKS

IN STOCK

Also Available at Randolph Hardware • 582-3428

- JUNE
nina
LA DISPENSA

24 Central Street, Rockport – 207-236-8880

Welcome back, everyone!

Now re-opened and ready to rock New Year's Eve!
Be sure to call for reservations, filling up fast.
Open Wed-Sat, 5:30 to 9 p.m.

Home

Auto
58 Park St., Rockland

Commercial

jedwardknight.com

Marine
594-8823

Open 7 Days • 563-3428 • DamariscottaHardware.com

BRASS BREAKFAST

Same ole Menu, Cook and Wait Staff!

... as the ole Brass Compass

Brass Breakfast Every Day
7am to 11am

Come see us on the PIER
58 Ocean St., Rockland

Tues-Sat 7am to 8pm
Sundays 7am to 3pm

207.596.0770
2 Main Street
Rockland

primorestaurant.com

Primo willThank
be closed
from 12/20-12/29
you
but
be open forour
Gift Card
for will
celebrating
Merchandise Sales!
20th&season
with us!
Dining will resume on Dec 30th
We are
now closed
for the&
season
season.
Holiday
Cards
Gifts
Reservations open April 1st for
Available
on-line, by phone
our re-opening in May!

or at Restaurant
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Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

ROCKLAND

CAFE

Open
Wed-Sun
6am-8pm

Everyday Specials
Homemade Seafood Lasagna
$19.99
Made with Lobster, Shrimp,
Clams, Haddock,
Scallops and Crab Meat.

Served with a side of Salad and Garlic Bread
Homemade Seafood Chowder
Sm/$10.99 Lg/$13.99
Made with Lobster, Shrimp,
Haddock, Scallops,
Clams and Crab Meat

The best you’ve ever eaten, Guaranteed! No Potatoes or Onions
Homemade Fishcake
1/$4.99 2/$7.99
Made with Haddock.
Appetizer for Breakfast,
Lunch or Dinner

We are open again for breakfast
Wednesday – Sunday • 6am to 8pm
r

r

TM
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r
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441 Main Street • Rockland, Maine • 596-7556
www.rocklandcafe.com

Images courtesy of Wood-Mode®

Authorized dealer of:
s r s rr
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r
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Happy Holidays!

Thank you for your patronage

Myrtle St.
Tavern

Cocktails & Oddities Since 1897

Sing In
The New Year
@ Myrtle
Karaoke @ 9pm
NO COVER
Cocktail Specials
Party Hats
WOOT WOOT

Tuesday thru Sunday Noon to 9pm
12 Myrtle Street
Rockland, Maine

On Going Sale

40

%

off
Clothing &

20%off Jewelry
236-3999

23 Elm Street, Camden
Winter Hours: Mon - Sat 10-5
We’re open year round
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NEW YEAR’S SALE

Thank You!

DECEMBER 28TH thru JANUARY 1ST

I would like to thank all our Loyal Customers and Crew for a great 2021
and for the last 20 years. I’m so fortunate to have had all of you in my life!
From cooks to dishwashers, hosts, bartenders, servers, and all of you
customers. The last 20 months have been the most challenging.
If not for you all, we would not be!

OPEN NEW YEAR’S DAY!

Merry Christmas and Happy, Healthy New Year!
With Gratitude and Love, Lynn

*While Supplies Last/ See Store for Details.

58 Ocean Street, Rockland, ME 04841

ANTIQUES
ETCETERA
ECLECTIC
TREASURES &
FURNITURE

OPEN EVERY DAY 10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

SO

OF
NS

THE AMERICAN L
E

Post #43
Belfast, ME

BOGO VALID 12/28/21-1/1/22

GI
O

N

New Year’s Eve Dance
FEATURING

The Loft Boys

$10.00 COVER CHARGE
8:30 -12:30
AMERICAN LEGION (POST 43)
143 CHURCH ST, BELFAST

END OF YEAR CLEARANCE!
All stock carpet is at close to giveaway pricing!
We’ve made the last price cuts to the products
so we can move them out the door.
EXAMPLES OF WHAT YOU’LL FIND:
12'x20' Light Green Tonal Cut Pile .......................... $100
2-12'x11' Multi-Color Loop Pile of same color ........ $75 ea
12'x14' Light Green Cut Pile ....................................... $90
12'x16' Light Gray Cut Pile ....................................... $100
12'x14' Light and Dark Beige Berber .......................... $75
2-15'x14' Light Mix Beige Berbers of same color ... $90ea

There are dozens of other sizes, colors, and styles;
all priced at 80% off the original price.
Great for wall to wall or stairway installation or have us
cut and bind it to your desired size.

Midcoast Maine’s Largest Local Furniture and Mattress Store!
280 Atlantic Highway [Rte. 1], Waldoboro
Call or Text 207-832-6363 • Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
www.dowfurniture.com

FLOORMAGIC.US | MON-FRI 9 TO 5, SAT 9-1
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2021 C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1
knew we had to find a way to live up to our mission, and the
answer was the SoundCheck performance series that we started in August of that year; small audiences, safety protocols,
affordable tickets and a free livestream. Unfortunately, the
pandemic was a wily moving target and, by November 2020,
we had transitioned to no-audience shows, supported by our
Community Arts Fund.
The Camden Opera House is a beautiful 485-seat theater
— not big, compared to the Merrill, say, but a sizable room.
For the performers who played for the three of us, the empty theater must have felt huge. Those performances were outstanding, and our online audience grew substantially … still,
those seats are there for a reason. The COH was built for gatherings, and community, and our job was to bring people
together to experience wonderful performances together.
On April 23 Gordon Bok had agreed to play, and had given his blessing to welcoming an audience back in. Tickets
sold out quickly — not the 485 people like pre-COVID, but
a crowd size that honored state spacing protocols. Forty happy, grateful people came to hear one of the legends of American folk music, following all the safety measures in place.
Gordon had played the COH countless times over the years
— on this particular night, the icon of how music used to be
was stepping boldly into the new reality. The performance
was, not surprisingly, amazing; warm and heartfelt and powerful, and the response nearly blew the roof off.
I’ve worked at the Camden Opera House for over 15 years,
I’ve been in SRO crowds, and multi-day conferences filled to
capacity, but this night, and this crowd of 40, made my heart
swell with gratitude like never before. We were open again.
I hope your 2022 is filled with peace, possibilities and
prosperity. I’ll see you at the show.
—Dave Morrison, Camden Opera House Manager

because they were down below with Sweetie, failing to pay
attention. Nobody in a gorgeous Hinckley yacht had to take
a fire ax to the teak, patch their hull with a mattress, and limp
to the boatyard. Nobody picketed.
Nothing exploded.
Matinicus stayed out of the headlines this year.
The snowy owl is here, honored guest and most welcome
visitor. That owl may be the best story of the year from
this island and is, by my lights, the most newsworthy.
Here’s wishing everybody in, on, and around Penobscot
Bay an uneventful winter.
Eva Murray, Matinicus
Her column “From Offshore” appears
every other week in The Free Press

American Dreams

A

s I get older, I sleep and dream more. In 2021 I dreamed
of beautiful places I had never been, of faces and people I know I’d never seen. I also dreamed of phrases I had
never heard. Twice this year I dreamed the words “the Slough
of Despond” (from “The Pilgrim’s Progress”)! I woke and
thought about this “slough” or bog of horrors in which we
find ourselves mired and miserable; I thought of the 800,000
COVID deaths, of hungry children around the world, of forest fires and tornado killer storms, of racism, of brutality and
bias colored by nativism, of children being shot in schools
by classmates, of the lunacy of rich men going to the moon
and Mars, of the homeless, of voting rights abuse, of antisocial media, of people complaining of climate change but
causing it, of misguided military drone strikes, of religious
bigotry on the Supreme Court, but worst of all I thought of
our freedom being plundered and looted by a cabal of vulgar and greedy men and craven populist idiocy.
I also thought of the things that might be; of people getting vaccinated, of kids without guns, of food for the poor
instead of in the trash, of color blindness, of tolerance, of
billionaires building hospitals and solid factories here on
Earth and paying their fair share of taxes. I thought of SCOTUS supporting laws that heal and bind and that forsake partisan dogmatism. I thought of many other things we could
do in 2022. These thoughts must not be dreams but form the
basis of our daily lives.
But I thought most about words that say it all; I thought
about America, our country, “indivisible with liberty and
justice for all.”
—Andrew Stancioff, retired geologist and natural
resource planner, Spruce Head

perhaps both, and the immensely popular song was meant
as an encouragement to hang on, this too shall pass.
It seems appropriate right now as we face the fourth (or is
it the fifth? I’ve lost count) wave of The Virus, with no closure in sight. Looking back on the year that’s ending, I cannot think of a time in my long life when things have seemed
blacker or bleaker. This was the year that COVID was supposed to end. And yet, it didn’t.
When I gaze on this sea of troubles, my instinct is to go
into the kitchen and just cook. Laugh if you will, but that’s
what I did this morning. I made the same cookies I’ve made
every Christmas for the last fifty years. I call them Walnutsugary-buttery Things and they’re easy and delicious. If
you’re feeling immobilized by the state of affairs, I suggest
you do the same. Here’s how: Take a cup and a half of shelled
walnuts and toast them in the oven until they’re golden, then
pulverize them in a food processor or by hand. Beat three
sticks of butter to a cream with ¾ cup of confectioner’s sugar. Add the walnuts, a tablespoon of vanilla, a pinch of salt,
then 2½ cups flour. Mix it all together and shape into walnut-sized balls on an ungreased cookie sheet. Bake in a 350
oven for 25 to 30 minutes. Remove the cookie sheet(s) from
the oven and set aside to cool. Sift more confectioner’s sugar over the top, put them in tins, and give them away.
This is guaranteed to improve your mood. You’ll be doing
something sort of mindless and at the same time creative;
furthermore, your generosity will be repaid by warm feelings from everyone on the receiving end. And this, finally,
is something to be grateful for.
Nancy Harmon Jenkins, writer, speaker,
traveler, storyteller, Camden

The Year in Short Takes

O

n an Owls Head–perfect summer day, a road crew was
working on South Shore Drive near my house. A young
woman with empurpled hair was controlling traffic at the
site, waving to motorists with one hand, a fresh cigarette
dangling from the other. A surrealist portrait.
The indomitable ones at the Rockland Public Library
tracked down a 1938 edition of John Gunther’s “Inside
Europe,” about a time when the world was starting to pop at
the seams, and what should pop out of the book’s pages the
moment I opened it: a 3-by-5-inch certificate from the Maine
lDental Society with the patient’s name scrawled in pencil,
ditto the certifying dentist’s and the date: Dec. 30, 1939.
T
Nine days after my birth! More to the point: the book hadPPAGE 1 BANNER PHOTO: DAN KIRCHOFF

Sitting

I

PHOTO: EVA MURRAY

We’ll Call It a Good Year if We
Can Just Keep Out of the Papers

A

s far as I know, nobody left this island seeking care
for COVID-19 this past year. At least nobody called for
EMS. From an emergency medical perspective the biggest
issue of 2021 was the unusual frequency of HDFAs. That’s
“high-drama false alarms.” If anybody here did contract the
virus there was no action on the bush telegraph, and that’s
saying something in a town so small that helpful summertime busybodies ride up and down the main road on fourwheelers announcing loudly that So-and-so might have a
mighty serious splinter.
Also, no stunt drivers tried to jump the gap between the
wharf and a departing ferry. No cement mixers tipped over.
Nobody was forcibly quarantined by acts of renegade
forestry. Nothing arrived by helicopter. No famous artist did
anything that got in the way much.
Nobody struck out to sea to perform a dramatic rescue (for
that we are most truly grateful). Nobody stayed up half the
night on the VHF radio, nobody searched, nobody cried.
Knock on the table after saying that, thump thump, for as I
write the year is not quite over. Nobody here went after their
fellow man with an oar or an ax or a two-by-four, nor after
his boat. I cannot speak with certainty about his traps.
Nobody was hauled away in irons. Nobody entertained
any television celebrities. Fewer sharks were eaten. No hopelessly befuddled transatlantic sailboats foundered here requiring provisions, a mechanic and our friends from Customs
and Border Enforcement. Nobody rammed Matinicus Rock

n the spring of 2021 I stopped feeding the birds. For
decades, assorted wildlife have gathered at feeders near
my window and provided all-day entertainment. During long
isolation recovering from COVID-19 in spring and summer
of 2020, I was unable to leave the house for months. Friends
brought me the essentials: chicken soup, cold medicine,
black-oil sunflower seed for the birds. I looked forward to
the day that the world and my health would get back to normal. Neither did. But this story is not about my COVID journey, it’s about the birds.
In February 2021, the feeder was full: chickadees, titmice, woodpeckers, nuthatches, cardinals, sparrows. One
day, I was listening to another report of civil unrest on the
radio while racing outside every few minutes to chase
squirrels away from the feeder. I stood guard at the window, ready to spring into action. And what to my wondering eyes should appear but a war zone of battling birds
right here.
Maybe it was the news, maybe just my mood, maybe
another mysterious symptom of Long-COVID. Whatever
it was, I saw for the first time that the feeder was a violent
arena of avian aggression. When the squirrel came sidling
up the deck railing, it stopped, peered into the window
and sat down. We eyed each other. For what felt like a
long time, neither of us moved. Finally I said, “Go ahead.
You deserve it as much as the others.”
Well, you already know the rest. As spring arrived, seed
and suet were reduced as wildlife adapted to nature’s provisions. Now winter is here. From time to time, a gray
squirrel or chickadee sits on the deck railing. Perhaps they
enjoy the view. It looks peaceful out there. Snow falls.
Deer sleep at the edge of the meadow. There’s no need to
chase squirrels. I sit quietly. My foot falls asleep.
—Tina Lee, Camden

Grateful for Small Things

A

n email this morning with Christmas greetings from a
friend included an attachment, a YouTube recording
from 1942 of Vera Lynn, erstwhile British pop singer, crooning “When the Lights Come On Again All Over the World.”
It was either Britain’s finest hour or Britain’s darkest hour,
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2021 C O N T I N U E D
n’t been opened in 81 years?
One day in May, I noticed a pickup truck bearing an NRA
sticker outside the Owls Head General Store. A man walked
out of the post office next door, looking the part (to my mind)
of a gun fan, unmasked, husky, buzzcut, middle-aged, in
shorts and T-shirt. I approached, and affecting an innocent
reportorial guise asked, “Is that your truck?” “Yup.” “I’m
curious, how would I join the NRA?” “Local or national?”
I shrugged, he offered up details, I thanked him, he said,
“Have a nice day” and we were on our way.
At the vaunted Primo restaurant, I went to the loo and was
tending to no. 1 thinking I had bolted the door when it opened
a crack, and just as quickly shut. When I came out I passed
the other loo and noticed a woman in a chair waiting her turn.
I said, “If you were trying to get in the other bathroom, I’m
sorry, I thought I locked the door.” Nearby, a tableful of diners stopped dining and looked my way, all wide-eyed and
curious. So I boomed, “A guy can’t do a line of cocaine without someone barging in?”

We Have Nothing to Fear
if We Have Solidarity

I

t’s been easy to slip into depression during the past year.
Over 800,000 people have died of COVID in the U.S. and
millions of Americans still refuse to take the pandemic seriously. A minority of the country is blocking action on climate change and policies that would help alleviate the suffering of the poor and working classes. Voter apathy, partisan
gerrymandering and a 234-year-old political system designed
to thwart the popular will of the people ensures nothing is
done about the multiple crises we face.
While we can’t ignore the fear, hatred and narcissism that’s
tearing this country apart, causing thousands of needless
deaths and cooking the planet, we should also take heart in
powerful displays of solidarity happening every day. Last
year, millions of people across the nation took to the streets
to call for racial justice, making it one of the largest movements in the country’s history. From the major cities to small,
—David Butwin, writer, Owls Head and Leonia, N.J. predominantly White towns in Maine, people who had nevThe Free Press has published several of his writings, er before taken part in activism marched for justice for peoincluding accounts of his work as a young reporter in ple they’ve never met.
Hawaii, Afghanistan and Northern Ireland.
Thousands of working people — from nurses to John
Deere and Kellogg’s workers — are striking against twotier systems that guarantee benefit and wage packages for
current workers, but screw new hires. Ordinary people —
e live in an idyllic landscape of hills and forests, sea liberals, conservatives, progressives and others — are putand islands, in small towns with tree-lined streets of ting their own jobs on the line and standing in solidarity to
simple wooden houses painted white. Friendly walkable fight for someone they don’t know.
towns, strung together along the coast and inland by narrow
Powerful elites in America have always sought to divide
winding roads. We cherish our towns and the institutions us because they benefit when we fight amongst each other.
that inform them, churches and schools, shops and eater- In the coming years, these reactionary forces will likely grow
ies, the library and post office, and all our working places. even more belligerent as they fight to stop social and ecoWe live in a beautiful place and enjoy each other in spite nomic progress that threatens this hierarchy. I’ve always
of the political wrangles.
believed that solidarity is the antidote to fascism, but fasBut all is not well. I am not talking about COVID, or even cism also gains strength from fear of social and political
democracy (may we muddle our way to managing the virus change. In the coming years, I worry that we may have to
and cling doggedly to our open political system!).
test this theory, but I also remain optimistic that our coopWhat is happening now is climate change. We are not erative instincts will ultimately prevail. As author Ursula Le
reducing our greenhouse gas emissions enough to stop the Guin once said:
temperature rise that is already harming our lives and sur“We live in capitalism, its power seems inescapable —
roundings. This rise damages our food supply around the but then, so did the divine right of kings. Any human powworld (causing conflict and migration) and causes long er can be resisted and changed by human beings.”
droughts, heat waves, forest fires, forest loss, species crash
—Andy O’Brien, communications director at
(fisheries, pollinators…), immense downpours with erosion
Maine AFL-CIO and former managing editor of
and floods, catastrophic winds, all increasing in frequency.
The Free Press
Are we, like the proverbial frog in the slowly warming pan
of water, unable to adequately address our plight? We must
focus, persist, not be distracted, nor hopeless. Think WW2!
Being great GHG emitters per capita (see the Free Press
s I prepared to open my gallery in June for the first time
“Shipping News” cargos for local evidence!), the greatest
in over a year due to COVID, I painted “Process” on
gift we can give the world is to not only replace fossil fuel
energy use with solar and wind (and human muscle!) but the wall, and I hung a show that paired my studies with the
also drastically ratchet down our emissions overall, start- pieces for which those studies were created. The studies are
ing now, in all our systems: industry, businesses, services, filled with shortcomings, errors and frustration, some writgovernment, military and corporate, at all levels — state, ten directly onto the paper. “Really hard to keep vermicunational and international, town and personal. We need to lation and spots distinct with this approach.” “Next time
discard our faith in perpetual growth, accept our planetary — yellow wash on caudal fin before anything else.” “Should
have underpainted w/ 1/0 before masking.” “Head should
limits and incorporate future climate into all planning.
Whatever becomes of us, we must cultivate our gardens be smaller and more compact.”
My studies are the physical manifestation of faults and
and small farms, care for our forests, waters and lands, and
above all care for each other, for that is how we will be well. insecurities, and 2021 has felt like a good time to explore
This beauty, of the sky, the sea and the hills, the curves of and reframe the way I think about such things. The studies, my process pieces, lay bare mistakes I shouldn’t have
the land, will be here.
made and challenges I struggled to overcome. Sharing
—Beedy Parker, naturalist and environmental them is scary. It makes me feel professionally vulnerable
activist, Camden when people see my finished work doesn’t come as easily
as they may think. Surely an “expert” would not struggle
in the same way. But there was something about the
spring of 2021 with the promise of a vaccine and the
opportunity to begin reconnecting with people. Being vulnerable felt easier given what we’d all been through. It felt
A hefty east wind rankles
good to talk about the struggles of process rather than just
the shore. It’s noisier here than
the finished piece.
anywhere. Through an opening
As summer morphed to fall, I also wanted to make an
in the clouds I watch Orion
effort to combat perfection paralysis in my personal life
by shifting my focus to process. I’ve worked to share my
scuffle with Taurus till a streetlight
vulnerabilities and failures. I’ve worked to reframe my
eclipses them. I walk along. Fox
thoughts in terms of learning from mistakes, asking for
News booms across TV screens
and accepting help. Just as I’ve embraced the idea of sharfertilizing viewers. We have
ing with people that mistakes and revisions are essential
parts of my artistic process, I’ve tried to remind myself
an Olympian combat now,
that life isn’t much different. We are all so much more
truth tossed into the compost.
than a smiling selfie, a clean house, or the clothes we
Can civility save this inflamed
wear. Sharing our process with one another yields empacountry? Another streetlight.
thy and understanding. It deepens connections, and that’s
what I look forward to carrying into 2022.
My shadow shortens and grows.
The rain is pelting again. I
Karen Talbot, scientific illustrator, Rockland
become one with the slithering
leaves in the ditch. The bay moans.

Life, the Universe and Everything

W

Process and Perfection

A

Rain in January

(from “Stones,” Moon Pie Press 2021)

—Thomas R. Moore, former poet laureate of Belfast

Darkest Night

I

’ve been thinking about what to write for the past couple
weeks. Something about grief or hope, or how our survival
depends on each other. I want to write something that will

help us turn away from the false hopes of government and
rights and laws and policy — and towards each other and
the inherent value of being alive. I don’t want to talk about a
virus, vaccines, student loans, inflation, war budgets, trans
rights. I want to know what you wish life looked like. What
you would do if you didn’t have to work for a boss, didn’t
have to stand on one political line or another. Didn’t have to
worry about your future, or if your kids will survive school,
adolescence, or climate change. If we didn’t have to define
ourselves by what we refuse to compromise. If you could just
live. If your comfort was not in reflection of global or local
lack because everyone had what they needed. What would
you do? What could you feel? Who would you want to be?
What would love feel like for you? When would you fall asleep
and wake up? How would you talk to the people around you?
Where would you live? What would your hands create?
What does your body feel like when it’s not afraid? How
do we bear the grief that we won’t get that choice? That
our kids probably won’t get that choice? Maybe our grandkids will be able to wake up free, but even that hope gets further and further away. Do you still feel that hope? Did you
get a chance to feel it?
The cracks in the brutal walls of false hopes are expanding. New cracks are forming every day. It’s utterly terrifying. Do you see how government and policy and rights and
laws are crumbling? Their power is waning. The cracks are
expanding. How are we filling in those cracks? How are you
filling in those cracks? How am I?
—August Sender, Montville, unceded Penobscot territory

Maine DOC Stepped Up

I

n October 2020, Maine State Prison had nearly 900 residents when the first coronavirus case was detected at the
facility. Warden Magnusson and unit managers did an exceptional job isolating pods and shutting down the facility to
eradicate the invisible enemy. MSP Wellpath nurses did a
phenomenal job administering multiple COVID-19 tests to
all residents, staff members, caseworkers and MSP personnel to maintain health and safety. MSP caseworkers did an
exceptional job assuring that residents were able to maintain contact with loved ones via Zoom and to make attorney
calls and Zoom meetings.
This past summer when a COVID-19 case surfaced in the
400 Housing Unit, Unit Manager Scott Harvey made a decisive decision to immediately shut down the unit and isolate
all pods. UM Harvey’s decision conceivably stopped an outbreak and saved the lives of some of the facility’s most
vulnerable residents with underlying health conditions.
Admittingly so, I am thankful as well. The way DOC
approached COVID-19 was the right way. Residents were
disgruntled because we had to endure the hardest part of the
quarantine lock-ins. It was extremely frustrating and difficult to be locked in for 23 hours and 45 minutes for the first
five to ten days without any contact with loved ones. I have
to admit, it was necessary, and it kept us safe. Especially at
that time when no one was vaccinated. It was crazy!! DOC
stepped up and got the job done. We cannot complain about
that anymore. I challenge anyone who thinks they could have
done a better job than Warden Magnusson to fill out an application and try!
Foster Bates, Maine State Prison, Warren,
president of the prison branch of the NAACP

Holding Hope

First grandchild in spring,
What world will receive your joy?
Can we offer more?

—John Shepard, owner and operator of Shep’s Imports,
a quirky auto repair shop in Union

I Do Wish Everyone Well
for the New Year

F

acebook friend Bill pretty well summarized the Biden
administration for 2021: “Compared to Trump’s record
of criminal associates sent to prison, convicted and pardoned,
or charged and pardoned, the number of administration members who left in scandal, the record turnover of cabinet members, the historic number of vacation days and days golfing,
the mind-numbing number of lies, the historic record of two
impeachments, the continuing civil and criminal investigations — Biden is a saint.”
We can understand why Bill didn’t mention that Trump
made history on January 6th by inciting a mob to attack the
Capitol and overthrow the government. It was so long ago
that 40% of Americans have also forgotten it and deny that
it ever happened.
As 2021 draws to a close, we are saddened to see our antivaxxer friends pass away in hospitals. This might be the first
2021 continues page 12
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Afghan Agony
by Michael G. Roskin

T

he new “Afghanistan Papers” book is less shocking than
the 1971 “Pentagon Papers” bombshell because most
Americans had lost interest in the endless but low-casualty
Afghanistan war. Still, a Washington Post reporter’s detailing of our Afghanistan misadventure cautions us against war
in the region.
Craig Whitlock, through the Freedom of Information Act,
gained access to hundreds of lessons-learned and oral-history interviews revealing how badly botched the Afghan war
was. The Pentagon Papers drew exclusively from memos
and reports by Defense Department principals but only snippets of State and Agency memos. There were no interviews.
Whitlock abundantly uses the interviews of working-level officers, heavily Army majors, after their stints in
Afghanistan. Accordingly, the Pentagon Papers are abstract
and bloodless whereas these Afghanistan Papers are personal, perplexed and often bitter.
Much, though, is similar. In Afghanistan, as in Vietnam,
reports were bifurcated between optimistic dissembling for
the public and Congress and pessimistic among officers in
the field. In neither war did high-level officials admit that
things were going badly. We were always “turning a corner” and just needed more time, money and troops.
The 2001 U.S. overthrow of the Taliban was quick and
brilliant but without any strategy for creating a coherent
country, let alone a democracy. We knew nothing of
Afghanistan’s religions, ethnic rivalries, languages, culture
and economy. We tried everything; nothing worked. Interviews repeated: “We didn’t know what we were doing. We
had tactics but no strategy.”
Fragmented American efforts often labored at cross-purposes. Eradication of opium poppies was a major U.S. goal,
but growing poppies was and is the only way Afghan farmers prosper. We paid poppy growers to eradicate their poppy
fields, but many did so only after harvesting the opium resin.
Substituting food crops earned farmers nothing and
flopped. U.S.-funded projects to dig irrigation canals watered
poppy fields. Educating Afghans was very important, so we
built lots of schools. But many stood empty because teachers could make more money digging irrigation ditches.
The CIA funded and protected bloodthirsty warlords and
drug lords, figuring only they could overcome the Taliban.
They didn’t; in some cases, they worked with them. Advisors from State, on the other hand, wanted to weaken the
warlords in favor of the Kabul government.
The U.S. military tried desperately to turn indifferent and
illiterate Afghans into soldiers, but many just collected their
meager pay and deserted with their weapons and uniforms,
which brought good money. The Taliban used them to infiltrate the army and shoot Americans. Afghan army units were
badly understrength as crooked officers pocketed the pay of
“ghost soldiers.” Afghan police, extorting money from everyone, were even worse.
With essentially unlimited funding, we made Afghanistan
a dysfunctional dependency. Our aid billions — mostly crates
of bundled $100 bills that couldn’t be audited — created vast
corruption. Much was skimmed and stashed in the United
Arab Emirates. We got fleeced.
Whitlock suggests the Afghans might be backward and
ignorant but were a lot smarter than the naive Americans
who rotated out every few months. Afghans knew how to
operate — always for self-gain — in a chaotic non-country,
something the Americans couldn’t fathom.
The Taliban, who fought to restore domination of their
Pashtun ethnic group, had coherence and motivation. Our
side, no matter how trained and equipped, was fragmented
and hopeless. As Napoleon said: “In war, the moral is to the
physical as three is to one.” We should have learned in Vietnam that military superiority may not beat a foe with the
political upper hand.
One also learns to doubt “if only” statements that claim if
we had only done things differently we could have won. A
favorite: “If only our war in Iraq hadn’t siphoned off money
and manpower from Afghanistan.” Iraq may have been an even
bigger mistake, but Afghanistan had trapped us in the moral
hazard of defending a country that wouldn’t fight for itself.
One might conclude from Whitlock that the undertaking
was inherently infeasible, an error from the start. It stumbled
on because few Washington officials could admit it was a failure. Trump wobbled through three policies on Afghanistan:
(1) as a candidate he denounced the war; (2) as president he
vowed to win it ; but (3) in 2020 he ordered a withdrawal to
be completed in the spring of 2021. Credit where it’s due.
It fell to President Biden, who had as senator supported
the war but as vice president grew to oppose it, to complete the last 2,500-person withdrawal. Although scorned as
chaotic, it got all U.S. personnel out on time under difficult
circumstances. The chaos came with over 100,000 Afghan
contractors and their families demanding to leave.
Now, ironically, Trump, who rode to power with antiimmigrant hysteria, has given us thousands of Afghan
refugees. One plus: soon Afghan restaurants will enliven our
palates. Any suggestions for what to order?
Mike Roskin is a retired professor of political science.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Masked Out—

We needed to buy a new window shade, so I went to my
favorite big box store. To go in, I dutifully put on a face mask as
recommended, one of those little standard-issue paper jobs with
elastics for your ears, just like the one Sara was wearing when
she came up to help me. Window shades mostly come in one
length and get cut down to the size you want with a big cutting
machine. We picked one out. Then Sara went off to change into
a different mask. After she vacuumed some old dust from the
machine, she ran my shade through the big Trim-n-Go cutter.
What does that tell you about masks? There are masks you
wear for social reasons, but when you get down and dirty
and really want to filter out dust and all the stuff that can
really make you sick, you need the mask they keep behind
the counter. If a mask will not spare you from the dust you
can see, how much help will it be for microscopic particles
… like a virus? Just asking.
David G. Reed, Rockport

America in Decline—

Each year, our elected representatives vote almost unanimously for $700+ trillion defense bills, which annually is
equal to thirty years of the proposed Build Back Better bill,
an investment in our American economy, workers and citizens. We spend more on defense than the next top ten nations
in the world combined. Our immense defense spending doesn’t really defend us from what threatens us most today.
It doesn’t defend against Russian tampering in our elections,
spreading debilitating conspiracy theories on social media, or
hacking into our internet-operated utilities, national security,
and businesses. Nor can we prevent Russian military invasions of former Soviet satellites who try to remain independent and democratic. We cannot prevent nuclear weapons development in North Korea, Iran, Israel and many smaller
aggressive nations. Their aggressions either go unimpeded or
they are reinforced with our military hardware. We cannot
address nor prevent China’s political, economic and military
threats to Hong Kong, Taiwan, and other Asian and Pacific
nations. Nor can we compete with China on its prolific economic and political influence with developing nations around
the world. Nor are we competitive with the economic and technological domestic developments that China and other Western nations provide for their own people. We cannot even provide our own soldiers and their families with economic security
and benefits that measure up to other nations and our better
paid workers. And, we cannot effectively address domestic
terrorism and insurrection, and the politics that promotes this.
The Republican Party simply will not face any of these conditions under its present strategy of winning elections at all
costs, via propaganda, misinformation, gerrymandering and
new laws to restrict voting and throw out elections.
We are effectively burning our $700+ trillion a year defense
spending in a trash barrel while we hold back on approving
funding in lesser amounts to needed domestic investments.
We can see the damages done throughout our nation, particularly in our rural states where democracy is no longer well
supported, where opioids medicate our societal failures, where
young people prefer to leave, where jobs and labor are constantly scraping the bottom of the barrel, where science, education, public health and faith in the future are in full retreat.
We don’t need studies to see what is happening. Silencing Republicans, Democrats and other advocates trying to
bring attention and resources to these domestic issues is no
different than the Communist Party’s regressive and oppressive activity from 1945 until the Soviet Union collapsed.
We are headed down the same path of authoritarian ignorance, neglect and dismissal of reality.
We need Build Back Better to prove that America can reinvest domestically in ways that the rest of the developed nations
have been doing for decades, so that we can rebuild faith in ourselves and compete around the world through enterprise and
industry in peace. The military industrial complex is no longer
a strategy for national defense, nor for local, state or national
economic development.
David A. Souers, Friendship

To Rockland’s Mayor—

I’m writing to express my alarm at the high spike in COVID19 cases here in the midcoast probably due to the variants
being discussed in the news. And yet, despite the fact that the
pandemic continues, it’s evident that our population is relaxing safety precautions that could not only save lives but make
sure our hospitals are not overly strained. Everyone goes to
the local grocery stores, but not everyone wears a mask. Can
you give me a good reason why we are not protecting our
cashiers and other support staff who keep us fed?
My concern is for our community but also for elders like
myself who rely on others. I am handicapped and need fulltime care. If my caregiver gets sick despite being vaccinated and boosted, I am in serious trouble. These breakthrough
cases are indeed happening, as you well know.
So I urge you and the members of City Council to enforce
a mask mandate in Rockland. Please show the leadership
that, sadly, our governor is not enforcing at present.
Thank you for your attention.
Eileen Fitzgerald, Rockland

Adapt or Perish—

Christmas is now over for another year. It’s a favorite holiday for many people, a time when we tend to band together a little bit more, knowing that while there may not be peace
on earth, home at least can be a place of security and reassurance. While world events seem sometimes as if we were
all afloat in the same small boat on a white-capped sea, our
own personal port in the storm can be a very safe place
indeed, particularly as we weather the latest tide of pandemic infections.
New Year’s has a very different feel. Though it used to be
a time of fresh starts and new beginnings, it now seems ominous and confusing as we mask up yet again and try to make
sense of what’s happening while all the while new health
threats appear on the horizon, glaciers continue to melt, seas
continue to rise and unusual weather becomes more commonplace. It’s a grim and unsettling picture.
It’s as if USS E Pluribus Unum — our figurative Ship of
State — had suffered a whole range of catastrophes, from
losing its rudder to running aground to being irretrievably
lost in a chartless sea. Some of those on board, rather than
cooperating with the captain and crew, are opening seacocks
to flood the vessel. Others have already abandoned ship and
launched lifeboats and are pulling for the shore. Others,
armed with augers, are relentlessly drilling holes to fill the
hulls with water and undermine the efforts of those who labor
on the oars. Decisions are made on the basis of politics and
personal opinion instead of science, reflecting individual
preference instead of the common good.
Humankind has faced crises like this before, though not
nearly on the scale that now confronts us. For the first time
in history, we have the power to utterly destroy not only our
own species but also the entire globe and all those who live
on it. It’s a question of safe harbor or shipwreck, adapt or
perish, sink or swim.
Alas, history is not on our side. It’s a daunting and discouraging record. As the archaeologist Douglas Preston has
written in his book “The Lost City of the Monkey God,”
about a prehistoric city in an unexplored valley deep in the
Honduran jungle, “Sometimes a society can see its end
approaching from afar and still not be able to adapt, like the
Maya; at other times, the curtain drops without warning and
the show is over. No civilization has survived forever. All
move toward dissolution, one after the other, like waves of
the sea falling upon the shore. None, including ours, is
exempt from the universal fate.”
Can we be the proverbial exception that proves the rule?
It may be unlikely, but it’s also not impossible. If we put
aside our differences, if we cooperate rather than compete,
if we work toward solutions rather than creating obstacles,
if we direct the full range of our diverse and awesome technological power toward achieving consensus and solution,
it can be done, but it has to be done now. It cannot be deferred
any longer. The clock is ticking, the tide is going out, there
will be no second chance.
If we’re serious about helping ourselves and our planet
survive, then let “adapt or perish” be the watchword for what
could easily be the most important resolution we can all
make, now and for the future.
Don Loprieno, Bristol

The Public Benefit of Floor
Area Requirements—

The slim majority on the Rockland City Council believes
that there is no public benefit to having a variety of residential minimum square foot sizes or floor area or space requirements in the different zoning districts for dwelling units. The
public benefit of having a variety of dwelling floor area
requirements in the different zones is to protect private property values, especially higher property values. It is from
the property values that the council derives the assessed values on dwellings for the purpose of raising property taxes or
revenues for Regional School Unit 13 and to pay for the
expansion of city services such as for a sustainability coordinator, a city planner, and for expensive consulting or contracted grant writing services. In essence the higher the property values the more taxes the city can raise for RSU 13 and
for itself, and the more the RSU and the city can expand its
services.
In my previous 29 years of working for different municipalities I never encountered any elected or appointed municipal official who believed that there is no public benefit
to having a variety of minimum dwelling square footage
or residential floor area requirements in different zoning
districts.
In summary, RSU 13 school officials and employees and
the Rockland City Council and city staff want ever more
services, programs and personnel and it is the private property owners, especially those with high property values, who
are the ones who pay for most of these wants. For the reasons described herein, it is the City Council’s responsibility to protect private property values and the public benefits
that they provide to Rockland. It is municipal government
in Maine 101.
Rodney Lynch, Rockland
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Notes from Lime City
A Benediction

by Nathan Kroms Davis and Becca Shaw Glaser

O

you snow, O you ice, O you winds that freeze skin and
snap branches, O you vast cold Darkness, child of Darkness vaster still, we welcome you! A bone-snapping tiredness under the snow and full moon. I heard her say yesterday in Belfast, “I want to schedule my booster but my
schedule is already more than I can chew off, just trying to
keep it together. It’s just hard to stay afloat.” The metaphor
of floatation implies a hostile universe — or at least one
indifferent to human suffering or flourishing. Over what
do those of us lucky enough to stay afloat float? An unfathomable void that the living may not penetrate but that
embraces the dead? If you’re reading this, you have survived
so far, and to what — glistening pomegranate seeds, pear
sauce made from pears growing on a midcoast street, politicians who try to please everyone but instead melt down to
a mush of gum tacked under shoes and the meanness that
happens behind closed doors and things called the department of environmental protection who claim they work for
the public good but hide behind bureaucracy and let corporations of greed and lies take over public waters.
Maybe it’s just the misty mood I’m in, but “public waters”
reminds me of the Simon and Garfunkel song Bridge over
Troubled Water, which in turn reminds me of Audrey Hepburn singing Moon River in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, which I’ve
always found enchanting. I guess sad, beautiful yearning is a
terrible cliché, but it’s also how I feel much of the time. More
anger than usual, sorrow, the way our winter now vacillates
between soggy and crisp, way too warm, melting and dark.
I feel betrayed by government, as if it’s a surprise that it serves

corporate interests over everyone else most of the time. Have
never not exercised this much, never watched so much TV
(Squid Game, Harlem, Reservation Dogs, Gentefied, Road to
Avonlea), pure endurance, survival mode, a flutter of polka
dot lace, the taste and feel of fir and fresh snow.
But the world is changing. The world has always changed,
of course, and I wonder how we’d feel facing down an impending ice age. This time is different because it’s our fault, and
I think that most climate grief and rage is not specifically
because the climate is changing, but because we collectively
don’t care enough to change our behaviour. We look around
at the world burning and drowning and mostly just shrug and
keep on driving. I suppose that’s an obvious point, though.
There’s a wonderful line from an old Jethro Tull song that I
always think about at this time of year: “And the thin wind
crawls along your neck — it’s just the old gods getting older.” An October thought while in line for hot dogs at Wasses
with ketchup, onions, relish: “Move your white hipster asses
to Rockland immediately!” as I watched a youngish touristy
couple walking tall past the old lime kiln, looking quite pleased.
December 2021: Teslas are the new status symbol in Rockport.
I have a belly now but who cares. What music are you loving?
Jazz guitarist Pat Metheny, especially his classic album
80/81, and klezmer clarinetist Andy Statman. What art or
music or food or anything else are you loving, Becca? Sona
Jobarteh, Janelle Monae: “Turntables,” Hurray for the Riff
Raf: “Pa’lante,” early live Sinéad O’Connor. The afternoon
sun piercing the sky and bare black trees, and the news of
course is always fun. Tired of being practical. What is child-
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hood to us? Nothing lately is fully comforting. We resist the
discomfort of knowing that millions — millions! — of people are starving in Afghanistan, but that we are doing so
little to help them. I know I’ve said this before, probably at
length, but I think that people here really underestimate the
scale of suffering elsewhere in the world.
O bare trees, O ice-bearded cliffs, O sea mist rising into
diamond sky, will you avail us in our time of despair? Could
you be more tender; we are all struggling, or at times, could
you be more fierce in the places and times it is needed? Will
you be grateful, thank the ways we are woven together, the
cheese that came from Australia, the heat from the tree or the
evil energy company, I can’t even reach my anti-vax friends
but can I at least say, please please please wear a powerful
mask, and please take some time for pleasure and relief. One
out of every 100 people in the U.S. over age 65 has been killed
by COVID in less than two years, yet someone at the Belfast
Goodwill, an unmasked man in his 60s, on the eve of the winter solstice, was exclaiming, “It’s just like the common flu.”
Also, “Everyone’s gonna get it eventually.”
I wish we had other things to discuss, I wish we had better things to report, I wish we knew for sure that Omicron
wasn’t going to be as deadly, I wish we knew that the winter holidays weren’t going to spread the virus to those we
love, I wish hope felt more vivacious and unexpected, phosphorescence in the harbor.
Think of oranges, of grace, of love, of cakes. Of asking
for help and getting exactly what you need.
Nate is an erratically charming Rockland city councilor.
Becca moved to Urbana, Illinois, in the late ’90s to take
part in The School for Designing a Society. They wrote
this with a wandering “I,” employing a variation of the
Surrealists’ le cadavre exquis.

Camden Conference Zoom talk—
American Red Cross Seeks
Blood Donors in January
‘Europe and the Holocaust’ Discussed in a
The American Red Cross has an urgent need for lifesavContemporary Context
narratives have traditionally focused on ing blood and platelets. Historically low blood supply levHistorian Page Herrlinger, a professor
at Bowdoin College

The Camden Conference and Rockland
Public Library will host a Zoom talk by
Page Herrlinger on Thursday, January 6,
at 6:30 p.m. called “Europe and the Holocaust — History, Human Rights and National Identity.” Herrlinger will explore Russia’s record on the Holocaust within the
context of Western and Eastern European
Holocaust narratives and commemorations.
To register, email elewis@rockland
maine.gov by 4 p.m. on January 6 and identify the event in the subject line. The program will be recorded and archived to the library’s YouTube
channel and the Camden Conference website.
Approximately one million Holocaust victims were murdered on Nazi-occupied Soviet soil, yet Soviet and Russian

LETTERS/OPINIONS
Thank You to Maine CDC—

News stories about vaccination and mask-wearing philosophies and policies abound. But only a very mean-spirited
person would deny that Maine CDC Director Dr. Nirav Shah
and his overworked staff do everything they can to monitor and prevent the spread of COVID-19.
So please, spend 57 cents and the cost of a Christmas card
to send these public servants a holiday “thank-you.” Don’t
use email: I am sure their inboxes are overflowing.
Here’s the address: Dr. Nirav D. Shah, director; Maine
CDC; 286 Water Street; State House Station 11; Augusta,
04333-0011.
Andy Stevenson, Belfast

Accounting Education—

As an accounting professional and small-business owner,
I am grateful to Sen. Susan Collins for coauthoring the bipartisan STEM Education in Accounting Act. If successful, this
bill designates accounting as a STEM subject, qualifying
accounting education programs for K–12 grant funding under
the Every Student Succeeds Act.
There is a great need in this state and country for qualified and talented accounting professionals. Yet like so many
other important sectors, this career field faces a shortage of
licensed, educated professionals needed for audits, accounting services, financing, tax preparation and even cybersecurity. Running a business requires sophisticated knowledge
and skills. It is essential to employ an accountant who will
understand your company’s complexities and who has the
experience to put your finances in order.
I urge Sen. King and the rest of the delegation to support
this important bill. If someone is considering a career in
accounting, I would encourage you to join the field! The possibilities are endless, and the work is rewarding.
Dorothy Havey, AFSP, Belfast

the collective experience of the Soviet people as “victims of fascism,” in effect covering over the unique suffering of the Jewish
people. As a result, many Russians today
know very little about the Holocaust. Putin’s
participation in recent Holocaust commemoration events indicates a shift in official
policy.
Herrlinger will examine the meaning of
this change and discuss what contemporary
historical practices and memory politics
related to the Russian experience in WWII
reveal about the construction of national
identity in Russia today.
An associate professor of history at Bowdoin College, where she has taught since 1998, Herrlinger’s
courses include Modern Russia and the Soviet Union; Germany, 1918–1945; and the Holocaust. She is currently codirector of a National Endowment for the Humanities summer seminar for middle and high school teachers called
“Teaching the Holocaust Through Visual Culture.”
For information about the 35th annual Camden Conference, Europe: Challenged at Home and Abroad, to be held
February 25–27, visit camdenconference.org.

els not seen in more than a decade persist. Those who donate
through January 2 will receive a Red Cross long-sleeved
T-shirt, while supplies last.
Those who donate blood, platelets or plasma in January
will be entered for a chance to win a getaway to Super Bowl
LVI in Los Angeles and will also be entered to win a home
theater package and a $500 gift card. Terms apply; visit
redcrossblood.org/superbowl for more information.
To donate, individuals need to bring a blood donor card
or driver’s license or two other forms of identification. Individuals who are 17 years of age in most states (16 with
parental consent where allowed by state law), weigh at least
110 pounds and are in generally good health may be eligible to donate blood. High school students and other donors
18 years of age and younger also must meet certain height
and weight requirements.
Donors can save up to 15 minutes at a blood drive by completing a RapidPass; visit redcrossblood.org/rapidpass or use
the Red Cross blood donor app.
To schedule an appointment to give blood, plasma or
platelets, use the Red Cross blood donor app, visit redcross
blood.org or call (800) 733-2767.
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Celebrate the Holidays
with family and friends
at In Good Company
WED & THURS 4:30 TO 8 PM
FRI & SAT 4:30 TO 9 PM
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

TAKING RESERVATIONS
FOR NEW YEAR’S EVE

MIDCOAST

HUGE
Beer & Wine
Selection

For the Holidays

CLOSED CHRISTMAS EVE, CHRISTMAS DAY,
AND NEW YEARS DAY
415 MAIN ST | ROCKLAND, ME
INGOODCOMPANYMAINE.COM | 207-593-9110

195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

MON.-FRI. 9AM-6PM • SAT. 9AM-4PM

No Membership
Card
Required
See Us On
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Celebrating Our 50th Anniversary 2022

We Will Make Your Order Faster
than Most Will Take Your Order!
Rockland
2 North Main St.
across from
Dunkin’ Donuts

Rte. 1,
Thomaston
across from
Lowe’s

Belfast

Corner of Rtes.
1&3
Renys Plaza

FOOTBALL
CONTEST
ENTRY FORM
CHECK OFF ONE WINNER OF EACH GAME
WINNER: Person with most correct answers.• TIES: In the
event of a tie, winner will be chosen by closest score of
Monday Night Game.

“BEST BY A DAM SITE”

Downtown Swanville, Maine • 338-4029

EARTHWORK EXPERTS

Established 1949
190 Pleasant Street, Rockland • 594-4630

GEORGE C. HALL & SONS INC.

MAKING SENSE OF INVESTING

Doug Curtis, Jr.,
AAMS®
Financial Advisor

315 Main Street
Suite 201
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-9323 Fax 888-264-5812
Toll Free 888-594-9340
doug.curtis@edwardjones.com
www.edwardjones.com

ONLY ONE ENTRY PER HOUSEHOLD,
PER WEEK, WILL BE ENTERED IN THE DRAWING.

Time (ET)

Sunday, Jan. 9

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

New Orleans at Atlanta
NY Jets at Buffalo

❑

1:00 pm

❑

1:00 pm

❑
❑

1:00 pm

❑
Chicago at Minnesota ❑

NOW WITH AG – NEW LOW PRICES ON MEAT, PRODUCE & GROCERIES!

SPECIAL PIZZA OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
$9.99

UP TO 3 TOPPINGS

AND EVERY HOLIDAY

Washington at NY Giants
Dallas at Philadelphia

Philly Steak and Cheese

1:00 pm

New England at Miami

1:00 pm

❑

1:00 pm

❑
❑

1:00 pm
1:00 pm

Carolina at Tampa Bay

Indianapolis at Jacksonville

❑

❑
Tennessee at Houston ❑
Kansas City at Denver ❑
LA Chargers at Las Vegas
San Francisco at LA Rams

1:00 pm
1:00 pm

Pittsburgh at Baltimore

Seattle at Arizona

67 Main St.

1:00 pm

Cincinnati at Cleveland
Green Bay at Detroit

Hot & Cold
Sandwiches
Cold Beer
& Soda
Phone: 596-7321
Bottle
Large Assortment of Sports Cards
Redemption

Deli Items
ATM
Collectables

Subway® is a Registered Trademark
of Subway IP Inc. © 2021 Subway IP Inc.

Rockland

1:00 pm
4:25 pm

❑
❑

❑

4:25 pm
4:25 pm

Enjoy the Game
with a La-Z-Boy
Recliner from

4:25 pm

Total Points Scored Monday Night Game:____________
Name:______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Route 1, Waldoboro • 832-6363
www.DowFurniture.com

Phone:______________________________________________
If I Win, Make My Gift Certificate Good At:
____________________________________________________
(select any business on this page)

Belfast

Rockland

Bucksport

Ellsworth

338-2930 596-6554
469-4903 667-5322
Owned and Operated by a Maine Family who Cares

Drop Off or Mail Entries to:

THE FREE PRESS,
c/o Football Contest
PO Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076
OR bring to:
6 Virginia Ave., 2nd floor, Camden
Entries Must Be Received By
5 pm Thursday, Jan. 6th.

Each week’s winner will
receive a $25.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE at any one of
the participating
businesses on this page.
Congratulations to
Jim Smith who won in a
tie with Jim Moore.

*All Gift Certificates will be mailed out at the end of each month*

With our knowledgeable staff and
one-stop shopping, you can get
2620-20
your household
projects done
2630-20
fast so you can
$299.99
2797-22
watch
the
Regular $399.99
2680-20
game. Promotion ends 5/31/14 or while supplies last
DAMARISCOTTA
Hardware
Damariscotta
Hardware
Damariscotta
Hardware
AH
Tradition
ofR
Helpful
Service
and
Honest
Value
A
D
Wand
AHonest
R Value
E
Tradition
Service
and
Honest
Value
AA Tradition
of Helpful
Service
563-3428
• Damariscottahardware.com
• Open
7Days
Days
563-3428
DamariscottaHardware.com
Open
•• DamariscottaHardware.com
••Open
77Days
563-3428 •563-3428
DamariscottaHardware.com
• Open
7 Days
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f all the New Year’s resolutions made (and often aban- your beds or appendices on composting, pruning, pest and
doned) each year — those concerning diet, exercise, disease control, and container gardening. But after looking
decluttering, and so on — the one I’d most like to stay through a dozen or so offerings, I realized it would be more
on top of this year is keeping a garden journal. I’m tired practical to make my own journal, because I’d like some
of trying to divine which variety of spinach did well last space to store tags and seed packets along with pages for
season by sifting through dusty empty packets tucked in sketching and writing.
the seed-storage box, of finding the tags identifying the latBefore I go on with any DIY suggestions for an oldest hollyhock plants floating around
fashioned journal, I realize there are garin the bottom of my garden tool basket.
den journal apps that allow you to take
Worst of all, we always keep a rough
photos and make notations for everysketch of what was planted where every
thing growing in your garden. These
year, but when it becomes a necessity
are especially wonderful for tracking
to rotate beds we need to be more precise.
growing progress over time. An
Case in point: this year we had a crop
app alone wouldn’t do it for me, but it
of huge onions that appeared textbook
shouldn’t be overlooked if that’s your
by Georgeanne Davis
perfect but soon proved to be infected
preference.
with some kind of bacterial spores that cause
For my own journal I think I’m going
Garden
internal rotting in storage. As those spores
with a three-ring binder that can hold lined
can remain in the soil for several years,
paper,
some plain heavy paper for drawing
Journaling or perhaps
we’ll have to avoid planting alliums in those
pasting in photos of desired
for the New plants, some photo pages to hold those
areas, and we’re a bit fuzzy on exactly which
areas are to be avoided. It would also be
seed packets and plant tags, and zipper
Year
handy to be able to make notes on whether
pouches for holding larger plant tags, bulb
it was cold and rainy, hot and rainy, or what combination of package labels and who knows what else. If you want to be
conditions prevailed during planting and harvesting future super-organized, you can download free pages that include
onions.
such things as a gardening calendar with monthly garden
So this will be the year of the garden journal. I swear it on tasks, design planners, seed-starting lists, as well as journal
a stack of seed catalogs. I’ve actually had journals given to pages. Or you can keep it as simple and personal as you’d
me in the past but all they did was make me feel guilty when like.
I saw I’d let weeks go by without an entry. And face it,
For those who may have a more meditative approach to
if you live in the Northeast, you don’t need a journal garden journaling, the New York Botanical Garden offers
that demands an entry on 365 days of the year. A garden “The Mindful Gardener: A Journal.” It provides a series
journal should fit you as well as your gardening clogs: you of journaling prompts designed to encourage the user
need not be a Vita Sackville-West to write a few thoughts to examine their garden and ponder some of the basic tenets
or observations, but if you’d prefer to include some color of mindfulness. The journal features inspirational quotes
sketches or wax poetic, there should be pages for that in your sprinkled throughout, as well as introductory material on the
personal book.
practice of mindfulness and a list of resources for further
If you’d like to purchase a garden journal, there are as reading. While this might sound a bit touchy-feely for those
many choices as there are types of gardeners. Some are set with dirt under the fingernails, it’s not. The quotes are set
up as five- or ten-year perpetual diaries, with one page giv- off on the side of a page and are gentle suggestions and hints
en to each day of the year, and each page divided into sec- to get a reluctant writer started. It’s very nicely designed and
tions for personal jottings. Some include reference materi- would make a perfect late gift for any gardener, including
als or hardiness zone maps, gridded pages to help plan out oneself.
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WE ARE OPEN
NEW YEAR’S EVE 10AM-4PM
Then closed, until Monday, the 3rd
ORDER ONLINE! www.MaineMeat.com
310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

VINYL FENCING

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

Keeping Pets Healthy and Safe During the Holidays

The Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and
Forestry encourages pet owners to keep their pets healthy
and safe during the holidays, sharing these tips:
• Avoid feeding pets foods meant for humans. Fatty foods
such as turkey skin, meat fat and gravy can cause pancreatitis, even when consumed in small amounts. Chocolate,
grapes and raisins, onions and xylitol (an artificial sweetener found in many candies and gum) can be poisonous to pets,
and bones can cause injury and illness.
• Keep holiday decorations out of reach. If eaten, ornaments, tinsel and lights could cause intestinal blockages or
other injuries. Also hazardous are candles, potpourris and
plants such as mistletoe, holly and poinsettias.
• Make sure pets have proper identification tags and
microchips that are up to date with current contact information.
• For those traveling with pets: different states, countries,
commercial carriers and lodging facilities may have require-

Every Friday, All Year
9am - 1pm
Inside at the Aubuchon Greenhouse
Route 1, Belfast
@BelfastFarmersMarket

The AmericAn Legion
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310

207-691-2270

Merry Christmas
&
Happy New Year
Stop by 91 Pearl St., Camden
and join your fellow vets and enjoy
the comradery
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ments for pets. Talking to a veterinarian can help determine
what steps or documents might be needed; more resources
can also be found on the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
website: aphis.usda.gov/aphis/pet-travel.
• Have a quiet space for your pets. Holiday celebrations
can be loud and overly stimulating for them. Have the room
stocked with food, water, a litter pan, etc., if they would like
to maintain their distance for an extended time.
• Keep pets away if you are sick. Some dogs and
cats have been confirmed to have SARS-CoV-2, which
causes COVID-19 in humans. These animals became
ill through close contact with their owners, who were infected with COVID-19. Research suggests that pets are unlikely to pass the infection on to uninfected humans. For
more information, visit cdc.gov/healthypets/covid-19/
pets.html.

Ask Allen about
insurance for your
home & auto.
We’re your trusted local insurance professionals.
Your insurance person:

Chris Wilson

AllenIF.com/personal | (207) 236-4311

Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.
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Maine Home Sales Decrease in November Based
on Low Inventory

From left, Ellen Goldsmith and Lynne Ellis

In which poetry improves Zoom—

Poets Corner Offers
‘Poems for Healing’

The Poets Corner will host its first reading of the new year,
called “Poems for Healing,” on Sunday, January 9, from 4
to 5:30 p.m., via Zoom. Reading their work will be Ellen
Goldsmith of Cushing and Lynne Ellis of Seattle.
Goldsmith will read from her recently published collection “Left Foot, Right Foot,” based on her experience of a
life-threatening illness and subsequent healing. Ellis will
also read poems that center on the body and healing.
Each will share a poem by another poet who they have
found to be resonant and healing and will talk about their
personal experiences writing poetry, welcoming comments
and questions from the audience.
Visit thepoetscorner.org to register, and for more information. The Poets Corner is based in the midcoast and hosts
virtual readings the second or third Sunday of each month.

Vose Library—

Webinar with Penobscot
Stories from Carol Dana
Carol Dana
Vose Library’s Virtual
Wednesdays series will
continue on January 5 at
7 p.m. with a Zoom presentation by Penobscot language teacher and storyteller Carol Dana.
Dana will discuss what
she has discovered about
the art and traditions of
storytelling and how her
people have used it in the
past and continue to do so.
She will tell a story in
Penobscot and translate it
and will talk about Penobscots on the Penobscot River and the role of oral tradition in
her tribe. A few short stories will be shared from “Still They
Remember Me: Penobscot Transformer Tales,” volume one,
which she coedited and was published this year.
Call 785-4733, email librarian@voselibrary.org or go to
the library to request a Zoom registration link. Closed captioning will be available.

Skidompha Book Shop
Posts Holiday Hours

The Skidompha Secondhand Book Shop, located at 17 Backstreet Landing in Damariscotta, will be open every day during
the this holiday week, including on Sunday and New Year’s
Day. Hours are Sunday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Monday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sunday hours will continue after the holidays. Donations
will be accepted all day on Mondays and from 8 to 10 a.m.
on the other days, with a limit of four bags or boxes per person per visit.
The shop, which raises funds for Skidompha Public
Library, offers hardcover and paperback books in many genres for adults and children, movies on videotape and DVDs,
puzzles, music CDs and records.
For more information, visit skidomphabookshop.org or
phone 563-7807.

Camden
DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Demand remains strong M a i n e R e a l E s t a t e S t a t s —
for existing single-family
# Units # Units
homes in Maine, while forMSP 2021 % Change
sale inventory is lower than November only Sold 2020 Sold 2021 % Change MSP 2020
in a typical, balanced real Statewide
1,965
1,808
-7.99%
$270,000
$300,000
11.11%
estate market. Sales decreased
7.99% while prices increased Three-month comparison, by county:
11.11% compared to Novem- Chart below compares Sept. 1, 2020 – Nov. 30, 2020 and Sept. 1, 2021 – Nov. 30, 2021
# Units
# Units
ber 2020. The median sales
Sold 2020 Sold 2021 % Change MSP 2020
MSP 2021 % Change
price reached $300,000, com- County
pared to $270,000 in Novem- Statewide
6,596
5,960
-9.64%
$275,000
$310,000
12.73%
ber last year.
Androscoggin
391
374
-4.35%
$215,500
$250,250
16.13%
“Despite the lower sales Aroostook
279
301
7.89%
$112,500
$132,500
17.78%
volume last month and dur- Cumberland
1,333
1,178
-11.63%
$385,000
$439,250
14.09%
ing the second half of 2021, Franklin
210
165
-21.43%
$206,950
$240,000
15.97%
January through November
Hancock
428
300
-29.91%
$305,000
$339,750
11.39%
2021 was one of Maine’s
514
568
10.51%
$210,800
$249,950
18.57%
best, with the number of res- Kennebec
264
202
-23.48%
$292,500
$375,000
28.21%
idential real estate transac- Knox
255
199
-21.96%
$360,000
$365,000
1.39%
tions 4.1% above the compa- Lincoln
343
292
-14.87%
$229,000
$264,950
15.70%
rable time period in 2020, Oxford
579
565
-2.42%
$179,100
$217,027
21.18%
Maine’s historical high. The Penobscot
161
124
-22.98%
$125,900
$180,000
42.97%
2021 figures are 12.3% high- Piscataquis
163
142
-12.88%
$291,000
$342,500
17.70%
er than the comparable time Sagadahoc
period of 2019, prior to the Somerset
249
244
-2.01%
$149,900
$183,750
22.58%
pandemic,” said Aaron Bol- Waldo
226
179
-20.80%
$262,000
$290,000
10.69%
ster, president of the Maine Washington
211
168
-20.38%
$168,000
$168,500
0.30%
Association of Realtors, in a York
990
959
-3.13%
$368,000
$410,000
11.41%
news release. “The high
Source: Maine Real Estate Information System, Inc. (d/b/a Maine Listings). Note: Maine
demand for Maine residential Listings, a subsidiary of the Maine Association of REALTORS, is a statewide Multiple Listing
real estate is stymied by the Service with over 4,700 licensees inputting active and sold property listing data.
tight supply of homes for sale
across our state. Move-in-ready homes are in extremely high month period ending with November — to the same period
demand and qualified buyers are ready to purchase. We a year before, home sales from September 1 through Novemexpect a solid finish to 2021.
ber 30, 2021, in Knox County decreased 23.48%, from 264
“There were 33% fewer homes for sale in November 2021 to 202. MSP increased 28.21%, from $292,500 to $375,000.
than November 2020, and 59% fewer than November 2019.
Over that period, Lincoln County home sales decreased
With a six-month supply of for-sale inventory as the bench- by 21.96%, from 255 to 199. MSP increased 1.39%, from
mark for a balanced real estate market, our current numbers $360,000 to $365,000.
Waldo County home sales decreased 20.80%, from 226
indicate a 1.7-month supply.”
The National Association of Realtors reported a 2.2% to 179. MSP increased 10.69%, from $262,000 to $290,000.
Above are two charts showing statistics for Maine and its
decrease in single-family home sales across the country comparing November 2021 to November 2020. Prices rose 14.9% 16 counties. The first chart lists statistics for the month of
percent to a national MSP of $362,600. Sales in the North- November 2020 and 2021 only, statewide. The second chart
east decreased 11.6%; the MSP of $372,500 reflects a 4.7% compares the number of existing, single-family homes sold
increase in November 2021 compared to November a year ago. (units) and volume (MSP) during the rolling three months of
Comparing sales from the “rolling quarter” — the three- September, October and November for 2020 and 2021.

Camden Public Library
Offers Online Yoga Nidra
Health and wellness coach Hester Kohl Brooks
Camden Public Library’s annual Jumpstart January series
will begin on Thursday, January 6, at 6 p.m. with a free guided yoga nidra meditation class via Zoom, facilitated by health
and wellness coach Hester Kohl Brooks. The registration
link can be found by visiting librarycamden.org.
In a news release, Brooks, a trained Daring to Rest yoga
nidra facilitator, explains, “Yoga nidra is a sleep-based meditation in which your mind is guided to the deepest state of
relaxation imaginable. As your body relaxes, you become
open to meeting emotional and mental patterns that are holding you back, combining the benefits of meditation with the
benefits of sleep.”
Other programs in the series include “Writing a Legacy
Letter” on January 7; “Dancing with Your Muse” on January 11; “Coat Pins . . . with Intentions” on January 12; and
“Cardboard Portraits” on January 25.
Visit librarycamden.org for details.

Book of ‘Ordinary
Troubles’ Wins Annual
Maine Literary Award
Author and English teacher Brandon Dudley
Maine author Brandon Dudley’s recently published book
“Hazards of Nature: Stories” was named winner of the 2020
Maine Chapbook Series, an annual competition from the
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance that highlights emerging Maine writers. Guest judge and National Book Award
Winner Sigrid Nunez chose Dudley’s work out of nearly 60
submissions.
Dudley’s book contains three stories centered on, according to a news release, “ordinary people with ordinary troubles.” His short fiction has won a Maine Literary Award and
has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize. His stories, essays,
interviews and criticism have appeared or are forthcoming
in New South, The Millions, The Forge, Fiction Writers
Review and others. A former journalist, he now teaches high
school English in Brunswick.
Learn more at brandondudleywriter.com.
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The Sketchbook. A builder’s journal
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NAMI’s Mental Health
Care Resource Guides

The Maine Chapter of the National Alliance on Mental
Illness (NAMI Maine) has released two resource guides during this time when mental health needs are high.
“The Hospital Guide: What Families Need to Know About
Mental Health Treatment” is designed to help families and
individuals navigate seeking medical care and mental health
treatment or relapse and recovery.
“The Family Guide to the Criminal Justice System” offers
guidance to help those affected by mental challenges understand and navigate the criminal justice system.
Visit namimaine.org/resourcelibrary to view the guides.
NAMI Maine is the largest grassroots mental health organization in the state and provides advocacy, education and
support.

Local Hospitals Post
Holiday Hours

Pen Bay Medical Center and Waldo County General Hospital have adjusted practice hours on New Year’s Eve and
New Year’s Day:
Walk-in care will be open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday, December 31, and Saturday, January 1.
All other physician practices will be closed on Friday,
December 31 and Saturday, January 1.

Mid-Coast Recovery
Coalition Receives Grant

Mid-Coast Recovery Coalition has been awarded a $30,000
grant through the application process of the Stephen and Tabitha
King Foundation. Funds will be used to upgrade the coalition’s
Friends House, in Rockland, enabling repairs including the addition of a first-floor bathroom and renovations to the parking area.
The Friends House can accommodate 10 men in recovery
who need a safe, sober and supportive place to live.
Email info@midcoastrecovery.org to donate, or email
info@midcoastrecovery.org.
Mid-Coast Recovery Coalition is a nonprofit whose mission is to provide support to individuals and families seeking help to address addiction.

Tech

by Jim Bahoosh
went from a flip phone to a flat phone this week. I’ll give
it a few weeks to see if I want to keep it. What it’s coming
down to is, Does the new tech help me be a better me, or am
I altering my way of being to fit in with the new tech? It’s easy
for me to say I don’t like tech, but that’s not true. Tech is amazing. Technology is defined by Merriam-Webster as “the use
of science in industry, engineering, etc., to invent useful things
or to solve problems.” Maybe you’re a chop-wood, carrywater type person. Unless you’re Bruce Lee, your go-to tech
for chopping wood is likely an ax, and I bet you carry that
water in a bucket. A bucket is so ubiquitous it can be hard to
remember what an amazing bit of tech it is.
In an effort to remind myself that tech can be amazing,
I’ve mentally latched onto a few items to keep myself from
taking the new phone back before giving it a fair chance. I
do realize how ridiculous the whole equation is. My flip
phone was a stellar piece of technology, so tech really isn’t
the issue; change is. Even so, my happy tech place this week
has been lag bolts. A lag bolt is perhaps more properly called
a lag screw, since it’s a wood screw with a head that you
turn with a wrench. I’ve fixated on lag bolts since they’re a
familiar tech that has gone through numerous changes, and
I’ve adapted to and embraced each change along the way.
The first lag bolts I was aware of had a square head. They
were made to be turned with a wrench. The next generation of lag bolts had a six-sided head, a hexagon. These were,
and are, made to be turned with a socket wrench. A socket
wrench is another example of evolving technology. The most
recent evolution of lag bolts is star-bit construction screws.
Rather than being turned with a wrench, these are set with
a drill utilizing a star bit. The star head and matching bit are
hexagonal stars. The points of the star are connected by concave rather than straight lines. This increases the contact area
between screw and bit, allowing a small bit to stay well seated and drive a large screw. In addition to the change in how
the screw is driven, the screw itself has been modified. The
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Rewards for Designated
Drivers in Lincoln County

new star-bit construction screws are self-drilling, so there’s
no need to pre-drill as there is with lag bolts. This is achieved
by altering the first few threads at the point of the screw.
That alteration allows the screw to drill its own path. Unlike
lag bolts which require a washer, star-bit construction screws
have a wide round head so no additional washer is needed.
Another adaptation is the option of a low-profile head. A
low-profile head allows the construction screw to lie flush
on the surface. These simple, brilliant changes help calm me
down and let me know how friendly tech can be.
Jim Bahoosh has been a solo house builder and
designer since 1984. He lives in Unity.

The Lincoln County Sherriff’s Office and the Waldoboro,
Damariscotta and Wiscasset police departments are participating in a designated driver initiative with Healthy Lincoln
County and local businesses. Healthy Lincoln County will
supply donated gift certificates to law enforcement to provide to people identified as designated drivers. According to
a news release, the goal is to have patrolling officers “catch
people doing something good” by driving responsibly.
Donors of gift certificates include Hilltop Stop, Damariscotta Hardware, Reny’s, Rising Tide Co-op, Aboca Beads, Sheepscot General Store and Jefferson Market and General Store.
Retailers interested in sponsoring the Designated Driver
Initiative can call Healthy Lincoln County at 563-1330.

Annual Winter Estates Auction
LOCATION:

Elks Lodge, 210 Rankin Street, Rockland

Saturday, Jan. 8th, 2022 - 12:00 pm

Sunday, Jan. 9th, 2022 - 12:00 pm

PREVIEWS: Fri., Jan. 7th, 3 pm to 6 pm | Sat. & Sun., 9 am to Noon

US $20 Gold Coins
19th/20th Century

Alexander Calder
Tapestry

Jessie Hazel Arms Botke
1883-1971 Oil 22x29in

Diamond & Turquoise
Necklace-Over 10cts Diamonds

S.F.M. Badger Oil
22x36in

Abstract Wood Carving
27x21in Robert Hughes

Diamond and Pearl bracelet
100 pearls - 109 diamonds

Lloyd Thomas Eagle Carving
18in

French Diamond Brooch
3in - 18c

Rare photo of Albert Einstein and
J. Robert Oppenheimer 1947

Trending Into Maine
Signed by N.C. Wyeth

Ted Williams Signed
Team Baseball-1957

I’m so pleased to offer a wonderful selection of Americana, gold coins, jewelry, paintings,
silver, oriental rugs, books, folk art, sports memorabilia and much more.

DAY 1 will feature gold coins, jewelry, sterling silver, books, prints, and sports memorabilia.
DAY 2 will feature Americana, modern art, folk art, paintings, oriental rugs, early furniture,
and more fresh estate antiques and collectibles.

Highlights of the weekend are: (61) United States twenty dollar gold coins, Rare Alexander Calder 1898-1976 wall
tapestry, important Jessie Hazel Arms Botke 1883-1971 oil painting of 2 peacocks, diamond and turquoise necklace
with over 10 carats of diamonds, incredible quality estate jewelry, abstract wood fish carving by Robert Hughes
1915-2004, Art Nouveau Lily pattern sterling silver service by Whiting, the Parker Morse Hooper library with lots
of leather books and first editions, 6' American sawbuck harvest table, rare Queen Anne country armchair, 18th c.
stretcher base tavern table, ships portrait oil by S.F.M. Badger 1873-1919, and much more!
~Bruce

Bruce Gamage, Jr.

400 Main St., Rockland

Too many photo
s & details
to place in this
ad
For more inform .
ation
please go to
gamageantique
s.com

Antique Estate Auctioneer
467 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841
Maine License #AR480
Tel: 207-594-4963 ★ Fax: 207-594-0674 ★ e-mail: bgamage@midcoast.com
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2021 C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 5
time that the odds of your living another year could be predicated on the way you vote.
On December 14, 2021, I crossed the final threshold of
becoming a really old person when I sat by the window
and waited for my ride. However, in spite of my turning 85
this year, our home is still a hotbed of romance. The other
day while The Almost Perfect Woman was working at her
desk, I leaned over her and breathed in her ear, “Mmmmm,
you smell like Christmas trees.”
Marsha said, “It must be the toilet bowl cleaner on my
hands.”
Because of the television phones, in 2021 many of us had
more contact with our widely dispersed friends and relatives
than we ever had before. I’ve also taken up making jigsaw
puzzles — which many Free Press fans know can hold one
until far into the long winter night. Last week I worked on
a puzzle until I could barely see and my back hurt. As I staggered by Marsha on my way to bed I mentioned that we’d
developed the bad habit of staying up too late.
She said, “Don’t you want your supper first? It’s only four
thirty.”
Robert Karl Skoglund, The humble Farmer,
St. George

Five Homes

I

n 2021, Midcoast Habitat welcomed five
individuals/families into our program, assisting them
with a hand up into affordable homeownership at Philbrick
Commons in Rockland. An affordable home means something different to each of our homeowners.
Home for Jane means a peaceful, secure, efficient and fully functioning place to live out the latter part of her life
affordably.
Home for Jesse means independence and self-sufficiency, a place to dream and grow.
Home for Jennifer & Jewels means security and a stable
foundation from which to thrive in school and career.
Home for Jeannie means a dream come true, having a
home of her own to achieve financial security, build equity
and confidence.
Home for Kathryn & Josiah means they can continue to
live in Rockland with accessibility to all disability services
and be settled in a forever home.
Affordable homeownership helps create the conditions
that free families from instability, stress and fear. Decent,

affordable housing provides individuals and families a place
to gather and grow. Midcoast Habitat for Humanity will continue to address the affordable housing crisis through mission-driven work and tireless efforts.
Tia Anderson, executive director of Midcoast
Habitat for Humanity

Pressure

I

didn’t want to use this opportunity to write about COVID.
I really didn’t. But as a health care provider I would be
remiss if I did not use this privilege to share my perspective as someone whose daily motions are so deeply influenced by this polarizing pathogen.
My workdays begin with answering an electronic COVID
screener on my phone. I am now practiced enough in the
proper donning and doffing of the yellow COVID PPE suit
that I no longer consult the diagram on the wall instructing
proper sequencing. I review lab values and see more and
more red exclamation points indicating positive COVID
tests. I ask all unvaccinated patients if they are interested
in the vaccine and am thrilled by the infrequent invitation to
discuss its benefits. I struggle to comfort the actively infected and suffering.
Most of us enter health care with an earnest desire to care
for and improve the lives of our fellow humans and communities. COVID has humbled us and constrained our ability
to do so. Amongst some, it has also revealed an unwillingness to prioritize the protection of others. Those who exercise their right to remain unvaccinated may scoff at resulting consequences and expect the same degree of care and
service afforded anyone else. In health care we will provide
them with said care and service, but I ask you: at what cost
to others?
Omicron is here. COVID has killed over 800,000 Americans to date. One in five health care workers has left their
job since the pandemic started. I am tired. We are tired.
Yet with an upcoming holiday surge and no end in sight, this
is hardly the time to lose stamina.
The timely creation of a safe and effective COVID vaccine is nothing short of miraculous and is the scientific feat
of my lifetime. Many of us stood ready to aim this veritable firehose at the viral blaze in front of us only to discover
its force diminished to a trickle. I ask you to help us restore
the water pressure.
Please get vaccinated and do your part. Lives and futures
are depending on it.
—Jude Stevens, primary care nurse practitioner
based in Hope. The opinions expressed are those of the
author and not their employer.

The Paradox of a Pandemic

Searsport Island at Night:

PHOTO: ETHAN ANDREWS

C

oronavirus. COVID. Pandemic. It hit the county and the
world in 2020 like a sledgehammer. The pandemic was
not just a terrifying scourge infecting and killing hundreds
of thousands of individuals, but it was a shock to the system

Paint Brands You Can Trust

ne
Everyome!
Welco

10 Payne Ave
Rockland
www.elspear.com

Monday - Friday 7-5PM
Saturday 8-2PM
594-4331
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2021 C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1 2
of our entire society. We turned inwards, avoided crowds and
attempted to remain hopeful. Although often physically separate, together we waited for a vaccine.
Where 2020 was the year of shock and confusion, 2021
emerged as a year of adaptation and adjustment, of finding new
ways to help and support those in need. It was also a year which
highlighted and drew attention to human courage and concern
for the needs of others. As program director of Coastal Family Hospice Volunteers, I was privileged to witness how caring
and courageous volunteers were determined to reach out and
help those who otherwise might suffer in isolation.
Although many of us feared the ongoing risk of infection, volunteers ventured out of their homes to help those in
need. They found themselves food shopping, cooking and
delivering meals, assisting patients with Zoom calls, and providing other types of technical assistance to help reduce the
sense of isolation which patients and families often feel at
the end of life. Volunteers made check-in calls for those in
our community who were alone and grieving. They walked
dogs, delivered flowers, filled bird feeders, sent cards and
letters, and made “window visits.”
2021 will undoubtedly be remembered as a challenging
year. My wish is that it will also be remembered as a year
of courage and faith and one in which we found ourselves
standing together in awe of the human kindness that surrounds us. May that memory provide us with strength and
hope as we move into 2022.

STOREWIDE SALE

Colleen Kinney, program director of Coastal Family
Hospice Volunteers

Darkest Day

It might be cliché to say,
That your greatest strength
Grows from your darkest day

Would we miss the night
If it was always light?
Would we pray for rain
If it was always dry?
Would we yearn for something old
If it was always new?

20

22

As it is, you are a fine balance
Of fire and water, earth, and air
Perfectly molded together
The past, present and future
From all four directions
Connections you are
An integral strand
In this web of life
In this dark and trying time
Find stillness in your mind
Listen to your heart
Life is a celebration
Give thanks to all creation

ONE DA
SAT. JAN Y
. 1st
9-4

—Aaron Englander, farm and program manager,
Erickson Fields Preserve/Maine Coast Heritage Trust

We Wish You
Health And
Happiness
And
All The Joy
A New Year
Brings
Frieda
&
John

Of Damariscotta
65 Main St.
563-5488

UP TO

25% OFF
30%
SELECT
INVENTORYIN
IN STOCK!!
STOCK!!
ALL
INVENTORY

Tues. - Sat., 9am - 4pm!
25 Farwell Drive, Route 90
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-3000
RTE.
90,
ROCKLAND
sales@princesfurniture.com

Visit us through
princesfurniture.com

Tues.-Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
594-3000

We make homes beautiful
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Belfast Rotary Caps Successful ‘100 Fund’ Holiday Campaign

Belfast Rotary Club recently completed its most successful 100 Fund holiday gift campaign in 38 years by providing 186 Belfast-area children with gift certificates for clothes
and toys.
Marjorie Crowley, the current 100 Fund chairperson, said
in a news release that “This is the highest number of children Rotary has ever served at Christmas time. Rotary works
all year on this grassroots project, and it’s one of the club’s
signature activities. The 100 Fund provides gift certificates
for winter clothing, boots and special Santa toys to children throughout Waldo County. Without the 100 Fund, many
needy children would not have a Christmas.”
Since 1984, the 100 Fund has given out more than
$600,000 worth of toys and clothing to more than 5,200 children. Additionally, in the past year, the club provided more
than $100,000 worth of benefits to Belfast and Waldo County young people, including $80,000 in college and technical
school scholarships and more than $23,000 in 100 Fund gifts.
Belfast Rotary Club raises funds year-round. Its nearly
$140,000 in yearly community gifts include support for seven food pantries, scholarships for local college-bound high
school students and the 100 Fund clothing and toys project. For information about membership or to make a taxdeductible donation, visit belfastrotary.org.

Belfast Rotary Santas in 2018

Wishing you blessings this year!

HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM BARTLETT WOODS!
ROCKLAND • 207.593.1419

BARTLETTWOODS.COM

55-PLUS ACTIVE ADULT COMMUNITY
58 ONE & TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
PRIVATE BALCONIES
MAINTENANCE-FREE LIVING

Singer Jud Caswell to Play
Brunswick Benefit Concert

Singer-songwriter Jud Caswell PHOTO: ED CASWELL
Award-winning singer-songwriter Jud Caswell will perform in the Concerts for a Cause series presented by the Unitarian Universalist Church of Brunswick on Saturday, January 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the church, located at 1 Middle Street.
Proceeds will benefit Mid Coast Hunger Prevention Program
and Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project. All attendees age
12 and older must show proof of COVID-19 vaccination
or a negative test at the door; masks must be worn.
Caswell plays guitar, banjo, cittern, whistles and Irish
drums. He plays music ranging from modern acoustic to traditional folk and Irish. He has won songwriting contests
including the Kerrville New Folk competition. Since March
2020 he has released two albums: “Live at the Seagull Shop
Restaurant” and “Morning Cordial.”
Tickets are $15 in advance, $18 at the door, $10 for students and children and can be purchased at Gulf of Maine
Books in Brunswick, by visiting ticketstripe.com/caswell or
at the church office.
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Coastal Mountains Land
Trust Offers Guided Hikes
A trail in Fernald’s Neck
Preserve

Far away and closer to home—

Photo Exhibit Brings Patagonia to Damariscotta

Photographs from the book “Portrait of Patagonia” by Liz
McGregor and Alex Nicks are on view at Barn Door Baking Company Cafe, 162 Main Street, Damariscotta.
The photography book pays homage to life in a small town,
Futaleufú, in Chilean Patagonia. Featuring cultural, adventure and landscape photography, the book shares the traditions, culture and history of Futaleufú and touches on history, environmental stewardship and personal stories.
“Portrait of Patagonia” focuses on one small town in the
vast expanse of Chilean Patagonia. It is a portrait that serves
as a reflection of the other small towns that are scattered
throughout southern Chile that share the wide and wild
spaces, the clean, free-flowing waters and the renowned
warmth and hospitality of Chileans.
McGregor, a filmmaker based in Newcastle, first traveled
to Chile as a college student on a three-month semester in
Patagonia with the National Outdoor Leadership School. She
is currently organizing two screenings of “Mountainfilm on

Tour” in Damariscotta and Waldoboro, to be held in April.
Although her two homes are more than 5,000 miles away and
seemingly different worlds, McGregor wrote in a news release
that she sees similarities between them and views the book as a
way to bring a far-away place close. “Especially during this time
when international travel has been limited, the book offers a type
of armchair travel … a way to experience another place from
your own home and not just experience it, but understand it. Seeing a place often referred to as the far end of the earth depicted
in a close-up, intimate way — it brings us closer. It connects us.”
Nicks first came to Futaleufú for the river. As an expert
kayaker and producer of whitewater videos, he was drawn
by the whitewater the area is known for. He has worked for
National Geographic and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation in places including Zambezi, the Himalayas, North
America and Chilean Patagonia.
Visit portraitofpatagonia.com for more information about
the authors.

Land Trust Hosts Webinar on Plant Pathogens
A Rogue’s Gallery of forest pathogens
Coastal Mountains Land Trust will host a
Zoom presentation with Camden Public
Library titled “Beech Leaf Disease and Other Pathogens” at 6 p.m. on Thursday, January 13.
Aaron Bergdahl, a forest pathologist with
the Maine Forest Service, will talk about the
the general biology and management of forest diseases and their implications related to
the future of forest health, with a focus on
high-profile native and non-native forest diseases already present in Maine, as well as
those not yet found in the state.
Bergdahl has been the staff forest pathologist with the Maine Forest Service since 2016. Originally
from Vermont, he came to Maine from North Dakota, where
he was the forest health manager for the North Dakota Forest Service for seven years. He also completed coursework
toward a Ph.D. in plant pathology at North Dakota State Uni-

December 28 to January 4
High AM High PM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

5:14
6:10
7:07
8:04
8:59
9:55
10:50
11:45

Low AM

December 21
SCF Anadyr, a 600-foot oil and chemical tanker, arrived
in Bucksport from Montreal and delivered 135,000 barrels
of heating oil. It sailed December 23 for Portsmouth, N.H.

Expected Arrivals
January 1 – Taagborg, to Searsport from Sundsvall, Sweden, with baled wood pulp
versity. Previously, he lived in Finland, where he earned a
master’s degree in plant ecology with minors in zoology and
genetics at the University of Oulu.
Visit the What’s Happening adults events calendar at
librarycamden.org to register for a link to attend.

Low PM

5:37 11:34 11:53
6:42
--- 12:35
7:46 12:50 1:35
8:47 1:47 2:34
9:46 2:42 3:30
10:42 3:38 4:26
11:37 4:33 5:20
--5:28 6:13

December 17
Rubia, a tug with fuel barge, arrived in Searsport from
Boston and loaded kerosene. It sailed December 18 returning to Boston. Rubia returned to Searsport three more times,
on December 20, 24 and 27, loading kerosene on each trip.

December 22
Noreaster, a 603-foot Irving Oil tanker, arrived in Searsport from Portland and delivered 70,000 barrels of gasoline
and 40,000 barrels of heating oil. On December 23, it continued to Bucksport and delivered 45,000 barrels of jet fuel,
then sailed December 24 for Saint John, N.B.

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Rockland Area Tides

Coastal Mountains Land
Trust, with Pen Bay Medical
Center and Waldo County
General Hospital’s Journey to
Health program, will launch a
series of free Happy Wanderers Hikes on Thursday, January 6, at 10 a.m. at Fernald’s
Neck Preserve in Lincolnville.
The hike at Fernald’s Neck
will be approximately 1.8
miles round-trip, and participants should bring footwear to
accommodate current hiking conditions: boots, ice grips or
snowshoes if there is deep snow. On the first Thursday of
each month, the Happy Wanderers will meet at a CMLT preserve. Each excursion will be led by a Coastal Mountains
and a Journey to Health staff member.
For a full schedule of hikes, visit coastalmountains.org;
visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com to register.
CMLT will also offer a free full-moon hike on the Round the
Mountain Trail, starting from the Thorndike Brook Trailhead,
223 Hope Road, Hope, on Sunday, January 16, at 6:30 p.m.
The Round the Mountain Trail hike will be an out-andback walk of approximately 1.5 miles round-trip and is open
to those of all ages and ability levels. Hot drinks and cookies will be provided. Participants are asked to bring a flashlight, mug and appropriate footwear.
Email info@coastalmountains.org to register; those who
sign up will be notified if the hike is canceled due to
inclement weather.

• American Glass • Papers • Portable Devices
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Waterfront Side)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com

Shipping news is compiled by Ethan Andrews using
automatic identification system (AIS) data from
marinetraffic.com, local sources and direct
observation at ports.
National Weather Service

Forecast for
Knox County
Tuesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 24. West wind 5
to 10 mph.
Wednesday Mostly cloudy, with a high near 36. Northeast wind
around 5 mph.
Wednesday Night Cloudy, with a low around 27.
Thursday Mostly cloudy, with a high near 40.
Thursday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 29.
Friday Partly sunny, with a high near 37.
Friday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 24.
New Year’s Day Partly sunny, with a high near 36.
Saturday Night A 50 percent chance of snow showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 26.
Sunday A chance of rain and snow showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 38. Chance of precipitation is 50%.
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released December 28—

THE FRENCH DISPATCH R/Comedy/Dir: Wes Anderson (Timothée Chalamet, Tilda Swinton, Bill Murray)
A love letter to journalists set in an outpost of an American
newspaper in a fictional 20th-century French city. Inspired
by the magazine The New Yorker.

Recent Releases—

Ben Affleck and Tye Sheridan in “The Tender Bar,”
directed by George Clooney

New Film ‘The Tender Bar’
to Play at Strand Theatre

The Strand Theatre in Rockland will screen the newly
released film “The Tender Bar” Friday, December 31,
through Thursday, January 6.
Starring Ben Affleck and Lily Rabe, the film, based on the
best-selling memoir of the same name by J. R. Moehringer,
is the story of a fatherless boy growing up in the glow of a
bar where the bartender, his Uncle Charlie, is the sharpest
and most colorful of an assortment of quirky and demonstrative father figures. Directed by George Clooney.
Until further notice, Strand Theatre is requiring proof of
vaccination, or the official lab results of a negative COVID19 test taken within 48 hours of showtime, for all public
events, including movies. Masks must be worn at all times,
and auditorium capacity is capped at 14%.
To purchase tickets, visit rocklandstrand.com; call 5940070 or email info@rocklandstrand.com for schedules and
more information.

Maine DHHS—

Holiday Season Mental
Health Resources

The Maine Department of Health and Human Services
wishes to remind people, particularly those who work in and
provide support to Maine’s health care sector, that mental
health resources are available, including through the
StrengthenME initiative and traditional crisis support.
In a news release, DHHS noted that “… demands of the
holiday season can often lead to an increase in stress, depression, and other behavioral health challenges. This year, the
presence of new COVID-19 virus variants and other pressures have also created an unprecedented strain on the state’s
health care resources and workforce.”
Some of the signs that one’s mental health may need attention and care include irritability, nervousness, changes in
appetite, fatigue and difficulty sleeping or concentrating.
More serious warning signs may include a sense of hopelessness, withdrawing from loved ones, substance misuse,
self-harm and feelings, thoughts, or actions of suicide.
The statewide crisis line is available by phone or text at (888)
568-1112, seven days a week, 24 hours a day. The line is free,
confidential and staffed by trained crisis clinicians. Crisis support is available for people who are feeling overwhelmed by
depression or anxiety. Those who are speaking, or hear someone else speaking, of suicide, feelings of hopelessness, unbearable pain or being a burden to others are urged to reach out.
StrengthenME is an initiative to help people cope with the
stress and uncertainty of the COVID-19 pandemic by providing free tools, support and community connections that
promote wellness, resilience and recovery. StrengthenME
resources can help people develop coping strategies and selfcare practices before emotional challenges escalate into more
serious mental health problems. For support, call 221-8198,
seven days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m, or visit StrengthenME.com. StrengthenME is free, confidential, anonymous
and available to anyone in Maine.
StrengthenME also supports the State of Maine and the Workforce Employee Assistance Program, which specifically serves
health care and frontline workers by providing wellness workshops, peer connection groups, free confidential coaching sessions and more. It also operates the FrontLine WarmLine, a
dedicated phone support service for health care workers, first
responders and school staff. Call the FrontLine WarmLine at
221-8196 seven days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Maine DHHS has expanded the OPTIONS (Overdose Prevention Through Intensive Outreach, Naloxone and Safety)
initiative, which is now available statewide, to combat the
rise in fatal drug overdoses exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic. Under the initiative, mobile response teams engage
with communities that have high rates of drug overdoses to
promote drug prevention and harm reduction strategies, connect people directly to recovery services and treatment, and
distribute naloxone, the lifesaving overdose medication.
Behavioral health resources can also be accessed through
Maine’s 211 service: Dial 211, text ZIP code to 898-211,
email info@211maine.org, or visit 211maine.org.

DEAR EVAN HANSEN PG-13/Drama-Musical/
Dir: Stephen Chbosky (Ben Platt, Julianne Moore, Kaitlyn
Dever) Evan Hansen, a high school student with social anxiety, unintentionally gets caught up in a lie after the family
of a classmate who committed suicide mistakes one of
Hansen’s letters for their son’s suicide note.
DREAM HORSE PG/Comedy/Dir: Euros Lyn (Toni
Collette, Owen Teale, Alan David) A small-town Welsh
bartender breeds an unlikely racehorse named Dream
Alliance. Despite her inexperience, she convinces her
neighbors to chip in their meager earnings to help raise
the horse, hoping he can compete with the racing elites.

FLAG DAY R/Drama/Dir: Sean Penn (Sean Penn,
Dylan Penn, Katheryn Winnick) When Jennifer was a
child, she believed her father was one of the most amazing
people she had ever met. As an adult, she learns that children put their parents on pedestals and sometimes miss all
the signs that bad things are happening. Jennifer finds herself struggling to understand how her beloved father was
also a con artist infamous for his counterfeiting skills and
fraud schemes.
FREE GUY PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Shawn Levy (Jodie
Comer, Ryan Reynolds, Taika Waititi) A bank teller realizes he is a background character — non-playable — in a
video game called Free City that will soon go offline.
Talk about an existential crisis.

GREEN KNIGHT R/Fantasy/Dir: David Lowery
(Dev Patel, Alicia Vikander, Joel Edgerton) The story of
Sir Gawain, King Arthur’s reckless and headstrong nephew,
who embarks on a daring quest to confront the Green
Knight, a gigantic emerald-skinned stranger and tester
of men.

JUNGLE CRUISE PG-13/Adventure/Dir: Jaume ColletSerra (Dwayne Johnson, Emily Blunt, Édgar Ramírez)
Dr. Lily Houghton enlists the aid of wisecracking skipper
Frank Wolff to take her down the Amazon in his dilapidated
boat. Together, they search for an ancient tree that holds
the power to heal.
NINE DAYS R/Drama/Dir: Edson Oda (Winston Duke,
Zazie Beetz, Benedict Wong) Will spends his days in a
remote outpost watching a live feed of people going about
their lives until one subject perishes, leaving a vacancy for a
new life on Earth. Soon, several candidates — unborn souls
— arrive at the outpost to undergo tests determining their
fitness, facing oblivion if they are deemed unsuitable.
NO TIME TO DIE PG-13/Action/Dir: Cary Joji Fukunaga
(Daniel Craig, Rami Malek, Ana de Armas) Recruited to
rescue a kidnapped scientist, globe-trotting spy James Bond
finds himself hot on the trail of a mysterious villain who’s
armed with a dangerous new technology.
RESPECT PG-13/Biography/Dir: Liesl Tommy (Jennifer
Hudson, Forest Whitaker, Audra McDonald) The rise of
Aretha Franklin’s career, which began in childhood when
she sang in her father’s church’s choir and progressed to
international superstardom.

SAINT MAUD R/Drama/Dir: Rose Glass (Morfydd Clark,
Jennifer Ehle, Lily Knight) A psychological horror film that
explores a nurse’s obsession with saving her patient. Maud,
a nurse with a troubled past who has found solace in Roman
Catholicism, is assigned to care for Amanda, a hedonistic
dancer fighting the late stages of cancer. The caretaker
believes it is her duty to save Amanda’s soul.

New Movies
Week of December 29–January 4
Short descriptions of new movies

BELFAST PG-13/Drama/Dir: Kenneth Branagh (Caitríona
Balfe, Judi Dench, Jamie Dornan) A semi-autobiographical
film that chronicles the life of a working-class family and
their young son’s childhood during the tumult of the late
1960s in Northern Ireland.

CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG PG/Fantasy/Dir: Walt
Becker (Darby Camp, Jack Whitehall, Izaac Wang) As Emily struggles to fit in at home and at school, she discovers a
small red puppy. Her love for the tiny dog, named Clifford,
makes him grow to an enormous size.

DON’T LOOK UP R/Drama/Dir: Adam McKay
(Leonardo DiCaprio, Jennifer Lawrence, Meryl Streep) Two
astronomers go on a media tour to warn humankind of a
planet-killing comet hurtling toward Earth. The response
from a distracted world: Meh.

ENCANTO PG/Animation/Dir: Byron Howard, Jared
Bush (Stephanie Beatriz, John Leguizamo, María Cecilia
Botero) An extraordinary family lives hidden in the
mountains in a magical house — an Encanto. The magic
of the Encanto has blessed every child in the family with a
unique gift, from super strength to the power to heal —
except for Mirabel. When she discovers that the magic
surrounding the Encanto is threatened, Mirabel decides
that she, the only ordinary one, might be her exceptional
family’s last hope.
GHOSTBUSTERS AFTERLIFE PG-13/Comedy/
Dir: Jason Reitman (Sigourney Weaver, Bill Murray, Dan
Aykroyd) When a single mom and her two children arrive
in a small town, they begin to discover their connection to
the original Ghostbusters and the secret legacy their
grandfather left behind.

HOUSE OF GUCCI R/Drama/Dir: Ridley Scott (Lady
Gaga, Adam Driver, Jared Leto) When an outsider from
humble beginnings marries into the Gucci family, her fierce
ambition begins to unravel the family legacy. An overthe-top depiction of a true story.
THE KING’S MAN R/Drama/Dir: Matthew Vaughn
(Ralph Fiennes, Gemma Arterton, Rhys Ifans) As a collection of history’s worst tyrants and criminal masterminds
gather to plot a war to wipe out millions, one man must
race against time to stop them.

THE MATRIX RESURRECTIONS R/Action/Dir: Lana
Wachowski (Keanu Reeves, Carrie-Anne Moss, Yahya
Abdul-Mateen II) Neo is plagued by strange memories,
and his life takes an unexpected turn when he finds himself
back inside the Matrix.

NIGHTMARE ALLEY R/Crime/Dir: Guillermo del Toro
(Bradley Cooper, Cate Blanchett, Toni Collette) An ambitious young carnival hustler with a talent for manipulating
people with a few well-chosen words hooks up with a
female psychiatrist who is even more dangerous than he is.
A new take on the 1947 noir film of the same title.

POWER OF THE DOG R/Drama/Dir: Jane Campion
(Benedict Cumberbatch, Kirsten Dunst, Kodi Smit-McPhee)
A charismatic but tough rancher’s life is upended by the
arrival of his delicate new sister-in-law and her withdrawn
teenage son. He torments them until he finds himself
exposed to the possibility of love.

SING 2 PG/Animation/Dir: Garth Jennings ( Matthew
McConaughey, Reese Witherspoon, Scarlett Johansson)
Buster and his new cast are set on debuting a new show at
the Crystal Tower Theater. He and his singers sneak into the
Crystal Entertainment offices and pitch the outlandish idea
of casting rock legend Clay Calloway in their show.
Clay must be convinced.

STILLWATER R/Drama/Dir: Tom McCarthy
(Matt Damon, Abigail Breslin, Camille Cottin) An American oil-rig worker travels to France to visit his estranged
daughter who is in prison for a murder she claims she
did not commit.

SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME PG-13/Action/
Dir: Jon Watts (Zendaya, Benedict Cumberbatch, Tom
Holland) With Spider-Man’s identity now revealed, he
asks Doctor Strange for help. When a spell goes wrong,
dangerous foes from other worlds start appearing, forcing
Peter Parker to discover what it truly means to be
Spider-Man.

THE TRUFFLE HUNTERS PG-13/ Documentary/
Dir: Michael Dweck, Gregory Kershaw (Piero Botto, Sergio
Cauda, Maria Cicciù) In the forests of Piedmont, Italy, a
handful of older men hunt for the rare and expensive Alba
truffle, guided by a secret culture and training passed down
through generations, as well as by their cherished and
expertly trained dogs.

WEST SIDE STORY PG-13/Musical/Dir: Steven
Spielberg (Ansel Elgort, Rachel Zegler, Ariana DeBose)
Adaptation of the 1957 musical in which a modern-day
Romeo and Juliet are involved in New York street gangs
battling for control of turf. The situation becomes complicated when a gang member falls in love with a rival’s sister.

TOGETHER TOGETHER R/Comedy/Dir: Nikole
Beckwith (Patti Harrison, Ed Helms, Rosalind Chao) Matt
wants to be a father, although he has neither wife nor girlfriend. He hires a young, single woman to be a surrogate,
and the two navigate the emotional ups and downs of
pregnancy and their platonic relationship.

THE TENDER BAR R/Drama/Dir: George Clooney
(Ben Affleck, Lily Rabe, Tye Sheridan) Based on the
best-selling memoir of the same name. The story of a
fatherless boy growing up in the glow of a bar where the
bartender, his Uncle Charlie, is the sharpest and most
colorful of an assortment of quirky and demonstrative
father figures.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions

to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along
with your contact information, to
calendar@freepressonline.com or
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

NOTEWORTHY
MONDAY, JANUARY 3:
• Winter Carnivals in Maine Exhibit,
January 3–30, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Throughout the month of January, the
Camden Public Library celebrates Maine’s
rich history of holding winter carnivals
with an exhibit curated by the Maine Ski
& Snowboard Museum. Learn about this
tradition, which first became popular in the
1920s and remains so today with events
like Camden’s Winterfest. The exhibit can
be viewed in the library’s Picker Room.
COMING UP:
• Penobscot Culture and History
Through Storytelling with Carol Dana,
in the Vose or Virtual Wednesday Series on
Wednesday, January 5, at 7 p.m. Mother of
six and grandmother of 14, Dana spends
her time teaching language, writing, doing
crafts, spending time with grandchildren,
basketmaking and walking with her
dog. His name is Cacahkenom, or “my
soul.” She tells traditional stories she has
researched and collaborated on publishing
“Transformer Tales, Vol. I and II,” as told
by Newell Lyons. Dana will talk about the
art and tradition of storytelling, what she’s
discovered about it, and how her people
have used it in the past and continue to
do so. She’ll tell a story in Penobscot and
translate it and talk about Penobscots on
the Penobscot River and the role of oral
tradition in her tribe. A few short stories
will be shared from “Still They Remember
Me.” This one is via Zoom only, and
closed captioning will be available. Call
785-4733, email librarian@voselibrary.org
or stop by Vose Library, 392 Common
Road in Union, for the Zoom link.
• Jumpstart January Kicks Off at
Camden Public Library, with a guided
Yoga Nidra meditation class you can take
from home on Thursday, January 6, at 6
p.m. The free online program is designed
to help bring relief and recovery from
post-holiday exhaustion. “Yoga Nidra is
a sleep-based meditation in which your
mind is guided to the deepest state of
relaxation imaginable,” says the class’s
leader, Camden-based health and wellness
coach Hester Kohl Brooks. “As your body
relaxes, you become open to meeting
emotional and mental patterns that are
holding you back, combining the benefits
of meditation with the benefits of sleep.”
To participate, simply log-in, find a cozy
spot to lie down or recline, and listen to
the guided meditation. There will be an
opportunity at the end of the program for
participants to reflect on the experience
and ask questions. The library’s Jumpstart
January series is a collection of programs
aimed at stimulating creativity and
inspiring people to try something new
in the New Year. Find information about
the other four programs in the series –
“Writing a Legacy Letter” on January 7,
“Dancing with Your Muse” on January 11,
“Coat Pins . . . with Intentions” on January
12, and “Cardboard Portraits” on January
25 – at librarycamden.org.
• “Russia, Europe and
the Holocaust – History,
Human Rights and National
Identity,” the Camden
Conference and Rockland
Public Library host Page

Closed
for
Inventory
Jan. 1st-16th

Herrlinger on Thursday, January 6, at
6:30 p.m. on Zoom. Approximately
one million Holocaust victims were
murdered on Nazi-occupied Soviet soil,
yet Soviet and Russian narratives of the
Great Patriotic War have traditionally
focused on the collective experience of
the Soviet people as “victims of fascism,”
in effect covering up the unique suffering
of the Jewish people. As a result, many
Russians today know very little about
the Holocaust. Putin’s participation in
recent Holocaust commemoration events
indicates a shift in official policy, however.
What is the meaning of this change? What
do contemporary historical practices and
memory politics related to the Russian
experience in WWII reveal about the
construction of national identity in Russia
today? What do they tell us about Russia’s
approach towards human rights and other
democratic practices, including freedom
of speech, information, and research? And
what does Russia’s evolving approach to
the Holocaust suggest about its current
relationship to Europe? In an effort to
shed light on these questions, this talk will
explore Russia’s record on the Holocaust
within the context of Western and Eastern
European Holocaust narratives and
commemorations. Herrlinger is associate
professor of History at Bowdoin College,
where she has taught since 1998; her
courses include Modern Russia and the
Soviet Union, Germany, 1918–1945, and
the Holocaust. She received her B.A. at
Yale and her Ph.D. at the University of
California, Berkeley, and her research
has been supported by the National
Endowment for the Humanities and
the American Philosophical Society.
She is currently co-director of an NEH
summer seminar for middle and high
school teachers, “Teaching the Holocaust
through Visual Culture.” For the Zoom
event to watch from home, email elewis@
rocklandmaine.gov by 4 p.m. the same
day and identify the event in the subject
line. This program will be recorded and
archived to the library’s YouTube channel
and the Camden Conference website.
• 35th Camden Conference, “Europe:
Challenged at Home and Abroad,” the
weekend of February 25–27, has opened
ticket sales to members. You can become
a member anytime. Open registration
starts January 3. The 2022 Camden
Conference will be unique in its history
– a hybrid. All speakers and attendees
will be in one location, Strom Auditorium
at Camden Hills Regional High School
in Rockport. This venue at half capacity
will allow approximately 400 people to
gather, while observing COVID-19 health
and safety requirements. The European
Union’s ambassador to the United States,
Stavros Lambrinidis of Greece, will open
the conference with a look at what is on
the minds of Europeans, at the values,
opportunities and constraints motivating
European leaders, and at the state of
democracy in Europe. Speakers include
Judy Dempsey, an Irish journalist and
scholar working in Berlin; Mark Blyth,
a professor at Brown University who is
Scottish by birth and now advises the
leader of the Scottish National Party; and
Mark Leonard, the British director of the
European Council on Foreign Relations.
Details are at camdenconference.org.

COLONIAL
THEATRE

MUSIC
“Sing Along & Tap Your Toes” Concert
Videos Released, by local arts nonprofit
Belfast Flying Shoes. The concert series
for older adults is now available for
viewers of all ages. The shows will air
in various slots in Belfast Community
Media’s BCTV-2 cable schedule, on
channels 2 and 1301 for Spectrum cable
customers. All 10 concert videos are
also available on demand on Belfast
Community Media’s channel on Vimeo.
com. An average of 25 people attended
each outdoor event, hearing a diverse
mix of music provided by 32 performers.
The concerts spotlighted two community
music ensembles (Stone Soup Ukes and
Belfast Bay Fiddlers), some musicians
from farther afield (Tiffany Williams and
Sara Trunzo, DunCreagan, Skeeter &
the Maestro), and many local favorites
(Jennifer Armstrong, The Clemetson
Brothers, Elsie & Ethan, and John Pranio,
Toki Oshima, Russ Lloyd and Jeff
Densmore). Visit belfastflyingshoes.org to
learn more.
• Sheepscot and St. Cecilia Chorus
Holiday Concert Video Online, of the
concert presented live on December
5 before a limited-seating audience.
The program features the Saint-Saëns
Christmas Oratorio with soloists Mary
Sullivan, soprano; Andrea Graichen,
mezzo-soprano; Jamie Knobloch,
alto; Michael Gonzalez, tenor; and
John David Adams, baritone. Holiday
favorites comprise the rest of the
program, including “The Holly and the
Ivy,” “Do You Hear What I Hear?” and
“I’m Dreaming of a White Christmas.”
The groups are directed by Linda
Blanchard and Sean Fleming, both of
Damariscotta. The video of the concert
was produced by Tom Dewey of Coastal
Maine Popcorn Co. It’s available at
sheepscotvalleychorus.org or facebook.
com/SheepscotValleyChorus.
• Maine-ly Harmony Invites New
Members, to the a cappella women’s
chorus directed by Kathy Greason.
Members hail from several counties
around the state, singing the barbershop
style of four-part harmony. They have
performed at the Marsh River Summer
Theater in Brooks, the Waterville Opera

DOWNTOWN
BELFAST

Showtimes: Fri. Dec. 31 to Thurs. Jan. 6

NOW OPEN WEDNESDAY TO SUNDAY!
Clifford the Big Red Dog – at 3:15 and 6:30 (PG)
Matrix Resurrections – at 3:25 and 6:40 (R)
Spiderman: No Way Home – at 3:40 and 6:55 (PG13)
Same Showtimes on Dec. 31, Jan. 1, 2, 5 & 6
COLONIALTHEATRE.COM •

338-1930

Pick-your-own
reserved and
socially distanced seats
online - get gift
certificates too!

29 Elm Street, Camden * masks required *

camdenoperahouse.com, 236-3154

- Featuring current movies and luxury seating CLOSED CAPTION & DESCRIPTIVE AUDIO DEVICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

US. Rt. 1, Thomaston/Rockland line
MOVIE HOTLINE: (207) 594-2100
Open 7 Days A Week | www.flagshipcinemas.com

www.DestinationWellnessME.com
Making Wellness A Mainstay Of Life
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House, and a Portland Sea Dogs game, as well
as opening the legislative session at the State
House in Augusta with the National Anthem.
They have helped numerous organizations to
fundraise, including the Maine Autism Society,
the Westport Fire Department and Lisbon
Area Christian Outreach food pantry, and have
contributed to special events such as Senior
Spectrum’s Lifestyle Expo at the Augusta Civic
Center and the Togus Veterans Administration’s
9/11 commemorative services. They offer
musical programs to churches and civic groups,
and for the residents of retirement, veterans’ and
nursing homes throughout the state. The group
is now holding weekly Wednesday evening
rehearsals on Zoom and invites women and
girls of all ages to join one of those rehearsals
to learn more. Call Lea at 622-1273 or Nancy at
293-4779 for more information.
COMING UP:
• UUCB Concerts for a Cause Presents Jud
Caswell, the award-winning singer-songwriter,
at the Brunswick UU Church on Saturday,
January 8, at 7:30 p.m. to raise money for
this season’s charities, Mid Coast Hunger
Prevention Program and Immigrant Legal
Advocacy Project. Caswell is a master multiinstrumentalist, playing guitar, banjo, cittern,
whistles and Irish drums. His original songs
have won awards, including at the Kerrville
New Folk competition, been taught at Berklee,
and recorded by Judy Collins. Since March
2020, he has released two albums; “Live at the
Seagull Shop Restaurant” went to Number 1 on
the Folk Alliance International chart and landed
at Number 5 on the National American College
and Community Radio Chart (NACC). In June
Caswell released “Morning Cordial Vol. 1”; the
single “The Great Divide” from the album was
the Number 2 song of October on Folk Alliance
International’s Charts. Besides performing,
writing music, running Frog Hollow Recording
Studio, setting up the technical aspects of
producing UUCB church services, Caswell’s
response to Covid has been to post daily videos
on his Facebook page, calling the clips the
“Morning Cordial.” With each song posted,
Caswell collects donations and gives half of
them to local causes such as Midcoast Hunger
Prevention Program. Tickets, $15 in advance,
$18 at door ($10 for students and children),
at the church office, Gulf of Maine Books or
ticketstripe.com/caswell.

FILM
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 30:
• “The Little Shop of Horrors,” will be
screened for free at Rockland Public Library
at 2 p.m. in the Community Room and via
Zoom. Roger Corman’s 1960 dark comedy
stars Jonathan Haze, Jackie Joseph, and Mel
Welles and features Jack Nicholson in one of
his breakout roles. It tells the story of a hapless
florist who accidentally crossbreeds a strange
and unusual plant with a dark craving. This
event will be held in person at the library,

located at 80 Union Street, and simultaneously
screened over Zoom. For more information
or to request the Zoom link, email elewis@
rocklandmaine.gov by 12:30 p.m. and include
the title of the film in the subject line.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 1:
• “Cinderella” in Met Opera Live Broadcast,
1 p.m. at the Strand Theatre, with an encore
presentation set for Tuesday, January 11, also
at 1 p.m. In this New Year’s Day performance,
Laurent Pelly’s storybook staging of
“Cendrillon,” a hit of the 2017–18 season, is
presented with an all-new English translation
in an abridged 90-minute adaptation, with
mezzo-soprano Isabel Leonard as its rags-toriches princess. Maestro Emmanuel Villaume
leads the cast, which includes mezzo-soprano
Emily D’Angelo as Prince Charming, soprano
Jessica Pratt as Fairy Godmother, and mezzosoprano Stephanie Blythe and bass-baritone
Laurent Naouri as feuding guardians. Tickets:
$27 adults; $25 Strand members; $15 students
18 and under, and college students with ID.
Encore tickets: $23 adults; $15 Strand members;
$5 students 18 and under, and college students
with ID. All tickets are for reserved seats and
are available at rocklandstrand.com; by calling
594-0070; or at the box office when the theater
is open for shows, and one hour before each
opera show time. The Strand Theatre is located
at 345 Main Street in Rockland.
COMING UP:
• “Truth Tellers,” a new documentary film by
Richard Kane about the lives of courageous
Americans fighting for racial justice, climate
change and Indigenous rights, will be presented
by Rockland’s Strand Theatre on Sunday,
January 9, at 1 p.m. The film is told through
the eyes of Robert Shetterly, a longtime activist
and artist, who has painted 255 portraits of
American citizens, past and present, with the
moral courage to confront issues of social,
environmental and economic fairness. The film
explores the intersection of these timely issues,
stressing the urgency of coming together to
confront them and galvanizing resolve to uphold
the country’s founding ideals. Shetterly creates
the portraits with their subjects’ words inscribed
into the dark background of the painting. These
portraits, entitled “Americans Who Tell the
Truth,” have been exhibited throughout the
United States for almost two decades. “Truth
Tellers” is both a story of Shetterly’s art and
activism and a history lesson in what it means
to be a citizen of a democracy. Among the
truth tellers in the film are Bayard Rustin, Bill
McKibben, Kelsey Juliana, Lennox Yearwood,
Sherri Mitchell, Maulian Dana, Bill Bigelow,
Zyahna Bryant, Bree Newsome Bass, Fannie
Lou Hammer, John Lewis, Martin Luther King
Jr., and Reggie Harris. The director, producer
and cinematographer is Richard Kane, an
independent director whose work is focused
on the intersection of art and contemporary
American life. His previous film releases
include “J. Fred Woell: An American Vision,”
“I Know a Man ... Ashley Bryan,” “Imber’s
Left Hand,” and 15 others, all part of the Maine

Open 7 Days 9am - 5:30pm ~ 882-8419

Stocking Stuffer Headquarters

Check with your local Fire Department to see if consumer fireworks are allowed in your community.

Masters collection, a New England Emmynominated series of portraits that airs on public
television. Tickets are $8 general admission, $7
Strand members. Face masks are required, and
audience capacity will be limited to 100 seats.
For more information, visit RocklandStrand.
com, email info@rocklandstrand.com, or call
594-0070.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31:
• Explorations Read-Aloud for Adults,
Fridays at 11 a.m. on Camden Public Library’s
Facebook page and YouTube channel. Local
thespian Joseph Coté reads aloud. New readings
become available to watch every Friday at 11
a.m. in the “videos” section of the library’s
YouTube channel and Facebook page.

COMING UP:
• Needle Felting Workshop, Thursday, January
6, from 6 to 8 p.m. Join Isabel Stearns at The
Maine Organic Marketplace, MOFGA’s new
• Applications for 2022 Common Ground
store in Freeport, to learn the basic techniques
Country Fair Now Available, for the Maine
involved in felting. In this hands-on workshop,
Marketplace and Crafts areas. Whether you’re
participants will make a felted owl which can
a longtime vendor or someone who has always
be used as a hanging decoration or kids’ toy.
dreamed of participating in the fair, held
Needle felting involves rolling up a small
annually in Unity, now is the time to apply. If
amount of wool roving and poking it with a
you’re a Maine artist who creates your own
special type of barbed needle. The process pulls
pieces that are original in design and concept,
the wool over itself and gradually “locks” it
apply to the Crafts Area. If you’re a small
together, making it possible to create threeMaine enterprise with multiple employees
producing goods or services, apply to the Maine dimensional sculptures. $45. Register at mofga.
org.
Marketplace Area. Applications are due on
• On-Camera Audition Workshop, offered by
Monday, January 31, for both areas. To learn
more, visit the Vendors and Applications page at The Theater Project of Brunswick on Saturday,
January 8, from 9 to 11 a.m. on Zoom. For
mofga.org. Email commonground@mofga.org
ages 14+. Join TTP alum, actor and filmmaker
with any questions.
Corrie Legge for the online workshop. Actors
• Call to Artists for “The Art of ReClimation,” as part of the All of Belfast Climate will prepare sides (only two to three pages
long) from TV or film and then perform for the
Dialogues project, the Belfast Free Library is
group with a reader. Legge will give feedback,
calling for submissions of art that represents
and then the actors will do the scene again to
the current climate crisis for an exhibit in the
practice taking adjustments. Legge will also
Kramer Gallery. Submissions should express
take part in a Q&A about working in the TV
climate change impacts, concerns and hopes
and film industry. Cost is $25. Details are at
for a future of reclaiming the earth’s climate
theaterproject.com.
balance. The exhibit will be curated by Belfast
• Introduction to Mold Making and Casting,
artist Mj Viano Crowe (mjvianocrowe.net) and
Sundays, January 9 and 16, from 9 a.m. to noon
Brenda Harrington, program librarian. The
at CMCA, Center for Maine Contemporary
exhibit will take place April through May and
Art, in downtown Rockland. Adults of all
will also include pieces in an online digital
skill levels are invited to participate in the
collection. Submit digital pictures of your art
two-day workshop led by community artist
to bharrington@belfastlibrary.org by January
Alexis Iammarino. The workshops will draw
21. Include title, date and medium of the work.
Selections will be announced by February 8. For inspiration from CMCA’s Main Gallery exhibit,
“Spatial Relations,” featuring works made
more information, call 338-3884, ext. 30.
from cast concrete, ceramic, wood, and mixed
• Call for Artists for “Camden on Canvas,
media. Workshop participants will explore
Plein-Air Weekend, Summer 2022,” to
casting small objects in plaster and will use
support the Camden Public Library. Twenty
wax molding to create sculptural forms.
artists will be selected by jury to paint Maine’s
Adults taking this workshop as a followpicturesque midcoast during the weekend
up to December workshops have the added
of July 29–31, culminating in an auction of
opportunity to refine previously cast pieces.
one new painting per artist on the evening of
The cost of $150 for nonmembers and $125 for
Sunday, July 31. Artists receive 50% of the
CMCA members includes all materials. Register
sale price, and the library receives the other
at cmcanow.org by January 8. These workshops
50% to cover operating expenses. To apply,
are offered as part of CMCA’s Artist Toolbox
submit three digital photos of recent plein-air
program, which is designed for adult artists
paintings before January 24. Photos should be
who want to develop new skills to advance their
web quality: approximately 2,000 pixels on
artistic practice.
the longest side at 72dpi. Image files should
• Basic Drawing with Whitney River,
be labeled in the following format: last name
Tuesdays, January 11, 18, 25 and February 1,
of artist_image title_image size.jpeg. Include
from 1 to 3 p.m. on Zoom. Join the artist as
your phone number and email address. Email
she shares tips and techniques to transform
your application to artists@librarycamden.org.
three dimensions onto a flat sheet of paper. In
Materials will be reviewed by jurors Kirsten
this basic drawing class, students will focus
Surbey, gallery manager at Page Gallery; Ken
on different ways to use drawing tools while
DeWaard, nationally known landscape painter;
developing observational skills. By looking
and Nikki Maounis, executive director of
closely at both form and light, students
Camden Public Library. Find more information
about Camden on Canvas at librarycamden.org. will gain confidence in drawing through a
combination of exercises, quick sketches,
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29:
and extended still lifes. River graduated from
• Art & Journaling Meetings via Zoom, 4 to
Yale University in 1995. Cost is $144; $120
5 p.m. Join Camden Public Library’s creative
Farnsworth Art Museum members. Head to
group for a different project every Wednesday.
FarnsworthMuseum.org to sign up.
Email alhand@libarycamden.org if you would
• Beginning Watercolor with Erica Qualey,
like to be emailed project ideas and a link to the Tuesdays, January 11, 18, 25 and February 1,
Zoom meeting.
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. on Zoom. Join teaching
artist Erica Qualey for the watercolor workshop

ARTS
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for beginners as well as those with some
experience who want to fine-tune their
technique. In this class, participants
will dig into some of watercolor’s core
techniques to learn the ins and outs of how
to use it successfully. Cost is $144; $120
Farnsworth Art Museum members. Head
to FarnsworthMuseum.org to sign up.

HOME & GARDEN
COMING UP:
• “Livestock Management Strategies:
During and After Pregnancy,”
Wednesday, January 5, from 5 to 6:30
p.m. Join Jacki Martinez Perkins,
MOFGA’s dairy and livestock specialist,
for a discussion of some of the most
important mineral balances and energy
requirements for each stage of prepartum
and postpartum care for cows, pigs, sheep
and goats. She will also touch upon some
tips and tricks around the birth process
and offer advice on common issues that
may arise. This online session is geared
toward homesteaders who have at least
some experience raising livestock. Free
(donation optional). Register at mofga.org.
• Virtual Meetings of Knox-Waldo
and Kennebec-Lincoln Local Working
Groups, which make recommendations
to NRCS on how to spend USDA Farm
Bill funds for conservation practices on
private lands. This year’s meetings will
be held via Zoom as follows: KennebecLincoln will meet on Wednesday, January
5, from 10 a.m. to noon; and KnoxWaldo will meet on Thursday, January
6, from 10 a.m. to noon. If you are an
agricultural producer; forester, logger or
private woodland owner; member of an
environmental or watershed organization
or land trust; knowledgeable in soil,
water, plant, wetland or wildlife sciences;
and/or are familiar with agricultural
and natural resource concerns in Knox
or Waldo counties, you are invited to
attend this meeting to help identify and
prioritize local conservation concerns
and recommend how local funds for
USDA Environmental Quality Incentive
Programs will be distributed by NRCS
to alleviate problems. Meetings may
be attended online or by phone. To
attend either, contact your local soil
& water conservation district for the
meeting link: Knox-Lincoln: Julie at
596-2040, julie@knox-lincoln.org;
Waldo: Medea, 218-5311, msteinman@
maineconservationdistricts.com; or
Kennebec: Dale at 480-3927, ext. 3,
dfinseth@kcswcd.org. If you are unable to
attend, you may send comments to your
local soil & water conservation district.
FMI about LWGs, visit knox-lincoln.org/
local-working-group.
• “Beech Leaf Disease and Other
Pathogens,” a Zoom presentation hosted
by Coastal Mountains Land Trust at 6 p.m.
on Thursday, January 13, with Camden

Public Library. Aaron Bergdahl, a Maine
Forest Service forest pathologist, will
focus on high-profile native and nonnative forest diseases already present in
Maine, as well as those not yet found in
the state. The presentation will cover the
general biology and management of forest
diseases and their implications related
to the future of forest health. Bergdahl
has been the staff forest pathologist with
the Maine Forest Service since 2016.
Originally from Vermont, he came to
Maine from North Dakota, where he was
the forest health manager for the North
Dakota Forest Service for seven years. He
also completed coursework toward a Ph.D.
in plant pathology at North Dakota State
University. Previously, he lived in Finland,
where he earned a master’s degree in
plant ecology with minors in zoology and
genetics at the University of Oulu. Aaron
is a father of three and enjoys spending
time with his family in the outdoors,
mushroom hunting, fishing, tending fruit
trees and gardening. Visit the events
calendar at librarycamden.org to register
for the Zoom link to attend this webinar.

Jay Moulton Balano —

in 2022–23 for the spring or fall of their
junior year in high school. Maine Coast
Semester at Chewonki is a semester-long
academically rigorous residential program
based in Wiscasset. The application
deadline is February 15. Learn more at
mainecoastsemester.org.
• “Dr. Evil and Pigeons with Lasers,”
is now available to view for free on the
YouTube channel of Damariscotta’s
River Company Theater. Dr. Evil is up
to no good in this all-ages comedy. In
the monthly meeting of the Council of
Evil, the bumbling doctor explains his
newest plot for world domination. His
idea of using pigeons with lasers is so
absurd he is practically laughed out of
the Zoom room. And, wait – are there
also tigers with backpacks? During the
month of December, any donations to
River Company will go to the Community
Housing Improvement Project and the
Ecumenical Food Pantry: bit.ly/3nrBZnq.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28:
• Rockport Public Library Bouncing
Babies Storytime, 10:30 a.m. For children
from birth to age 2. This program focuses
on early literacy and baby ASL.
FOOD & DRINK
• Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie at
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. A
• AIO’s Second Annual “Fill the
themed musical storytime, with dancing,
Strand” Event, Monday, January 17. AIO songs, rhymes, and two books for toddlers
Food and Energy Assistance hosts the food to early elementary age. Children’s
and funds drive to benefit AIO’s Food
programs at the library have moved
Assistance, Energy Assistance, Weekend
indoors for the winter.
Meal, and Diaper Assistance programs.
• Virtual Breastfeeding Support
This event challenges the community to
Group, Tuesdays from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
fill every seat in the historic theater with
The informal group provides interaction
bags of food and funds for AIO’s programs as well as individual assistance. Women
that support Knox County families. The
wanting more information are also
2021 Fill the Strand event raised more
welcome. For online access: 301-3950 or
than $27,000 in support for AIO, filling
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
the theater seats nearly three times. The
• LGBTQ+ Online Youth Group, for
goal for the second event is to raise
ages 9 to 13, Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m.
$30,000. Monetary donations are welcome Hang out, try a workshop, play games and
– and allow AIO to purchase food through connect with peers. Visit OutMaine.org for
partners at a competitive price. Individuals details.
can sponsor a bag at $25, which will
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29:
fill one seat in the theater. Those
• Book Time for Babies with Camden
interested in sponsoring a bag through a
Public Library’s Miss Amy, 10 to 11
financial donation can make it online at
a.m. Outdoor storytimes in the Camden
aiofoodpantry.org/strand. Nonperishable
Amphitheatre for toddlers and babies on
food with a current expiration date is
Wednesday mornings. Bring a blanket to
accepted (no glass). Most-needed items
sit on. Weather permitting. For more info,
include ready rice pouches, macaroni and
email alhand@librarycamden.org.
cheese and pasta; cereal and oatmeal;
• Preschool Storytime at Rockland
pop-top canned foods and Chef Boyardee
Public Library, 10:30 a.m. A themed
meals; single-serving lunch items; kidmusical story time with rhymes, songs,
friendly snacks; 100% juice boxes; shelfand three stories. Children’s programs
stable milk; snacks (granola bars, peanut
have moved indoors for the winter.
butter crackers, six-packs of raisins).
• “Noon Year’s Eve Celebration,” 11:30
a.m. in the Rockport Room of Rockport
Public Library. Join the celebration to ring
in the “noon” year. This program is styled
• Maine Youth Environmental Leaders
like a NYE party, complete with games,
Scholarships, two $15,000 prizes,
crafts, and a countdown. This program
are being awarded by the Chewonki
is all-ages, with an emphasis on littles
Foundation of Wiscasset to support
who may not stay up until midnight on
students from Maine who would like to
December 31. This program is indoors, so
join Maine Coast Semester at Chewonki
participation will be limited.

KIDS & PARENTS
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Jay Moulton Balano, 78, formerly of Wareham, Massachuestts, and
Glendale, Colorado, passed away on Thursday, December 16, 2021,
at the Maine Veterans’ Home in Augusta. He was born in Wareham,
Massachusetts, to the late Jasper and Elizabeth “Betty” Kelley Balano.
Jay leaves behind his three brothers and
sisters-in-law: Jeff (Peg) of Falmouth, Maine,
Jim (Kate) of Lady Lake, Florida, and Joel
(Penny) Balano-Stott of Monmouth, Maine.
He also leaves his four children: Judi of
Wareham, Massachusetts; Jonathan (Rebecca
Barber) of Fairfield, Connecticut; Jeremey of
Wareham, Massachusetts; and Daniel (Avery)
of Denver, Colorado, as well as grandchildren
Shiobhan, TJ, Hannah, Abigail, Remy, Witt,
and great-grandson Rowan, and many nieces
and nephews.
Jay grew up in Wareham, Massachusetts,
the oldest of four boys, and attended local schools. He graduated from
Wareham High School in 1961 and enlisted in the Army in 1962. He
became fluent in German and was stationed in Germany, where he
worked in the Military Police. After two tours of duty, he returned to
Fort Hamilton in Brooklyn, New York.
After his time in the Army, Jay returned to Wareham with his wife
Anna and children Judi, Jonathan and Jeremey. He graduated in 1972
from Northeastern University School of Law Enforcement in Boston,
as part of the first class to complete the new program. He was recruited
immediately to work for the Quincy, Massachusetts, police department.
Jay was a member of the Freemasons and The American Legion.
Over time, he owned three small businesses: a tour boat (The Sasanoa)
in Bath, Maine; The Ocean House hotel in Port Clyde, Maine; and The
Print Stop in Denver. When living in Glendale, Colorado, with wife
Kelly and son Daniel, he served on the Glendale City Council. After
moving back to Maine, Jay worked on the Monhegan Boat Line in
Port Clyde and served on the board of the St. George Water Company.
Jay’s engaging personality always lit up the room. He retained his
sociability and good humor despite his slow decline from dementia.
His circle of friends in Port Clyde helped him to live independently
for as long as possible. The family wants to thank the staff and nurses
at both the Captain Lewis Residence in Farmingdale and the Maine
Veterans’ Home in Augusta for their kindness and compassionate care.
In lieu of flowers, consider a donation in Jay’s name to the Port
Clyde Baptist Church, 843 Port Clyde Road, Port Clyde, ME
04855, or the St. George Ambulance Fund, 3 School Street,
Tenants Harbor, ME 04860. A memorial gathering for Jay
will be held next summer. Hall Funeral and Cremation Service,
78 Main Street, Thomaston, has care of the arrangements. To
extend online condolences to the family, visit the family’s Book of
Memories at hallfuneralhomes.com.

O B I T U A R I E S
Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

N O T I C E S
Roxann L. Burnside

Robert O. Wyllie

Hugh Donald Curran

Evelyn Small Ludwig

Died Fri., Dec. 17, 2021
Age 64; Condolences and
memories may be shared
at bchfh.com.
Died Wed., Dec. 15, 2021
Age 84; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Died Sun., Nov. 28, 2021
Age 93; Condolences and
memories may be shared
at bchfh.com.
Died Sat., Nov. 20, 2021
Age 95; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.
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Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church
Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

Shalom

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland
Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons
First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ
Join Us for Worship Sundays at 9:30 am in person (masks required and provided).
Sunday School at 8:45. Call church office for Zoom invite

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

Sunday Worship: 10:30am In-Person
or Zoom. See our website for details.

nativityrockport.org

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
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• LGBTQ+ Teen Group, for ages 13 to 17, via
Zoom on Wednesdays, 4 to 5 p.m. Hang out, try a
workshop, play games and connect with peers. Go
to OutMaine.org for details.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 30:
• Baby Time at Rockland Public Library,
10:30 a.m. Sing and sway along with new and
familiar nursery rhymes and songs. This story
time is for infants and up, with lots of music and
one short story at the end. Children’s programs
have moved indoors for the winter.
MONDAY, JANUARY 3:
• Emerging LGBTQ+ Leaders Online
Meetings, for ages 16 to 22, Mondays from
3 to 4 p.m. Out Maine hosts the virtual meetups where LGBTQ+ young adults can share
knowledge and increase their leadership and
facilitation skills. Email leah@outmaine.org for
details.
• CMCA ArtLab Intensives: “ThreeDimensional Conversation with Tara Morin,”
Monday to Friday, January 3–7, from 3:30 to
5 p.m. at the Center for Maine Contemporary
Art in Rockland. The weeklong after-school
workshop is for students in grades five to
eight in which they will create free-standing
sculptures made from unconventional and
recycled materials. Inspired by the dialogue
and interplay between works featured in
the museum’s “Spatial Relations” exhibit,
participants will work both independently and
collaboratively to create three-dimensional
artworks. The studio work will emphasize both
individual process and collective problemsolving. The cost of registration is $85. Each
registration also includes free admission for a
+1 friend. Registrations can be made online by
January 3 to attend.
COMING UP:
• Youth Cross-Country Ski Clinic at Hidden
Valley Nature Center, Jefferson, on Saturdays,
January 8 through February 12, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. The clinic, for kids ages 5 to 14, is
for skiers of different levels to gain skills and
confidence while enjoying the nature center’s
trails. Instructors use creative, noncompetitive
methods to get the skiers out on the trails
having fun each week. Cost is $70 for members
and $80 for nonmembers. To register, go to
midcoastconservancy.org/events-list/youthcross-country-ski-clinic.

MISCELLANEOUS
• Adult Volunteers Needed to Support Big

Brothers Big Sisters of Mid-Maine, to serve
as community-based mentors to children ages 5
to 14 in Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Penobscot,
Somerset, and Waldo counties. Communitybased Bigs build healthy, trusting relationships
with their Littles by spending two to five hours
a week together doing things of mutual interest,
like playing sports, hiking, going to the movies,
playing board games, or doing crafts. Bigs
commit to mentoring a child for a minimum of
one year, which supports the development of
stronger and longer-lasting relationships. To
learn more, email info@bbbsmidmaine.org.
• Rockland Public Library Toilet Paper
Drive, invites community members to support
local organization One Less Worry by bringing a
donation of toilet paper to the library throughout
the month of December. Toilet paper, which,
along with pads and tampons, cannot be
purchased with SNAP (food stamps), is a need
often unaddressed in many food pantries. One
Less Worry provides toilet paper to clients of
AIO Food Pantry, Thomaston Inter-Church
Fellowship Food Pantry, Come Spring Food
Pantry, and St. George Community Cupboard.
Additionally, seniors receiving Commodity
Supplemental Food Program boxes receive two
rolls monthly. One Less Worry’s total monthly
commitment of toilet paper averages 1,400 rolls.
The drive is part of the library’s new Kindness
Counts Initiative. Stay tuned for a new activity
each month – focused on kindnesses large and
small.
• Dinner Anywhere in the World Raffle,
sponsored by the UU Church of Belfast through
December 31. The winning ticket will be drawn
on January 2. For $20 you have a chance at
dinner for two in a restaurant of your choice
anywhere in the world. Past winners have been
to Uruguay and Spain, and last year’s winners
are headed to Japan next summer. You can
choose to travel or bring people here. You can
opt to delay your trip for a year. A thousand
tickets will be sold. Get tickets and more
information at The Green Store in downtown
Belfast, or by calling Anna at 930-9399 or
Susan at 691-5153. Emails can be sent to
uuchurchofbelfast.src@gmail.com.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 28:
Belfast Senior College “Winterim
Wonderland,” a free one-hour Zoom talk at 10
a.m., hosted by veteran Senior College presenter
and Curriculum Committee Chair Deirdre Good,
giving a rundown of the winter semester’s
11 courses, which start January 12. The
semester’s instructors include Bob Rackmales,
retired Foreign Service officer; Nick Turner,

executive director of The Grand in Ellsworth;
retired Belfast area educator Steve Hutchings;
Penobscot Marine Museum’s Cipperly Good;
investigative reporter and author Alicia Mundy;
and Belfast’s Mike Hurley, among others.
Topics range from how Belfast was planned
and its prehistory to Roman history, to Walt
Whitman. One class will offer a hands-on
experience making maple syrup. To register
for the “Winterim Wonderland” program, go to
belfast-senior-college.coursestorm.com.
• Belfast Senior Center, open to fully
vaccinated people 60 and older, Tuesdays from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Belfast Boathouse. Table
games, puzzles, socializing, coffee and lunch at
noon. Donations taken. Details: BelfastSenior@
gmail.com.
• Free Senior Exercise Class at Thomaston
Public Library, led by Sandy Bodamer, 11 to
11:45 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the
gym of the Academy building. Standing and
chair routines using light weights, resistance
bands, and small fitness balls. All fitness levels
welcome. Free, with donations taken.
• Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to 3 p.m.
Camden Public Library’s Spanish language
reading and conversation group invites people
to join in and practice their Spanish. For more
information and to request the Zoom link, email
Lynne Taylor at leerycharlar@gmail.com.
• Healthy Lincoln County Weekly Meditation
Group, Tuesdays from 7 to 7:30 p.m. via Zoom.
The group is free and everyone is welcome. For
more info and to register: 622-7566, ext. 236, or
lemmons@healthylincolncounty.org.
• Skidompha Secondhand Book Shop, in
downtown Damariscotta, will be open every
day during the holiday week, including Sunday
and New Year’s Day. It will be open during its
usual hours, which are Sunday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
and Monday through Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sunday hours will continue after the holidays.
The original plan was for the shop to be closed
on Sundays between Christmas and the summer,
but staff members have volunteered to keep
it open. Donations will be accepted as usual:
all day Mondays, and from 8 to 10 a.m. on the
other days, with a limit of four bags or boxes
per person per visit. The bookshop is a major
fundraiser for Skidompha Public Library. All
staff are volunteers, all items are donated,
and all proceeds support the collections and
programs of the library. Besides hardcover
books and paperbacks in dozens of categories
for all ages, the shop offers puzzles, music on
CDs and records, and movies on VCR tapes and
DVDs. For more information, visit the shop’s
website, skidomphabookshop.org, or phone
563-7807.

★
★ASTROlogically
★
★
★
WITH ANANUR
DECEMBER 29 TO JANUARY 4
Wednesday, December 29 — We are fortunate to have Jupiter in Pisces until May 10. Jupiter will then move into Aries
until it retrogrades back into Pisces. Jupiter is the ruling planet
of Pisces and also co-ruler of Sagittarius. Jupiter stays in each
sign for a year and has a 12-year cycle around our Sun. Jupiter
will bring an increase of creativity. Mars is in a positive aspect with Saturn, ushering in concentration. You’ll find yourself enjoying the process of getting organized until midnight.
Don’t let this aspect go to waste.
Thursday, December 30 — It will be a time for socializing
from 6:30 a.m. until 12:15 p.m. The Moon is nicely aspecting Venus and Pluto. Relationships left without understanding
need to be tended to. Cut the cords that bind, with kindness.
Your judgment is off from 4:45 until 6:45 p.m. while the Moon
in Scorpio is in a challenging aspect with Jupiter. Unhealed
past emotional wounds are clouding your rational thinking.
Pride is in the way.
Friday, December 31 — The Moon in Sagittarius likes to
look at life with a positive perspective. When the Moon is in
a challenging aspect with Uranus, holding a positive perspective is not likely. Well-made plans go awry between 9:45 and
11:45 a.m., causing distress. The Moon in Sagittarius will be
in a positive aspect with Saturn from 11:15 a.m. until 1:15 p.m.,
helping you to accept what is. You’re apt to feel easily agitated
when the Moon is conjunct Mars from 1 until 3 p.m. The agitation comes and goes quickly.
Saturday, January 1 — We made it. Each day another
blessing and another sorrow. The year ahead brings many
changes. Tomorrow, the New Moon will take place. We’re
usually all tired out the day before. When the Moon is favorably aspecting Jupiter from 5:15 to 7:15 p.m., ideas and insights
come. If you’re calm and open-minded, it’s easy to hear what
the cosmos is telling you. The Moon in Capricorn has a prac-

tical approach to your financial success.
Sunday, January 2 — The New Moon cycle begins at 1:33
p.m. with the Sun and Moon conjunct at 12 degrees of Capricorn in a superfine aspect with Uranus in Taurus. Intuitive
intelligence brings innovative inventions to the public that we
wish we’d known about before. This New Moon at the beginning of the year brings hope for advancing in unique ways.
Mercury will enter into Aquarius, bringing science combined
with natural cures to the foreground. Mercury will be retrograde January 14–February 3. It’s good to know ahead of time
so you can take care of your vehicle and electrical equipment.
Unless you have a generator; then you have no worries.
Monday, January 3 — We’re in the New Moon energy. Do
you feel the excitement of new possibilities? The Sun and Venus are conjunct in a positive relationship (aspect) with Neptune. Your love life is full. Do you feel how fortunate you are
to be loved? Some people love their pets more than they love
humans. Emotions are always intensified when the Moon is
conjunct Pluto once a month; today, this occurs from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. Uncomfortable memories from the past may crop
up. Conversations stimulate ideas while the Moon is conjunct
Mercury in Capricorn between 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 4 — The Moon is aspecting Uranus
from 9:30 until 11:30 a.m. Emotions shift. The Moon is conjunct Saturn in Aquarius from 11:45 a.m. until 1:45 p.m. You’re
focused on humanity and what is needed. You will be feeling
energized and enthusiastic between 5:45 and 7:45 p.m. while
the Moon is aspecting Mars.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for a
personal astrological reading in person or by phone at 207594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com where you
can learn how to become a subscriber of Ananur’s monthly
Astrological newsletter.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29:
• Rockland Public Library’s Wednesday
Walkers Club, meets every Wednesday
morning for a 60-minute (or shorter) walk
around town, and everyone is invited. Meet in
the parking lot entrance at 10:30 a.m. Walks are
led by librarians Jessie Blanchard or Patty King,
as well as occasional special guests, and no
walker will be left behind. The club is intended
for adults; children and teens are welcome
if accompanied by a parent or caregiver.
Participants will be asked to sign a waiver
of liability. The group walks in most types
of weather. Cancellations will be announced
on the library’s website and Facebook page.
Participation is free. The library is located at 80
Union Street.
• Black Lives Matter Vigils in Rockland,
Wednesdays at Chapman Park (corner of Park
and Main, by Walgreens) from noon to 1 p.m.
Everyone is invited. More info at 385-7452 or
smanning5757@gmail.com.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31:
• Online Chess Club, with matches every
Friday from 4 to 6 p.m. Members may also
challenge other members at any time. Join
at lichess.org/team/camden-chess-club.
For more information, email Evan Annis at
camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 2:
• “Betty’s Brunch” at Islesboro Community
Center, 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Live music,
festive food, mimosas and bloody Marys,
Family Fitness Center door prize, and more.
RSVP by December 29: email sarababbidge@
islesborocommunitycenter.org.
MONDAY, JANUARY 3:
• Walsh History Center Hour on Zoom, noon
to 1 p.m. from Camden Public Library. Do you
have a question about the history of Camden,
your ancestors who may have lived in the area,
or the house where you live now? Ken Gross
and the Walsh History Center team at the library
will try to find an answer. Email kgross@
librarycamden.org to request a Zoom link to
participate.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 4:
• Tai Chi in Camden Amphitheatre, noon to
1 p.m. Join instructor Anna Dembska for tai
chi classes by donation for all levels. A portion
of the donations collected will benefit Camden
Public Library. For more info and to sign up,
email Anna at camdentaiji@gmail.com. (Signup
is recommended so that you can be reached if
classes are canceled.)
• Healthy Living for ME Workshops Starting
in January, available statewide, with virtual
and telephonic options. Most are free, while
others have a low cost. Participants who do
not have the necessary technology may be
eligible to borrow an iPad from Healthy Living
for ME in order to participate. Living Well
for Better Health will be held virtually on
Tuesdays from January 4 to February 8. The
workshop helps participants deal with ongoing
conditions such as diabetes, COPD, arthritis,
and high blood pressure. Topics covered
include handling frustration, fatigue, pain and
isolation; appropriate exercise for maintaining
and improving strength, flexibility, and
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MARKET BASKET
Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.
Please read: As long as the
total price of all your items is
$100 or less, it’s FREE (ads
must include prices for all items
or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We
can only accept ads that are 20
words or less. We cannot accept
ads over the phone — email us
at classifieds@freepressonline.
com. Market Basket ads must
be received by noon Wednesday
for inclusion in the next week’s
issue. NO BUSINESS, SERVICE or YARD SALE ADS
qualify for the Market Basket.
Ads that do not follow these
guidelines cannot be printed.

FOR SALE
Schwinn Meridian Adult Tricycle, blue, never used, front/
rear fenders, adjustable handlebars, 24" wheels, large rear
basket, $100. 785-2219.

Single Lid Diamondplate Toolbox for full-size pickup, good
shape, first $100. 230-1195.
Women’s Dress Boots, one black,
one brown, sz. 7M, $20 ea. anklelength, black coat, sz. 5, $25.
Motorcycle helmet, $5. 338-1951.
Delta Shopmaster Scroll Saw,
old and sturdy, $75. 691-8096.
NutriBullet/Magic Bullet
Blender/Smoothy Maker
with four storable containers,
900 watt series NB-201, almost
new, $50. 236-8199.
Studded Snowtires, two 21570 R16, two 225-65 R16, all
four, $50. 785-5442.
Twin Bed Mattress and Box
Spring, firm, excellent condition, $100. 338-3227.

Two Beautifully Embroidered
Levi Denim Jackets. HarleyDavidson slogans on the back,
men’s medium-42, asking $80
OBO. 273-3987.
Coveralls, new, insulated,
Dickies dark navy medium,
zipper cuffs, $55. 785-4621.
Sundial, sailboat sundial, 10"12" round, owned about 30 yrs.,
came from Bucksport, $100.
323-4400. Searsport
Cross-Country Ski Exerciser,
$20. Kid’s bed comforte, new in
box, $20. Motorcycle helmet, $5.
New soccer ball, $5. 338-1951.
1920 Victrola, stand-up model
with record storage, hand crank,
works, $100. 230-1195.

February 25-27, 2022

Europe: Challenged
at Home and Abroad
Community Events Series
Events listed here are open to the public
and free unless otherwise noted.

• Thursday, January 6: Hosted on Zoom by the
Rockland Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m., “Russia,
Europe and the Holocaust — History, Human
Rights and National Identity,” with Professor
Page Herrlinger
• Tuesday, January 11: Hosted on Zoom by the
Belfast Free Library, 6:30-8 p.m., “The Rise and
Fall of the Berlin Wall,” a talk by Dick and Mary
Ann Topping. To register: https://bit.ly/30WTkwk.
• Wednesday, January 12: Hosted on Zoom by
the Merrill Memorial Library, 8 p.m., Discussion
of the 2019 documentary “Collective.” See the
film on your own and join the discussion. FMI,
email mmiinfo@yarmouthlibrary.org.
• Tuesday, January 18: Hosted on Zoom by Prince
Memorial Library, 7 p.m., Book discussion of
“How Democracies Die,” by Levitsky and Ziblatt.
FMI, email prince.memorial@gmail.com.
• Wednesday, January 19: Hosted on Zoom by
Merrill Memorial Library, 7-8 p.m., “Brexit at 5:
How’s it Going?,” a talk by Andrea Hester. FMI,
email mmiinfo@yarmouthlibrary.org.
• Tuesday, January 25: Hosted on Zoom by
the Scarborough Public Library, 6:30-8 p.m.,
“Memory Wars of Central and Eastern Europe,”
a talk by Professor James Richter. FMI, email
askSPL@scarboroughlibrary.org.
Member Registration for the 35th Annual Camden
Conference: EUROPE: Challenged at Home and Abroad,
February 25-27, 2022, began on December 1. Join now!
For more information, visit www.camdenconference.org,
or call 236-1034.

D

development program offered via
Zoom by UMaine Hutchinson Center
on Thursday and Friday, January 27
and 28, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. The cost
is $195 per person. More information
is available on the Hutchinson Center
website. Facilitated by Terry Porter,
associate professor emerita of the Maine
Business School at UMaine, the program
will help participants understand current
business sustainability strategies and how
to put them into practice. The program
is designed not just for environmental
businesses, but also for large or small
businesses or nonprofits providing goods,
experiences or services. Participants will
have an opportunity to step away from
the day-to-day action, review their overall
business/strategic plans, and refocus
them in light of emerging sustainability
opportunities. A stable internet
connection and the ability to participate
in these synchronous sessions as they are
happening are required. Participants will
receive a certificate of completion, and
0.8 CEUs/8 contact hours are available.
For more information or to request a
reasonable accommodation, contact
Michelle Patten at um.fhc.pd@maine.edu
or 338-8002. Need-based scholarships are
available for people who live or work in
Knox or Waldo counties.
• 10th Annual Winter Biathlon
at Hidden Valley Nature Center,
in Jefferson, hosted by Midcoast
Conservancy on Sunday, February 20.
Registration is now open to all ages
and skill levels. Biathlon is an Olympic
sport that combines cross-country skiing
and target shooting. This year, the race
will include a fat bike option as well,
where racers ride rather than ski. There
will also be a category for snowshoe
racers. Midcoast Conservancy’s event
is a twist on the classic, using paintball
rifles. All rifles are provided by Midcoast
Conservancy, and each racer will
receive safety training on how to use
the rifle. Races will begin about 9 a.m.
and continue into the early afternoon.
All day long there will be bonfires, and
spectators are encouraged. Biathlon fans
should consider volunteering if they are
not planning to race; the race volunteer
crew can always use extra hands. Race
categories are based on self-selected skill
levels upon check-in, and there is a special
category for youth racers. Gear will be
available to rent for any racers needing
skis, snowshoes or a bike. Registration
fees are $20 for adults, $10 for kids and
students. Early registration is encouraged
as space is limited and prices go up $5
per participant on February 13. Register
at midcoastconservancy.org/events-list/
biathlon. Day-of registrations as space
allows.
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COMING UP:
• Camden Brain Injury Support
Group, Wednesday, January 5, 10 a.m.
to noon. This support group for brain
injury survivors and their families will
be meeting in person in Camden Public
Library’s Picker Room every other month
on first Wednesdays. Contact Carol
for meeting details at 273-2090. New
members are welcome.
• Monthly Hikes Offered by Coastal
Mountains Land Trust and Journey
to Health, join Coastal Mountains Land
Trust and Pen Bay Medical Center and
Waldo County General Hospital’s Journey
to Health program for their first Happy
Wanderers Hike on Thursday, January 6, at
10 a.m. at Fernald’s Neck. This excursion
will be approximately 1.8 miles round-trip,
and participants should bring footwear
to accommodate the current hiking
conditions: boots, ice grips or snowshoes
if there is deep snow. On the first Thursday
of each month, the Happy Wanderers will
meet at a trailhead of a Coastal Mountains
Land Trust preserve. The hikes will range
in location from Rockport to Searsport.
Each excursion will be led by a Coastal
Mountains and a Journey to Health staff
member. For a full schedule of hikes, visit
coastalmountains.org. To register, visit
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
• Building Better Caregivers Workshop,
a free, six-week workshop offered to
the public via Zoom by Healthy Living
for ME on Wednesdays, January 12 to
February 16, from 9:30 a.m. to noon.
During this workshop caregivers will learn
and receive support from others going
through similar caregiving experiences;
this is beneficial as for many caregivers,
caregiving itself is a new role — one for
which training and support are needed,
just like any new job. The program is
designed to help caregivers of all types
(family, formal, informal, etc.) better
understand and navigate the changes their
loved ones are experiencing. This program
helps caregivers who are assisting loved
ones through memory loss or dementia, as
well as those providing care to individuals
with Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) or
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).
Participants of the workshop will learn
how to identify and deal with their care
partners’ triggers around behaviors, how
to track this information through the use
of a Behavior Diary, and more. Additional
topics include managing caregiver stress,
making decisions and planning for the
future, communicating effectively with
family, friends and health professionals,
and legal issues related to caregiving,
hiring help, and more. Call 1-800-6206036 or email info@healthylivingforme.
org for more information and to register.
• Boatwise Course in Rockland, at
Rockland Yacht Club on Saturday
and Sunday, January 15 and 16. The
course is required to obtain the Launch
Operator’s License. For more details, visit
rocklandyachtclub.org.
• “Going Green: Sustainability
in Business,” a new professional
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endurance; appropriate use of medications;
communicating effectively with family,
friends, and health professionals; nutrition;
and evaluating new treatments. Bingocize
will be held virtually on Wednesdays
and Fridays from January 5 to March 11.
This workshop combines a bingo-like
game with exercise and health education
with the goal of increasing older adults’
functional fitness, health knowledge, and
social engagement. Living Well with
Diabetes will be held virtually. Healthy
Living for ME is offering two sessions
that start in January; one will run on
Thursdays beginning January 6 and the
second will run on Tuesdays beginning
January 25. This workshop helps people
with prediabetes, type 2 diabetes, and
their caregivers by covering topics such
as dealing with diabetes symptoms,
fatigue, pain, hyper/hypoglycemia, stress,
depression, anger, fear, and frustration;
appropriate exercise; healthy eating;
appropriate use of medication; and
working with health care providers.
Better Health Now is conducted over
the phone. The January session is
scheduled to begin on Thursday, January
6. Participants will receive a toolkit in
the mail and work with a leader either
by themselves or in small groups. Topics
covered include dealing with frustration,
fatigue, pain, and isolation; appropriate
exercise; appropriate use of medications,
communicating effectively with family,
friends, and health professionals; nutrition;
and evaluating new treatments. Better
Health Now with Pain is conducted over
the phone. The session is scheduled to
begin on Tuesday, January 11. Participants
in this workshop receive a toolkit in the
mail and work with a leader either by
themselves or in small groups. Topics
covered include pacing and planning,
medication management, and the Moving
Easy Program. Tai Chi for Health and
Balance will have two sessions available.
The first will be held virtually on Tuesdays
and Fridays beginning January 18 and the
second will be held virtually on Mondays
and Thursdays beginning January 24.
This workshop is focused on practicing
Tai Chi, which can help you improve
balance and health as well as relieve
pain. Building Better Caregivers will
be offered online on Wednesdays from
January 12 to February 16. This program
was designed for family caregivers of
people with an Acquired Brain Injury
(ABI), Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD), dementia, and/or any other
condition that affects memory. During this
workshop caregivers will be able to learn
and receive support from others going
through similar caregiving experiences;
this is beneficial as, for many caregivers,
caregiving itself is a new role – one for
which training and support is needed, as
with any new job. Advance registration
is required for these workshops. Contact
Healthy Living for ME at 1-800-620-6036
or info@healthylivingforme.org for more
information and to register. You can also
register at healthylivingforme.org.

Joan Willoe $50 Gift Certificate to Seagull Cottage
Jeanne Tisone $50 Gift Certificate to Delano Seafood
Correct Answer to Dec. 14 Question:
Jacob Marley was Scrooge’s business partner in “A Christmas Carol”

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot
be run. 5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads
accepted. Use the regular classified ad form for those and all other ads which don’t fit the above
guidelines — Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

7 Market Basket Ads Run For Two Weeks. 8 Email to: classifieds@freepressonline.com, put “Market
Basket” in the subject line. 9 Or mail to: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
10 Remember to include your phone number. 11 If we can’t read the handwriting, we can’t run your ad.

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.

FREE

Mahogany Indonesian SculpWANTED
ture, $40. Framed map of Java, Free: 23' 10" Wooden Ramp
with railing, fits for easy
$10. 230-7082.
entrance to home for handi- Wanted: Model Railroad HO
Fisher Plow Control, like new, capped accessibility, you haul. Guage Track, straight and
$50. 785-4808,. ■
curved and switches. 236-8525.
406-0449, Damariscotta.
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK! CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.
FOR SALE

WANTED

BUSINESS

EQUIPMENT

FARM &

OPPORTUNITY
RENTAL
GARDEN
LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
PROJECT FREEDOM
GETTING OUT OF HORScash. Roll those dice and give me U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P a call, 441-7929 or 993-2629. (kr) MENT RENTALS: Tractor/ We need serious and motivated ES? Need a great home for
loader/back-hoe, excavator, people for expanding health them? We’re it. Ours finally
LUCKY LADY — I want to wood splitter, wood chipper. and wellness industry. High passed. 12 yr. old granddughter
FIREWOOD
buy your junk cars and trucks, Delivery available, reasonable speed internet/phone essential. wants two. Barn and 15' stalls.
Perfect for savvy social
pay up to $500. Roll my dice
Let’s talk. 323-4400. (12/28)
FIREWOOD — Cut and split because I pay the best price. rates. 1-800-935-7999. (kr)
media fans.
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr) 993-2629 or 441-7929. (kr)
207-613-5517.
FIREWOOD — cut, split, ALLIS CHALMERS GARDEN
delivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (kr) TRACTOR, HD 112 or HD 212
FRE E PRES S ADS WO RK!
desired. Rockport, 596-6303. (kr)
EIGHT 2x10x12 HEMLOCK
PLANKS, $100. Aluminum
ladder, 32 ft., $200. 207-8320503. (1/4)

HE LP WA N TED DISPL AY ADS
P.G. Willey and Company Inc., a family owned and
operated home heating company since 1899 and
located in Camden, Maine, has an open position for a

Sign-on Bonus
up to $3,000!

FULL-TIME OIL/PROPANE
SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Effective immediately

Opportunities include:
- Company Vehicle - Company Cell Phone
- Company Uniforms - Competitive Wages
- Health Insurance - Simple Retirement Plan
- Life Insurance - Short and Long Term Disability Plans
- Paid Vacation and Holidays - Discounts on our Products
- Education and Licensing Assistance
- Over Time availability
Requirements for position:
- Reliable Transportation - Self-Motivated
- Strong Work Ethic
- Possess a current Maine Oil Burner License
Interested applicants should
contact Tyler at 207-236-3256
tholmes@pgwilley.com
or are encouraged to stop by our
Bay View Street office to pick up an
application.
P.G. Willey and Company Inc.
24 Bay View Street,
Camden, ME, 04843 • 207-236-3256

MSAD #28
Camden-Rockport Elementary School

Special Education
Educational Technician III
Full Time with Benefits

Take the First Step
in a Rewarding Career.

Benefits include:
• Paid time off,
• Paid family leave
• Tuition assistance
• Employee wellness perks
• Health/vision/dental insurance, retirement
Join us at MaineHealth, where our comprehensive array of benefit
offerings is competitive, affordable and with choices that meet
individual, but ever changing, needs. Includes paid time off!

For more information and to apply, please visit:
www.careersatmainehealth.org

An Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action
Employer.

(35 hrs/week)

Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school district
located in scenic Mid-Coast Maine and provides a highly
competitive salary and benefits package. As a district, we
are committed to equity, excellence, and forward thinking
with an emphasis on the outdoors.
Camden Rockport Elementary School (CRES) is located in
scenic Mid-Coast Maine and serves 360 students in grades
PreK–4. The community strongly supports education as
evidenced by a state-of-the-art facility, a cohesive approach
that emphasizes social, emotional and academic growth for
all students in a strong and safe school community, and
a commitment to hire and retain outstanding educators.
We are committed to engaging and meaningful studentcentered learning and we are driven by our mission: Be
Kind. Work Hard. Keep Learning.
Rockland
Free Press
Accepting applications for aPublication:
full-time Educational
Technician
III position within the Special
Education department
Job# 73210
at Camden Rockport Elementary School to work with
mbb
Mechanical:
children with developmental,
intellectual mbb,
and/ormbb,
behavioral
disabilities in our primary life skills program. Training and
experience in providing positive behavior interventions and
supports for students in both special and regular education
settings preferred. May also work with individuals or small
groups of special education students providing curriculum
support, including the introduction of new learning preplanned in consultation with the supervising teacher and
with indirect teacher supervision.
This is a full-time position with benefits. Maine Department
of Education Educational Technician III authorization
required. Preference will be given to those with Special
Education Experience.
Application deadline: Until position filled.
Please apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Please Note: Only complete and submitted Applitrack
Applications will be reviewed for interview consideration.
A complete application must consist of the Applitrack
application, cover letter & resume, copy of transcripts & DOE
Authorization, and three current letters of recommendation.
MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
207-236-3358
hr@fivetowns.net
EOE

Sign-on Bonuses
available for
Full & Part Time!

Take the First Step
in a Rewarding Career.
Registered
Nurse
73210-73210

Size: 4.3125” x 5”

Notes: b/w

IO#:

Qualifications:
• Graduate of an accredited school of nursing.
• Current in the State of Maine as a Registered Professional Nurse.
• Current BLS Certification.
• ACLS certification within six months of hire.
• TNCC certification (or obtained within 24 months).

Certified Nursing Assistant
Pen Bay Medical Center is offering $2,500 sign-on bonuses to full time CNAs with
0-1 year’s experience and $4,000 for full time CNAs with 1+ years’ experience.
Eligible candidates are hired into a full or part time CNA position. Bonus amount
prorated for part time hires, per diem hires are ineligible.
Qualifications:
• High School Diploma or equivalent is strongly preferred.
• Certification from an approved nursing assistant program. Current registration
with the Maine Registry of Certified Nursing Assistants. Current BLS
certification (or attained within 6 months of hire).

For more information and to apply, please visit:

www.careersatmainehealth.org

Effective immediately

Opportunities include:
- Regular Delivery Route - Company Cell Phone
- Company Uniforms - Competitive Wages
- Health Insurance - Simple Retirement Plan
- Life Insurance - Short and Long Term Disability Plans
- Paid Vacation and Holidays - Discounts on our Products
- Education and Licensing Assistance
- Over Time availability
Requirements for position:
- Reliable Transportation - Self-Motivated
- Strong Work Ethic - Possess a current Maine CDL Class B
(or higher) license with proper Hazmat endorsement
Interested applicants should
contact Tyler at 207-236-3256
tholmes@pgwilley.com
or are encouraged to stop by our
Bay View Street office to pick up an
application.

Five Town CSD/MSAD #28
Camden-Rockport

CURRENT OPENINGS
$1000 SIGN-ON BONUS

The Five Town CSD and MSAD #28 are two integrally
connected and innovative school districts in a beautiful
coastal community that pride themselves on nurturing an
incredible array of opportunities for their 1400 students, top
salaries for their employees, excellent health insurance, and
a great working environment. As districts, we are committed
to equity, excellence, the environment, and forward thinking.
Five Town CSD & MSAD #28 are now hiring for the following
positions:

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN
BUS DRIVER
ADULT ED EVENING ASSISTANT

Please contact Human Resources at 236-3358, ext 4306 with
any questions.
Apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
or call 236-3358 for a paper application.
Applications accepted until suitable candidates are found.
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden ME 04843
(207)236-3358
EOE

Camden Hills Regional High School

For a limited time Pen Bay Medical Center is offering up to $10,000 sign-on
Proofreader:
bonus for all eligible Registered Nurses with 1-3
years of experience and $20,000
for experienced Registered Nurses with greater than 3 years of experience!
Bonus amount prorated for part time hires, per diem hires are ineligible.

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer.

FULL-TIME OIL/PROPANE
DELIVERY DRIVER

P.G. Willey and Company Inc.
24 Bay View Street,
Camden, ME, 04843 • 207-236-3256

Pen Bay Medical Center has openings for full time Pharmacy
Technicians of all levels to join our care team The Pharmacy Technician
is responsible for playing an integral part of the health care team by
providing high quality pharmaceutical services in compliance with
legal and regulatory requirements.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
$1000 SIGN ON BONUS

P.G. Willey and Company Inc., a family owned and
operated home heating company since 1899 and
located in Camden, Maine, has an open position for a

Food Service Opening
Kitchen Manager
Full-time with Benefits
School Year Position
$1000 Sign-0n Bonus

The Five Town CSD is an exceptional school district located in a
Screen:
scenic
coastal community and provides a highly competitive salary
and benefits package. As a district, we are committed to equity,
excellence, the environment, and forward thinking. Our goal is to
foster intellectual and creative excellence while building strong
character. We highly value our sense of place and surroundings
which boast mountains, lakes, rivers, a ski hill, and the ocean.
Camden Hills Regional High School, a state-of-the-art energy efficient
facility that includes a wind turbine and solar panels, serves 710 students
in grades 9 – 12 from primarily six surrounding towns. The school offers
an incredibly expansive array of educational experiences for students
and is dedicated to hiring and retaining a high-quality, diverse staff.
Camden Hills Regional High School Food Service Department is
looking for a Kitchen Manager. This is a 40 hours per week, School Year
position, and is considered full-time. Single health insurance coverage
is 100% paid by the district. Preference will be given to candidates
with kitchen/restaurant experience and a ServSafe certificate.
Candidates will need to be fingerprinted
and will undergo a background check.

Please apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
or contact the Superintendent’s Office at
(207)236-3358 for a paper application.
Applications accepted until
suitable candidate found.
Superintendent of Schools
Five Town CSD
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
Phone: (207)236-3358
EOE
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FARM & HOME

SERVICES

NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
& Home, the former Union
Agway, Heald Highway, Route
17, in Union. 785-4385. (kr)

SOULE’S CARPENTRY
Siding, roofing, garages,
window replacement,
decks and more.
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 691-6758.
Ask for David.

HELP WANTED

ASK WANTS YOU! — Is it time
(kr)
for you to be paid for your caregiving skills? If you have raised
JR’S PAINTING
a family, cared for sick or elderly
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
family members, been a volunteer,
Painting & Staining,
you might have the knowledge,
experience, and caring heart to be Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing, Plaster Repair.
a home care worker. ASK values
your life skills and will train you Free estimates. References.
Fully Insured.
while you work. Call 207-354273-6116.
7077, email dee@askforhome(kr)
care.com or text 207-542-5505,
let us help you explore the opporRENTAL
tunities we offer! (kr)
SPROUL’S FURNITURE —
Help Wanted, Immediate Opening. Looking for a year round
delivery person. Flexible hours.
Must be honest, reliable, able to
lift furniture, do basic maintenance and provide a clean driver’s license. Please stop in for
an application, pay based on
experience. 76 Main St., Newcastle, 563-3535, www.sproulsfurniture.net. (kr)
ARBORIST/TREE CLIMBER — Established mid-coast
company dedicated to quality tree care and preservation
seeks experienced tree climber
skilled in aesthetic pruning,
cabling, bracing, removals to
join our talented team. Must
be conscientious, responsible,
committed to quality and safety.
Current Maine arborist license,
clean driver’s license. Smokefree workplace. Equal opportunity employer. TREEKEEPERS
LLC at 236-6855. (12/28)
GROUNDPERSON/LANDSCAPER — Established midcoast company dedicated to
quality tree care seeks person
to assist arborists/climbers
with tree preservation, pruning,
planting. Must be conscientious, responsible, committed
to quality and safety. Work is
physically demanding, environmentally rewarding. Clean driver’s license, reliable transportation. Prefer experience, but will
train. Smoke-free workplace.
Equal opportunity employer.
TREEKEEPERS LLC. Call
236-6855. (12/28)

TREE SERVICES
GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
• Tree, brush removal
• Pruning
• Aerial truck or climber
• Chipping, stump-grinding
• Lots Cleared
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured Arborist
Matt Green, 322-0320.
— Reasonable Rates —
(kr)

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
SPACE — available now, 2-3
days/week, month-to-month.
Must be COVID-conscious/
safe. Clean, spacious, south-facing windows, furnished. Scentfree, chemical-free space. Heat
and electric included. Ample
parking. For more information
and pictures, please call or text
701-1702. (kr)

Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
___ Help Wanted ___ Real Estate ___ Services ___ Wanted
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
TOTAL Due = $
If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden

SE LF HE LP AN D S UPPORT

AL-ANON HOTLINE
For meeting information
SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-498-1844
Owls Head have vacancies
for seniors who wish to live
TOTAL VICTORY
in a home-like environment
but need homemaking and/ Self-help emotional and spirituor personal/nursing services. al support group. Meets weekThe Homesteads provide a ly in various private homes in
small, intimate setting where Knox and Lincoln counties.
frail elderly can age in place FMI: 542-7397 or Total Victoand pay for services as need- ry, P.O. Box 1166, Waldoboro,
ed at significantly lower rates ME 04572.
than traditional medical facilSEX AND LOVE
ities. We have enjoyed a reputation for high-quality meals ADDICTS ANONYMOUS
and services for more than FMI: Email mmislaa@fair25 years. Information and point.net, or go to the 211
pictures of available rooms/ Maine Web site (click on 211
suites can be accessed by call- directory then keyword: Augusing 354-7077 or at www.home- tine Fellowship).
shareinc.com. (kr)
PEER ONE SUPPORT
FOR RENT — Seeking two
GROUP
roommates for big, beautiful Are you or someone you know
house right in Camden. $750/ living with depression, bi-pomo., plus deposit and some util- lar, OCD, PTSD or any other
ities. Parking amenities. 772- mental illness? Come join our
217-7070 or camdensocial@ local peer-run support group.
outlook.com. (1/4)
We share daily living skills,
coping tools, learn wellness
and self-care tips.
STORAGE
Tues., 7 to 8 p.m., VOA BuildWATERMAN BEACH
ing, 33 Booth Drive (off ConSTORAGE
gress St.) in Belfast.
10 x 15 unit, $100
FMI: Louise, 322-8738.
10 x 20 unit, $120
Open to All, Respect
10 x 25 unit, $140.
Anonymity
South Thomaston, 975-1326.
PARENTS WITHOUT
(kr)
PARTNERS
20 single parents needed to
SELF HELP
start
new
group. Age and cusAND SUPPORT tody arrangements
are not a
factor. Meetings to be held in
NA HOTLINE
Montville.
For meeting information
FMI: tommycarter1962@
1-800-974-0062
yahoo.com.
www.namaine.org

Domestic Abuse Helpline
for Men and Women
Support Group.
FMI: 1-866-786-0758.
ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS MEETINGS
District 15
- Mon.-Sat., 7 a.m., Attitude
Adjustment, Methodist
Church, John St., Camden
- Mon.-Sat., 7 a.m., Morning
Medicine, St. John’s Episcopal Church, Green St.,
Thomaston
- Mon.-Sat., 12:15p.m.,
Brown Bag Group, Rockland
Congregational Church,
Limerock St.
- Mon.-Thurs., Sat. & Sun.,
6:30 p.m., Fri. 7 p.m., Camden
12 Step, St. Thomas Episcopal
Church, Chestnut St.
- Mon., 8 a.m., Mixed Nuts,
Union Church, Main St.,
Vinalhaven (May-Oct.)
Women’s.
- Mon., 7 p.m., O.D.A.A.T.
Men’s, Nativity Lutheran
Church, Old County Rd.,
Rockport
- Mon., 7 p.m., Dry Dock,
First Baptist Church,
Green St., Thomaston
- Tues., 7 p.m., Safe Harbor,
American Legion Hall,
Tenants Harbor
- Tues. 7 p.m., Koinonia,
Union Church, Vinalhaven
(May-Oct.)
- Tues., 7 p.m., Warren-Cushing, Warren Congregational
Church, Main St.
- Tues., 7 p.m., 11th Step
Prayer & Meditation, St.
Bernard’s Catholic Church,
Broadway, Rockland
- Tues. 7 p.m., Koinonia,
Baptist Church, North Haven

ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS MEETINGS
District 15
- Wed., 7 p.m., 12 Step Road
to Recovery, St. John’s
Episcopal Church, Green St.,
Thomaston
- Thurs., 6:30 p.m., Cornerstone to Sobriety, St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church, White St.,
Rockland
- Thurs., 7 p.m., Chairman’s
Choice, First Baptist Church,
Green St., Thomaston.
- Thurs., 7 p.m., Koinonia
North, Union Church, Vinalhaven (May-Oct.)
- Fri., 7 p.m., The Way It Is,
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
White St., Rockland
- Sat., 8:30 a.m., Finding
Grace, First Universalist
Church, Broadway, Rockland, (Women’s)
- Sat., 8:30 a.m., Let’s Do the
Work, Chestnut St. Baptist
Church, Camden
- Sat., 7 p.m., SOS, St. Peters’
Episcopal Church, White St.,
Rockland
- Sun., 8 a.m., Come As You
Are, Rockland Congregational Church, Limerock St.
- Sun., 10:30 a.m., As You
Like It, Pen Bay Physician’s
Bldg., Rockport
- Sun., 5 p.m., Fog Lifters,
Baptist Church, North Haven
- Sun., 5 p.m., Attitude
Adjustment, Methodist
Church, 98 John St., Camden
(Women’s)
- Sun., 7 p.m., Sunday Night
Discussion, First Universalist
Church, Broadway, Rockland
FMI: 1-800-737-6237
24 hours day or night
AAmaine.org.

NAMI MAINE
SMART RECOVERY — Nonreligious, no steps, scientifical- Free support group with a
ly proven program for recovery non-denominational spiritual
from substance use disorders. component for individuals
Fri., 6 p.m., Coastal Recovery and/or family members affectCommunity Center (CRCC), ed by mental illness.
24 Lincoln St. (old Lincoln FMI: Penelope, 207-975-6188.
School), Suite 103, Rockland. 2nd and 4th Wed., 5:30-7 p.m.
FMI: 691-3697, Bruce.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rockland
AL-ANON MEETINGS
Enter through door by flagpole,
Knox County
follow signs. Park in lot off
Mon., 7-8 p.m., St. John EpisLimerock Street.
copal Church, Thomaston.
MIDCOAST DEPRESSION
Thurs., 5 p.m., Our Lady of
AL-ANON MEETINGS
Good Hope Catholic Church,
Camden.
Waldo County
Sat., 10-11 a.m., Pen Bay Phy- - Mon., noon-1 p.m. First
sicians Building, Rockport.
Baptist Church annex,
95 High St., Belfast.
ONGOING SOCIAL AND - Wed., 7 p.m. Monroe ComSUPPORT GROUP — Les- munity Church basement,
bians 40+, coupled or single, 26 West Main St., Monroe.
living in Camden/Rockland - Thurs., 7 p.m. First Baptist
area. FMI: 631-0249 or e-mail Church annex, 95 High St.,
mwpbooks@midcoast.com.
Belfast.

Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$29,580 for 1 Person
$33,840 for 2 Persons
If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY

Elderly Services

Business Insurance

Fine Furniture

Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout 11 77
Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout

Miscellaneous

Love Your Home!
Amish
Dining Sets

Chair Caning

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend
Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Since 1998

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Insurance for
Insurance
for
your business.
business.
your
Call Krissy
Krissy Campbell
Campbell today
Call
today

236-4311
236-4311

AllenIF.com
AllenIF.com

AMERICAN GLASS v PAPERS
PORTABLE DEVICES v IV:XX GEAR
VINTAGE ITEMS
2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

MON - SAT, 11 - 5:30PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

www.seasmokeshop.com
95 Main Street (Waterfront Side)
Damariscotta, ME
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Auto Body Repair

Rockland, ME

Power Equip. Sales/Service

J.H. KILTON

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?

Now is the
PERFECT TIME...

Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

JAMIE KILTON
ROCKPORT, ME
jhkilton@gmail.com
701-8824
WWW.JHKILTON.COM

51 Glen St.
Auto Repair Service

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

THE

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

1-207-626-3039

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

Our 30th Year In Business!

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

Furniture Restoration

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

Retirement

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY
• Stripping
• Finishing
• Repair

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair

www.all-season.com

X SNOW PLOWING

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Clock Repair

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

Believe

IN BARTLETT

55-plus active
adult community
58 one & two
bedroom
apartments
Private balconies
& galley kitchens

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

Live maintenancefree with seasonal
option
Walk to downtown
Rockland’s
galleries, museums,
restaurants &
unique shops

- WE DO IT ALL -

SIMONE CAUTELA

236-0541 • 542-7327

Basement
Waterproofing

Thomas R. John, Sr.
Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

bartlettwoods.com
Rockland • 207.593.1419

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Flooring

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144

P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

We Service
All Brands!

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Miscellaneous

Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Storage

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

Elderly Housing

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Cleaning Services

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

Full Service Residential and
Commercial Cleaning,
Rug & Carpet Cleaning,
Floor Care Services, Fire/Smoke,
Water Damage &
Mold Remediation Services.

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

207-594-2413

(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

596-5555

Painting

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Heating
LOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
LOCAL
FAMILY OWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

Power Wash Siding

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

Tree Service
A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices

Licensed Arborist
Fully Insured
Friendly, Reliable Service

To bring your mower
in for servicing!

Lawn & Garden

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

Home Imp & Renovations

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING

207-596-0423

• Total Restoration

Carpentry & Painting

Landscaping
Tree Removal
Aerial Lift Service

Heating
Fuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,Computers
Heating
Fuels
including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
Diesel.
Propane, K-1,
K-1, andand
Diesel.
Equipment
including
systems,
hot water
Equipment
including heating
heating systems,
hot water
systems,
LP
stoves,
Rinnais
and
more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www . M a ri ti m e En e r gy.c o m
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

594-4487
ParkSt.St.
Rockland
594-4487• 234
• 234 Park
Rockland

Sterling Waterman
Home
Cell
763-2988
592-5504

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup
tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

ADVERTISE
IN THE

BSD
Call Steve 596-0055
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Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW
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MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
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CHLT
Shop NBC
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Blue Bloods (In
Monkees Paid
Blue Bloods Frank
Blue Bloods “Hide in Blue Bloods “Family Blue Bloods (In
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Program
suspends an officer. Plain Sight”
Secrets”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang Gordon Ramsay’s Road Trip Gordon Ram- FOX23 News at Ten National National DailySeinfeld
Theory
Theory
say travels through Europe. Å
(N) (Live) Å
Desk
Desk
MailTV
Å
Big Bang Big Bang The Price Is Right Celebrates 50 Years (In S.W.A.T. “Lockdown” News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Å
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
Chicago Med (In
Chicago Fire “Head Chicago P.D. “Rage” NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Count” Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Wonder Wonder Wonder Wonder Wonder Wonder WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Earth Emergency (N) NOVA “Secrets of the Climate Change -PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
(In Stereo) Å
Forbidden City”
The Facts Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Young
Modern Dogs of the Year
Funniest Funniest WMTW TMZ Å Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Sheldon Family
2021 Å
Animals Animals News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
The Price Is Right Celebrates 50 Years (In S.W.A.T. “Lockdown” CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
Å
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Monkees Paid Prg.
Celtics
NBA Basketball: Clippers at Celtics
Celtics
Celtics
Boston Sports
The Ga The Ga
College Football: Cheez-It Bowl
College Football: Valero Alamo Bowl -- Oregon vs Oklahoma. (N) (Live)
SportsC.
College Basketball
College Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr TBA
Bruins
NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Ottawa Senators. (N)
Bruins
Bruins
Hours
Hours
NHL Hockey
Rizzoli & Isles “Living Married at First Sight How the experts
Movie: ›‡ “The Boy Next Door” (2015)
Married at First
Proof” Å
matched the couples. (N) Å
Jennifer Lopez, Ryan Guzman. Å
Sight Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour (N)
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ›››‡ “Murder on the Orient
Movie: ››‡ “A Walk in the Spring Rain” Movie: ››› “CacPhiladelphia Story” Express” (1974) Albert Finney. Å
(1970, Romance) Anthony Quinn.
tus Flower” (1969)
(5:30) Movie: ››
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å NHL Hockey: Dallas Stars at Colorado Avalanche. Ball Arena. (N)
(Live) Å
“Suicide Squad”
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ›› “Venom” (2018, Action) Tom Movie: ›› “Venom” (2018, Action) Tom Hardy,
“SpiderExpendables 2”
Hardy, Michelle Williams. (In Stereo) Å
Michelle Williams, Riz Ahmed. (In Stereo) Å
Man”
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Young
Young
Young
Young
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered “Vanished”
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Cold Justice Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ››‡ “Armageddon” (1998, Science Fiction) Bruce Willis, Billy Bob Movie: ›› “U.S. Marshals” (1998, Action) Tommy
Thornton, Liv Tyler. A hero tries to save Earth from an asteroid. Å
Lee Jones, Wesley Snipes, Robert Downey Jr. Å
Housewives/OC
Housewives/OC
Movie: ›› “A Bad Moms Christmas” (2017) Å
›› “A Bad Moms Christmas”
Restaurant Hustle
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
“The Nine Kittens of Movie: “Christmas at Castle Hart” (2021) Movie: “Coming Home for Christmas”
Movie: “Gingerbread
Christmas”
Lacey Chabert. Å (DVS)
(2017) Danica McKellar. Å (DVS)
Miracle”
Church
Potter
David
Gaither
Stage
Worship Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
Watch
Prince
Access
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire (N) (In Stereo) Å
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire Å
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life “Lucas’ Journey” (N)
Too Large (N) Å
Save My Skin (N)
My 600-Lb. Life
Moonshiners
Moonshiners (N)
Master Distiller
Master Distiller
Master Distiller
Moonshiners Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:30) Movie: “Just Friends”
Movie: ›› “The Other Woman” (2014) Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Slime
Movie: ››› “The Croods”
“Croods Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Holly
Holly
Big City Big City Raven’s Raven’s Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Hobbie
Hobbie
Greens
Greens
Home
Home
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-Eaters
River Monsters
River Monsters
River Monsters
Movie: ›› “London Has Fallen” (2016) Movie: ›‡ “Gods of Egypt” (2016, Fantasy) Nikolaj
Movie: ››‡ “2012” (2009,
Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart. Å (DVS)
Coster-Waldau, Brenton Thwaites. Å
Action) John Cusack. Å
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10
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13
14
15
16
17

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Chicago P.D. “An
Chicago P.D. “Prison Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. “Called Paid
Paid
Honest Woman”
Ball” Å
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
in Dead”
Program Program
Big Bang Big Bang Bob’s
Great
Call Me Call Me FOX23 News at Ten National National DailySeinfeld
Theory
Theory
Burgers North
Kat
Kat
(N) (Live) Å
Desk
Desk
MailTV
Å
Big Bang Big Bang Young
United
Ghosts
B Positive Bull The team has a News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Sheldon States
“Pilot”
conflict of interest.
Corden
Å
207
Inside
Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Orga- NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
nized Crime
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Movie: ›››‡ “Frozen” (2013) Voices of Home
Home
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Kristen Bell. (In Stereo) Å
Econ.
Econ.
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Mary Berry’s Country From the Vault
Island Winter
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
House
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Young
Modern iHeartRadio Music Festival Night 1 HighWMTW TMZ Å Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Sheldon Family
lights of the annual event. Å
News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
United
Ghosts
B Positive Bull The team has a CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon States
“Pilot”
conflict of interest.
News
Corden
Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Paid Prg. Paid Prg.
Early
Early Edition Å
Curran’s The Ga Curran’s Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Ninja Warrior
Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl: Pittsburgh vs Michigan State. (N) (In Stereo Live)
College Football: SRS Distribution Las Vegas Bowl
College Basketball: Michigan at UCF. (N)
College Basketball: Arizona at UCLA. (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
Hockey College Hockey: Wildcats at Big Green
Hours
Hours
Hours
Hours
College Basketball
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Married at First Sight “Kicking Off Boston” Married at First Sight
Married at First
Married at First
fans discuss. (N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Special Report
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Special Report
Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour (N)
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Swing Shift” (1984) Goldie Movie: ››› “The Getaway” (1972, Ac- Movie: ›››› “The
Hawn, Kurt Russell, Christine Lahti. Å
tion) Steve McQueen, Ali MacGraw. Å
Last Picture Show”
“The Haunting”
Bones “The Lance to Movie: ›››‡ “Black Panther” (2018, Action) Chad- Movie: ›› “Ghost Rider” (2007, Action) Nicolas
the Heart” Å
wick Boseman, Michael B. Jordan. Å (DVS)
Cage, Eva Mendes, Wes Bentley. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From Home” (2019) Tom Hol- Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From Home” (2019) Tom Holland. Spider-Man and Mysterio battle four elemental creatures.
land. Spider-Man and Mysterio battle four elemental creatures.
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ›››‡ “Knives Out” (2019) Daniel Craig. Premiere.
Last Man Last Man Last Man Last Man
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Full
Young
Young
Young
Young
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon
The Backyard
The Backyard
The Backyard
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Million Dollar LA
Million Dollar LA
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” (2001)
“Harry Potter”
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
Battle
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Battle
“Most Wonderful
Movie: “Good Morning Christmas!” (2020) Movie: “A Dickens of a Holiday!” (2021,
“A Christmas ToTime of Year”
Alison Sweeney. Å (DVS)
Romance) Brooke D’Orsay. Å (DVS)
gether With You”
Church
Potter
Praise (N) Å
Drive
Insights Watch
Why Is
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
Band of Brothers
Band of Brothers Å
Band of Brothers
Band of Brothers “Points”
Band of Brothers
1000-Lb. Sisters
My 600-Lb. Life (N) (In Stereo)
1000-Lb. Sisters (N) Hoard-Buried
My 600-Lb. Life
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue (In Stereo) Å
Homestead Rescue “Shock and Awe”
Homestead Rescue
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:30) Movie: ›› “The Other Woman”
Movie: ››› “Ready or Not” (2019) Å The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania 2” Å
Movie: ››› “Shrek 2” (2004) (In Stereo) Friends Friends Friends Friends
Holly
Holly
Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Hobbie
Hobbie
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Louisiana Law
Louisiana Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
North Woods Law (In Stereo)
Louisiana Law
(6:00) Movie: ›‡ “Gods of
Movie: ›› “Angels & Demons” (2009, Action) Tom Hanks.
Movie: ›› “Inferno” (2016,
Egypt” (2016, Fantasy) Å
Robert Langdon confronts an ancient brotherhood. Å
Suspense) Tom Hanks. Å

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

25

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Entry Level Technician

WANTED

Send Work History or Resume to:

brets@shepardmotors.com

SHEPARD

207-594-8424

Route 1, at the Rockland Thomaston Town Line
FRIDAY EVENING DECEMBER 31, 2021
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Hawaii Five-0 Å

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 “He
Hawaii Five-0 (In
Richard Barry
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Moho Hou” Å
Stereo) Å
Pryor
White
Big Bang Big Bang Fox’s New Year’s Eve Toast & Roast 2022 A FOX23 News at Ten Fox’s New Year’s Eve Toast & Seinfeld
Theory
Theory
Toast & Roast to 2021. (N) Å
(N) (Live) Å
Roast 2022 (N) Å
Å
Big Bang Big Bang New Year’s Eve Live: Nashville’s Big Bash Celebrating the new
News
New Year’s Eve Live: Nashville’s
Theory
Theory
year. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Big Bash (N) Å
207
Inside
2021: It’s Toast! (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Miley’s New Year’s Eve Party Hosted by
Tonight
Edition
CENTER Miley Cyrus and Pete Davidson (N) Å
Show
Wheel of Jeopardy! Dick Clark’s Primetime New Year’s Rockin’ Dick Clark’s Prime- WMTW Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’
Fortune (N)
Eve With Ryan Seacrest 2022
time New Year’s
News 8 Eve-2022
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- FiringUnited in Song: Celebrating the Great Performances at the Met A Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
American Dream (N) Å
New Year celebration.
Company (N) Å
Young
Modern iHeartRadio Music Festival Night 2 HighWMTW TMZ Å Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Sheldon Family
lights of the annual event. Å
News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
New Year’s Eve Live: Nashville’s Big Bash Celebrating the new
CBS 13 New Year’s Eve Live: Nashville’s
News
Tonight year. (N) (In Stereo) Å
News
Big Bash (N) Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Pryor
White
Early
Early
Early
The
Curran’s The
Early
Early
Quick
The Ga The
Curran’s
Pregame CFP Semifinal at the Capital One Orange Bowl: Georgia vs Michigan. (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
TBA
CFP Semifinal at the Capital One Orange Bowl: Georgia vs Michigan. (N)
To Be Announced
My Story My Story The Tradition
Travis Roy: A Life
Hours
Hours
Hours
Hours
NESN After Hours
Castle “3XK” (In
Castle “Almost
Castle “Murder Most Castle (In Stereo) Å Castle “Last Call” (In Castle “Almost
Stereo) Å
Famous” Å
Fowl” Å
Stereo) Å
Famous” Å
Patriot Awards
Who Can Forget?
Gutfeld! (N) Å
All American New Year A countdown to 2022. (N) (Live) Å
Special Report
New Year’s Eve Live With Anderson Cooper and Andy Cohen (N) (Live) Å
New
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
All In With
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tacoma Tacoma
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›››› “The Thin
Movie: ››› “After the Thin Man” (1936) Movie: ››› “Another Thin
“That’s Dancing!” Man” (1934) William Powell. Å William Powell, Myrna Loy. Å (DVS)
Man” (1939) William Powell.
Movie: ›››‡ “Black Panther” (2018) Chadwick Boseman.
All Elite Wrestling:
Movie: ››‡ “RoboCop” (2014) Joel KinBlack Panther springs into action when an old enemy returns.
Rampage (N) Å
naman, Gary Oldman. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Movie: ››‡ “Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs & Shaw” (2019) Movie: ››‡ “The Fate of the Furious”
(5:30) Movie: ›‡
“Baywatch” (2017) Dwayne Johnson, Jason Statham. (In Stereo) Å
(2017, Action) Vin Diesel. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
(5:45) Movie: ››› Movie: ››‡ “Central Intelligence” (2016) Movie: ›› “Shaft” (2019, Action) Samuel Full
“Knocked
“Superbad” (2007) Dwayne Johnson. Å (DVS)
L. Jackson, Jessie T. Usher. Å (DVS)
Frontal
Up”
Killer Siblings Å
Killer Siblings (N)
Family Massacre
911 Crisis Center
911 Crisis Center
911 Crisis Center
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:45) Movie: ›› “Police Academy”
Movie: ››‡ “Caddyshack” (1980) Chevy Movie: ›› “The Great Outdoors” (1988,
(1984, Comedy) Steve Guttenberg. Å
Chase, Rodney Dangerfield. Å
Comedy) Dan Aykroyd, John Candy. Å
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix”
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince” (2009)
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Guy: Hawaiian
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) “A Christmas Movie: “A Royal Queens Christmas”
Movie: “Christmas CEO” (2021) Marisol
Movie: “Cross CounTreasure” (2021)
(2021, Romance) Megan Park. Å (DVS)
Nichols, Paul Greene. Å (DVS)
try Christmas”
Church
Potter
Christian History
Christian History
Christian History
Christian History
Prince
Love
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
90 Day
The Family Chantel 90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Fred kicks off his week of sluicing. (In Stereo) Å
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Pirates-Worlds”
Movie: ››‡ “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides”
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Sponge. Koral
Patrick
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Holly
Holly
Big City Big City Bunk’d A road trip to To Be Announced
Liv and
Phineas Big City Ladybug
Hobbie
Hobbie
Greens
Greens
Maine. Å
Maddie
and Ferb Greens
& Cat
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
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THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, December 28, 2021

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Paid
Paid
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Program Program
Big Bang Winter
I Can See Your Voice 9-1-1: Lone Star
FOX23
The Nite Gordon Ramsay’s
MacGyver “Bullet &
Theory
Preview Å (DVS)
“Dust to Dust”
News
Show
Road Trip
Pen” Å
Big Bang Big Bang S.W.A.T. “WhistleFBI “Brother’s
48 Hours (N) (In
WABI TV5 Nite Show InvestiThe Song
Theory
Theory
blower” Å
Keeper” Å
Stereo) Å
We
gate TV
Maine Life Places
The Wall “Tammy
Dateline NBC (In
Saturday Night Live NEWS- Saturday Night Live “Kieran
and S
and Doug” Å
Stereo) Å
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Culkin; Ed Sheeran” Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! America’s Funniest When Nature Calls When Nature Calls WMTW Castle “Murder Most Prime
Fortune
Home Videos
With Helen Mirren
With Helen Mirren
News 8 Fowl” Å
Crime
Aging Backwards 3: Great Performances Ringing in Classical Rewind (My Music)
Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
Fast Track
the New Year in Vienna. (N)
Classical masterpieces. Å
Planning for retirement. Å
Young
Modern Whose
Whose
Funniest Funniest WMTW Stitch
Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Sheldon Family
Line
Line
Animals Animals News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
Judge
Judge
S.W.A.T. “WhistleFBI “Brother’s
48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
Judy
Judy
blower” Å
Keeper” Å
Stereo) Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Paid Prg. Paid Prg.
The Ga Quick
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
United Fight
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
Rose Bowl: Utes vs Buckeyes
Allstate Sugar Bowl: Baylor vs Ole Miss. (N) (Live)
SportsC.
Rose Bowl: Utes vs Buckeyes
Allstate Sugar Bowl: Baylor vs Ole Miss. (N) (Live)
TBA
To Be Announced
Bruins
Bruins
To Be Announced
Bruins
(6:00) Movie: “My
Movie: “Deadly Infidelity” (2022, SusMovie: “Deadly Cheers” (2021) Katherine Movie: “Deadly InfiWife’s Secret Life” pense) Kate Watson. Premiere. Å
Marsh, Camille Calvin. Premiere. Å
delity” (2022) Å
Gutfeld! Å
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Unfiltered with
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
The Nineties Å
The Eighties Å
Jimmy Carter: Rock and Roll President
The Sixties Å
The Sixties Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
American Voices
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
American Voices
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies Foodies Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(5:30) “Twelve
Movie: ››› “Penny Serenade” (1941,
Movie: ›››‡ “Children of a Lesser God” (1986,
“Repeat
O’Clock High” Å Drama) Irene Dunne, Cary Grant. Å
Drama) William Hurt, Marlee Matlin. Å
Perfrm.”
NHL Hockey: St. Louis Blues at Minnesota Wild. Target Field. (N) NHL on Movie: ›››‡ “Black Panther” (2018, Action) Chad(Live) Å
TNT
wick Boseman, Michael B. Jordan. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk South Pk
“Fast & Furious:
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom” (2018, Adven- Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Far From
Hobbs & Shaw”
ture) Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard. (In Stereo) Å
Home” (2019) Tom Holland. (In Stereo)
Chicago Fire (N)
Chicago Fire (N)
Chicago Fire (N)
Chicago Fire (N)
Chicago Fire (N)
Chicago Fire (N)
“Future Bob’s
Bob’s
Bob’s
American American American American Wipeout “OMFG Girl Wipeout “Love at
III”
Burgers Burgers Burgers Dad
Dad
Dad
Dad
Run!”
First Trip”
Cold Justice Å
Cold Justice (N)
911 Crisis Center
New York Homicide 911 Cri
911 Cri
New York Homicide
›› “Transporter 3” Movie: ››‡ “Olympus Has Fallen” (2013) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Den of Thieves” (2018) (In Stereo)
“Lethal Movie: ›››‡ “Lethal Weapon 2” (1989, Action) Mel Movie: ››› “Lethal Weapon 3” (1992, Action) Mel “Lethal
Weapon” Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci. Å
Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci. Å
Wpn. 4”
Movie: ›››‡ “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2” Movie: ››› “Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) “My ChristMovie: “Where Your Heart Belongs”
Movie: “Pride, Prejudice and Mistletoe”
“Never Kiss a Man
mas Family Tree”
(2022) Jen Lilley. Premiere. Å (DVS)
(2018) Lacey Chabert. Å (DVS)
in Cmas. Sweater”
Charles Stanley
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers (N) Å
American Pickers
American Pickers
My 600-Lb. Life
1000-Lb. Sisters (N) 1000-Lb. Sisters (N) 1000-Lb. Sisters (N) 1000-Lb. Sisters (N) 1000-Lb. Sisters
The Repair Shop
The Repair Shop
The Repair Shop
The Repair Shop
The Repair Shop
The Repair Shop
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
“The Waterboy”
“SpongeBob SquarePants”
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
(6:50) Movie: “Zombies” (2018) Movie: “Zombies 2” (2020) Meg Raven’s Big City Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug
Milo Manheim. Å
Donnelly. (In Stereo) Å
Home
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey! It’s the Irwins “Episode 1” (N)
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight Twilight
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
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Over 20 Model Homes on Display!

Rte. 90 Warren • 273-2610 • BoggsHomes.com
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NCIS: Los Angeles
Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Young
Modern
Sheldon Family
CBS 13 Ent.
News
Tonight
NCIS: Los Angeles
Early
The
Monday Night
To Be Announced
NHL Hockey
Castle “Knockdown”

NCIS: Los Angeles
“No More Secrets”
9-1-1: Lone Star “The
Big Chill” (N)
Neighbor- Bobhood
Abishola
Kenan (N) Kenan (N)

NCIS: Los Angeles
“The Guardian”
The Cleaning Lady
“TNT” (N)
NCIS “Pledge of
Allegiance” (N)
That’s My Jam (N) Å

10:30

11:00

Single Wide

Double Wide
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“False Flag”
“Let Fate Decide”
“Decoy” (In Stereo)
FOX23 News at Ten National National DailySeinfeld
(N) (Live) Å
Desk
Desk
MailTV
Å
NCIS: Hawai’i “Lost” News
Late Show-Colbert
James
(N)
Corden
Ordinary Joe “Snow NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Globe” (N)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
The Bachelor Clayton’s journey to find love Abbott
black-ish WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
begins. (N) Å (DVS)
Elem
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
Antiques Roadshow Antiques Roadshow Independent Lens Livestreaming PBS NewsHour (In Aman(N) Å
Å
entertainment in China.
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
All American (In
4400 “Past Is ProWMTW TMZ Å Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Stereo) Å
logue” Å
News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
Neighbor- BobNCIS “Pledge of
NCIS: Hawai’i “Lost” CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
hood
Abishola Allegiance” (N)
(N)
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early Edition Å
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at Pittsburgh Steelers. (N)
Post
SportsCenter
NFL
Monday Night Football With Peyton and Eli (N) (Live)
Post
To Be Announced
SportCtr
Bruins
Bruins
TBA
NESN After Hours
Bruins
Castle A murdered
Castle Investigating a Castle “Setup” Å
Castle “Countdown” Castle A murdered
Å
lottery winner. Å
friend of Castle’s.
Å
lottery winner. Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour (N)
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ››› “Neighbors” (2014) Å
“Dirty Grandpa”
“The Thing From
Movie: ››‡ “Jewel Robbery” Movie: ›››‡ “Trouble in Para- Movie: ››› “Raffles” (1930) “First
Another World”
(1932) William Powell. Å
dise” (1932) Miriam Hopkins.
Ronald Colman. Å
Lady”
(4:00) “Avengers:
Movie: ››› “Kingsman: The Secret Service”
Movie: ››‡ “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” (2017, AcEndgame” (2019)
(2014, Action) Colin Firth. Premiere. Å (DVS)
tion) Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L. Jackson. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld
(6:00) “The Greatest Movie: ›››‡ “A Beautiful Day in the NeighborMovie: ›››‡ “A Beautiful Day in the NeighborShowman” Å
hood” (2019) Tom Hanks. (In Stereo) Å
hood” (2019) Tom Hanks. (In Stereo) Å
“Karate Kid II”
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Chicago Fire
Chicago Fire
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang American American American American Bob’s
Bob’s
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Dad
Dad
Dad
Dad
Burgers Burgers
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››‡ “Man of Steel” (2013) Henry Cavill. Young Clark
Movie: ›‡ “Batman & Robin” (1997, Ac“Men in Black II”
Kent must protect those he loves from a dire threat. Å
tion) Arnold Schwarzenegger. Å
Below Deck (N)
Below Deck (N)
To Be Announced
Watch
Below Deck Å
Million Dollar LA
Kids Baking
Kids Baking
Tiny
Tiny
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Kids Baking
(6:00) Movie: “It Was Movie: “Love, Romance & Chocolate”
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Always You”
(2019) Lacey Chabert. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potter
Praise (N) Å
Cahn
McManu God
Love
Praise Å
Prince
Cahn
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Darcey & Stacey
Darcey & Stacey
90 Day Fiancé (N)
1000-Lb. Sisters (N) Darcey & Stacey
Darcey & Stacey
Street Outlaws
Street Outlaws (N) (In Stereo) Å
Street Outlaws
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Å
Big City Big City Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Last Frontier
Alaska: The Last Frontier- Frozen Edg.
Alaska: The Last Frontier Å
Last Frontier
(6:05) Movie: ››‡ “The Matrix RevoluMovie: ››› “Unstoppable” (2010, AcMovie: ›› “Transformers: Dark of the
tions” (2003) Keanu Reeves. Å
tion) Denzel Washington. Premiere. Å
Moon” (2011, Action) Shia LaBeouf. Å
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12:00

12:30

Hawaii Five-0 “Ka
Hawaii Five-0 “Poniu Hawaii Five-0 “Hahai Hawaii Five-0 “E
Hawaii Five-0 “Puka Paid
Paid
Pa’ani Nui” Å
I Ke Aloha”
I Na Pilikua Nui”
Malama Pono”
’Ana” Å
Program Program
NFL
The OT Next Level Chef
Simpsons Great
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Football (N) Å
(N) Å
North
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
The Equalizer “Sepa- NCIS: Los Angeles S.W.A.T. “Survive”
News
Van
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
rated” (N)
(N) Å (DVS)
Susteren
Time
(N) (In Stereo) Å
Football Night in America (N) (In NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Green Bay Packers. (N) (In
NEWS- American Ninja WarStereo Live) Å
Stereo Live) Å
CENTER rior Å
America’s Funniest Celebrity Wheel of
Supermarket Sweep The Rookie “Heart
WMTW Soledad Major Crimes (Part 2
Home Videos (N)
Fortune (N)
(N)
Beat” (N)
News 8 O’Brien of 2) Å
From the Vault
Around the World in All Creatures Great All Creatures Great and Small on MasterAround the World in
80 Days
and Small
piece “The Night Before Christmas”
80 Days
Modern Modern Legends of the Hid- Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Family
Family
den Temple Å
Us (In Stereo) Å
News 8 O’Brien MAINE
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
The Equalizer “Sepa- NCIS: Los Angeles S.W.A.T. “Survive”
CBS 13 Sharyl
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
rated” (N)
(N) Å (DVS)
News
Attkisson
Time
(N) (In Stereo) Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Paid Prg. Paid Prg.
NBA Basketball
Celtics
Celtics
Ninja Warrior
Outdoor Postgame Live
NBA Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr 30 for 30
30 for 30
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter
Cornhole: ACL National College Champi
To Be Announced
X Games
X Games
TBA
Bruins
Bruins
To Be Announced
Bruins
Bruins
NESN
NESN
Dirty
To Be Announced
“Chris Watts: Con- Movie: “Deadly Ex Next Door” (2022,
Movie: “Deadly Garage Sale” (2022, Sus- Movie: “Deadly Ex
fessions”
Suspense) Tianna Nori. Premiere. Å
pense) Aryè Campos. Premiere. Å
Next Door” (2022)
Sunday Night
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Sunday Night
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
Carole King and James Taylor
The Seventies Å
Carole King
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
To Be Announced
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
To Be Announced
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:15) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›››› “How Green Was My Val- Movie: ›››‡ “The Corn Is Green” (1945, Drama)
“3 MusBette Davis, John Dall, Nigel Bruce. Å
keteers”
“My Favorite Year” ley” (1941, Drama) Walter Pidgeon. Å
(5:05) Movie: ›››‡ “Avengers: EndClaws (N) Å (DVS) Claws Å (DVS)
Movie: ›‡ “Fantastic Four” (2015) Miles
game” (2019, Action) Robert Downey Jr.
Teller, Michael B. Jordan. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk South Pk
“Jurassic World:
Movie: ›› “Transformers: The Last Knight” (2017) Mark Wahlberg. The
Movie: ›› “Transformers: The
Fallen Kingdom”
war between Transformers and humans threatens Earth. (In Stereo) Å
Last Knight” (2017) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ›‡ “Rush Hour 3” (2007, Action) Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Wipeout “Wipe-pedia Wipeout “Get Ship
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Vol.1”
Faced” Å (DVS)
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å (DVS)
The Real Murders of Orange County (N)
New York Homicide Snapped Å
Snapped
Real Murders
“John Wick 2”
Movie: ›››‡ “John Wick: Chapter 3 -- Parabellum” (2019)
Movie: ››› “John Wick” (2014) Å
(6:00) Movie: ››› “Enemy of the State” Movie: ››› “Men in Black” (1997, Ac- Movie: ›› “Men in Black II” (2002, Ac(1998) Will Smith, Gene Hackman. Å
tion) Tommy Lee Jones, Will Smith. Å
tion) Tommy Lee Jones, Will Smith. Å
Housewives-Atlanta Housewives-Atlanta Housewives SLC
Housewives-Atlanta Housewives SLC
Vanderpump Rules
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Chance
Alex vs. America
Beat
Beat
Guy’s Chance
(6:00) “Where Your Movie: “Taking a Shot at Love” (2021,
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Heart Belongs”
Romance) Alexa PenaVega. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Carpen
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo
Praise Å
Praise Å
Built America
The Food That Built America
The Food That Built America (In Stereo)
Built America
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
Sister Wives (N)
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé
Dirty Jobs Å
Dirty Jobs (N) Å
This Came Out
Mysteries of
Mysteries of
Dirty Jobs Å
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Movie: ››› “The Hangover” (2009) Å
Sponge. Sponge. Movie: ››‡ “Bee Movie” (2007) Å
Mike
Mike
Mike
Mike
Friends Friends
Movie: ›››‡ “Zootopia” (2016) Voices Amphibia Molly
Molly
Molly
Big City Big City Big City Big City
Å
of Ginnifer Goodwin. (In Stereo) Å
McGee
McGee
McGee
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
(6:30) Movie: ›››‡ “The Matrix” (1999, Science
Movie: ››› “The Matrix Reloaded” (2003) Keanu Reeves,
“Matrix
Fiction) Keanu Reeves, Laurence Fishburne.
Laurence Fishburne. Freedom fighters revolt against machines.
Revol.”

10:30

11:00

FREE
State-wide
delivery
& set-up
on all
new
homes

11:30

12:00

12:30

Chicago Fire Brett
Chicago Fire “I Will Chicago Fire “The
Chicago Fire “Kind of Chicago Fire (In
Chicago Fire “Superwitnesses a murder. Be Walking” Å
Last One for Mom”
a Crazy Idea”
Stereo) Å
hero” Å
Big Bang Big Bang Gordon Ramsay’s Road Trip Chef Ramsay’s FOX23 News at Ten National National DailySeinfeld
Å
Theory
Theory
adventures through Greece. (N)
(N) (Live) Å
Desk
Desk
MailTV
Big Bang Big Bang FBI A string of jewelry FBI: International (N) FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
store robberies.
(In Stereo) Å
“Incendiary” (N)
Corden
207
Inside
American Grand
This Is Us “The Chal- New Amsterdam (N) NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Auto (N) Crew (N) lenger” (N)
Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Wheel of Jeopardy! Judge Steve Harvey Abbott
black-ish Queens “Bars” (N)
Nightline
Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
Fortune (N)
(N) Å
Elem
(N)
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Finding Your Roots Finding Your Roots Frontline “American Insurrection” PBS NewsHour (N) AmanStereo) Å
With Henry
With Henry
Violence in America.
(In Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Young
Modern Penn & Teller: Fool Masters- Masters- WMTW TMZ Å Last Man Last Man Mike &
Mike &
Sheldon Family
Us (In Stereo) Å
Illusion
Illusion
News 8
Standing Standing Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
FBI A string of jewelry FBI: International (N) FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight store robberies.
(In Stereo) Å
“Incendiary” (N)
News
Corden
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Chicago Fire Å
Early
Quick
Celtics
Celtics
The
Quick
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
College Basketball: Kentucky at LSU. (N)
College Football: TaxAct Texas Bowl -- LSU vs Kansas State. (N) (Live)
SportCtr
College Basketball: Oklahoma at Baylor.
College Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr TBA
To Be Announced
Bruins
Bruins
NESN
NESN After Hours
ROH Wrestling
Castle “Slice of
Castle “The Dead
Castle Beckett’s ex- Castle “Pretty Dead” Castle “Knockout” (In Castle “The Dead
Death” Å
Pool” Å
partner is murdered. Å
Stereo) Å
Pool” Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour (N)
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›‡ “Billy Madison” (1995) Å
“Happy Gilmore”
(6:30) Movie: ›› “A Movie: ››› “This Is Spinal Movie: ››› “Bridget Jones’s Diary” (2001) Renée “Dr. Strangelove Or:
Kiss in the Dark”
Tap” (1984) Rob Reiner. Å
Zellweger, Colin Firth, Hugh Grant. Premiere.
How I Learned”
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››‡ “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” (2017, Ac- Movie: ››‡ “The A-Team” (2010) Liam Neeson.
“The A-Team”
tion) Ryan Reynolds, Samuel L. Jackson. Å (DVS)
Former Special Forces soldiers form a rogue unit.
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Seinfeld Seinfeld Seinfeld
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Deadpool 2” (2018, Action) Ryan
Movie: ››› “Deadpool” (2016, Action) Ryan Reyn“Deadpool” (2016) Reynolds, Josh Brolin. (In Stereo) Å
olds, Morena Baccarin, Ed Skrein. (In Stereo) Å
“The Karate Kid”
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ›››‡ “The Karate Kid” (1984) Ralph Macchio. Å
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Young
Young
Young
Young
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon Sheldon
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline
New York Homicide Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Shipping Shipping Storage Storage Storage Storage
(4:45) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “The Great Outdoors” (1988, Movie: ›››› “E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial” (1982) Henry
“Man of Steel”
Comedy) Dan Aykroyd, John Candy. Å
Thomas. A California boy befriends a homesick alien. Å
Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Watch
Vanderpump Rules Housewives/OC
Jersey
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Raid the Fridge (N) Alex vs. America
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “Octo- Movie: “Nature of Love” (2020) Emilie Ul- Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
ber Kiss” (2015)
lerup, Christopher Russell. Å (DVS)
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potter
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Drilling Down
Drilling Down
Curse-Island
Beyond Oak Island Beyond Oak Island Drilling Down
7 Little Johnstons
7 Little Johnstons
I Am Jazz (N)
I Am Jazz (N)
Sister Wives
7 Little Johnstons
Outlaws: Fast
Street Outlaws: Fastest in America (N) (In Stereo) Å
Street Outlaws
Outlaws: Fast
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug Ladybug
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
& Cat
Insane Pools
Insane Pools: Deeper Dive (N)
Tanked Å
Tanked Å
Insane Pools
(6:00) ››› “How to Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania” (2012) Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania 2”
Movie: “How to Train
Train Your Dragon” Voices of Adam Sandler. Premiere. Å
(2015) Voices of Adam Sandler. Premiere. Your Dragon”
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Don’t Stick with a Stick to Unlock Versa Shift Interlock;
Where There’s Smoke, There Isn’t Always a BMW Repair
DEAR CAR TALK: My 2015 Nissan Versa has a shifting
problem. I can only get it out of park when I stick a stick
through the shift lock. The dealer says it will cost $1,000 to
fix. I’m a real cheapskate; how long can I get away with using
a stick? — Ed
RAY: Until the stick breaks off in the bypass slot or jams it
up with wood shavings, Ed. So even though you’re cheap, you
might want to invest in something a little less breakable, like
a $2 screwdriver.
Your car — like all modern cars — has a safety device called
a brake-shift interlock. To prevent you from putting the car in
gear and driving through the back wall of your garage, the car
won’t let you shift out of park until your foot is on the brake.
There’s a switch near the brake pedal that triggers a solenoid
that unlocks the shifter. Just in case something goes wrong with
the system, every car also has a manual bypass or override. It’s
usually right next to the shifter.
So if you’re in “Jurassic Park 14,” a T. rex is coming after you
and your shift interlock fails, you can always use the manual
override to put the car into drive and get away — to be eaten
later in the movie by the T. rex.
So, something is wrong with your interlock, Ed. It could be
a bad switch at the brake pedal or a switch that’s just badly out
of adjustment. It could be the solenoid that operates the lock.
Or it could be the lock mechanism itself.
While the manual override switch should operate indefinitely, I think it’d be worth taking the car for a second opinion. The
dealer may be right that it’s a $1,000 repair, based on other
Versas he’s fixed. But he also could be guessing or trying to
get you to trade in your car so he can have another car to sell.
If it’s just the switch at your brake pedal, it’s not going to cost
anywhere near $1,000 to fix. Even if it’s the solenoid, you’ll
probably get a much better price at a good, independent shop.
So at the very least, spend $2 on a screwdriver and throw
away your stick. And if you can stomach spending a few more
bucks, get a second opinion before you give up and condemn
this car to heap status.
DEAR CAR TALK: I drive a 2013 BMW X3. It’s been an
excellent car, perhaps the best I’ve ever owned. It has only
52,000 miles on it. I retired six years ago and drive much less
than I used to, and even less during the pandemic. Recently
it started sporadically emitting a lot of exhaust smoke when
starting up — enough to fill the garage. Not every time, but
especially when it sits unused for a couple of days. When
I asked the service department at the dealership about this,
I was told that older BMWs had this problem when sitting
unused for a couple of days, and there was no fix other than
a new engine. I guess they were suggesting I just buy a new
ACROSS
1 Deduce
6 Did something
11 Work dough
16 Dory
21 Abdomen
22 Pickle juice
23 Unearthly
24 Hazard
25 Marshy tract
26 Observances
27 Domain
28 Lacking sense
29 Broad-antlered deer
30 Lower prices
32 Varieties
34 Not just my
36 Herbal infusion
37 Boris’ refusal
39 Departure
41 People person, briefly
43 Patio stones
45 Plays in the kiddie pool
47 Look happy
49 Mac maker
51 Dwelled
54 Has a hunch
55 To be, to Henri
56 Units of energy
60 Coral islands
61 Pal
62 Wavelike pattern
64 Reaction to a mouse
65 Dish with beans
66 Eats no food
67 Acid in proteins
69 Queen of the Misty Isles
71 Underwater shocker
72 It’s north of Java
74 River in Asia
75 Seek old haunts
77 Almost-grads
78 Paved way
79 Seagal or Jobs
81 Expunge
82 Endorse a check
83 Climbs a rope
84 Eye part
86 Brother of Artemis

car. From them. That seems unreasonable for a nine-year-old
car with low mileage. At my age, I don’t need a new car and
I intended to keep this one. Any advice? — Tim
RAY: Advice? Yeah, make sure you always open the garage
door before starting the car, Tim.
And keep driving. There’s no reason to put a new engine
in it based on this problem alone.
We see lots of cars that do this. The most likely explanation is that there’s oil that remains on the cylinder walls after
you shut off the engine.
And in your case, it’s possible that a little more oil is leaking down from the valve guide seals and into the cylinders
while the car sits. Then, when you next start the car, that oil
gets burned up and comes out the tail pipe as smoke.
It doesn’t smell good and has a blue-ish-gray haze that
makes you feel like you’re living in Los Angeles in 1974.
But, keep in mind, Tim, it doesn’t take much oil to make
a lot of smoke. So don’t assume that you’ve got a major
problem.
As long as you’re not losing oil at a significant rate, this
is really more of an annoyance than a four-alarm BMW
repair. The key is to keep an eye on your oil consumption.
If you’re adding a quart every 1,000 to 2,000 miles, it’s not
serious enough to fix.
If you have to add a quart every 200 to 300 miles, then
you are burning a lot of oil — and it’s not just happening
when you start the car after a few days. In that case, the
dealership is right. You need serious engine work. Or a 2022
X3, with a Harmon Kardon stereo and 19-inch alloy wheels.
But the phenomenon you describe — burning a little bit
of oil on the first start after sitting for a few days — is
not something we’ve ever correlated with imminent engine
failure. In fact, it could have been doing this for years. You
just rarely let it sit for three days until recently.
So monitor your oil consumption, and if it’s not alarming,
keep driving, and wave to the dealer and smile whenever
you drive by.
***
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WRFR FM,

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 20.

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
visit wrfr.org for more information.

90 Llama cousin
DOWN
92 Skedaddle
1 “Hedda Gabler” author
93 Indent key
2 Recently
96 Glossy fabrics
3 Snow crystal
98 Pac-12 team
4 Annex
99 Dashing
5 Whiskey grains
101 Color
6 Rubbed against
102 Attractive one
7 Emergency
103 Not prohibited
8 Support a church
105 Peeved
9 WSW opposite
106 Frat letter
10 Escritoire
108 “Grand -- Opry”
11 Ear parts
109 Feather
12 Heckle
111 Eva or Zsa Zsa
13 Destroy a tape
112 Sped
14 Be under the weather
113 Pool cover
15 Audition tape
115 Love, in Madrid
16 Well-thrown pigskin
116 Turn color, maybe
17 Kesey or Russell
117 Kangaroos
18 In a foul mood
118 Lure
19 More delicate
120 Peevish
20 Canine pests
121 Hair tint
31 Puts cargo on board
122 At a discount (2 wds.)
33 In a hostile manner
125 Pick
35 Part of a shoe
127 Bring cheer
38 Durable fabric
129 Plod heavily
40 Familiar with (2 wds.)
133 13th Hebrew letter
42 Conductor’s stick
134 JAMA readers
44 Peace gesture
136 -- -craftsy
46 Wing it (hyph.)
138 Impatient
48 Docs prescribe them
140 Virtuoso
50 Abbot’s underling
141 Rapidly
51 Track events
143 Houston pro
52 Clear sky
145 Debussy music
53 Makes dirty
147 Privileged few
54 Welded
149 Nimbuses
55 “South Pacific”
150 Gainesville fan
Frenchman
151 Henry VIII’s house
57 Entertainer Della -152 Central sections
58 Catch on (2 wds.)
153 Ration
59 Chase the puck
154 Common abrasive
61 Yellow fruit
155 Inventory list
63 Roof parts
156 Swiftness
66 Common amphibian
67 Skybox locale
68 Dallas NHLers
70 Diamond -73 Hunter constellation
74 City near Syracuse
76 Prepares for print

79 “-- We Dance?”
80 Whinny
82 Catch some z’s
83 Pet-adoption org.
85 Invade
86 English racetrack
87 Zahn or Abdul
88 Web-toed mammal
89 Flower adornment
91 German pistol
92 Drawing room
93 Student’s paper

94 Drill
95 Hippie wear
97 Decline
99 Steak cut (hyph.)
100 Cagers’ goals
104 Steal the scene
105 Enthralled
107 Is gloomy
110 Weaker, as an excuse
111 Central points
112 Regions
114 Grade school org.

116 Minister’s house
117 Bat swingers
119 Firstborn
120 Naughty kid
121 Accidental
122 Nebraska city
123 Mountain kingdom
124 Petite
126 Starbucks order
128 Summa cum -130 Animals’ homes
131 Vocal group

132 Formation flyers
135 Dry plains shrub
137 Hairy humanoid
139 “Ugh!”
142 Pigeon talk
144 Malone of “Cheers”
146 Egyptian boy-king,
		briefly
148 Hawaii’s Mauna --

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 20.
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Wishing you a New Year
filled with new hope, new aspirations,
and new happiness.

Happy New Year
SHOP • DINE
ENTERTAIN
STAY

Holiday Spectacular Sale
STOREWIDE SAVINGS
UP TO 50% OFF
Dec. 1-Dec. 31
(some restrctions apply)

Open Wed.-Sun. 10am-5pm
10 Water St., Waterville, ME
info@hathawaymillantiques.com
www.hathawaymillantiques.com
207-877-0250

LAKESIDE BURNER
SERVICE

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

THANK YOU TO OUR FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS
FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT IN 2021

David Bowen
Oil Burner Service

169 Searsport Ave. (Route 1) Belfast
207-218-1167


 

COMMUNITY FUELS, Inc.
24 Hour Service Heating Oil
Kerosene
On & Off Road Diesel

CAB
CA
BOT MILL ANTIQUES
DEALERS CHOICE DECEMBER SALE

Belfast, Maine 04915

holidaySAVINGS

NEW LOWER PRICE

UP TO 40%
STOREWIDE SAVINGS

9999

ENTIRE MONTH OF DECEMBER
(SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY)

Complete Service Available

338-HEAT • 1-800-698-9337

338-4265

Call Us For Energy Efficient Ideas!

3/8” DRIVE 56PC
RATCHET & SOCKET
SET

ON

$80
80

Savings
ngs
48-22-9008
9008

REGULAR - $179.99

Offers good at participating NAPA Auto Parts stores from Nov 1-Dec31, 2021
21

OPEN DAILY 10AM TO 5PM

14 Maine Street, Brunswick, ME 04011

cabot@waterfrontme.com | cabotantiques.com
207-725-2855 Like us on facebook

OWNED & OPERATED
BY A MAINE FAMILY
THAT CARES!
LOCALLY OWNED, LOCALLY OPERATED

MAKE SHOPPING EASIER
RESERVE ONLINE --> PICK UP IN STORE
W W W. NAPAONLINE.COM
BELFAST ROCKLAND BUCKSPORT ELLSWORTH
338-2930 596-6554 469-7903
667-5322

Garage Doors LiftMaster Electric Openers

CALL FOR
PRICING
py
Hapdays!
li
o
H

8 x 7 or 9 x 7

“The Best by a Dam Site”

Downtown Swanville, Maine
Tel: 338-4029

Young

Funeral Home

&
Cremation Service
Albert C. Levesque, DIRECTOR

31 West Main St., Searsport

207-548-2545

LiftMaster

Model 8165
LiftMaster Opener

9 x 7raised
7 orSteel
8 x ed
Insulat
1
raised
Steelw/
/2 hp
Insulate
panelddoor
hp
panel doorterw/½
LiftMas chain
LiftMaster chainr
opene
driveopener
drive

for all your
garage door
needs!

Installed

99Serving Residential & Commercial

$$1099

Add $120 per door for windows

338-24
338-2440
440

207-930-DOOR (3667)

Sales * Repairs * Adjustments

Fabulous Gifts
for All!

BUY ONE
GET 2ND HALF OFF!
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-6 * Sat. 9-3
161 High Street, Belfast * 207-218-1321
tjseyewear@gmail.com

Happy Holidays!!

Hope to see you soon!

Our hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5 • Sun. 11-4 • 207-338-4884

